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Abstract
The internet was supposed to democratize discussion, allowing people from all walks
of life to communicate with each other at scale. However, this vision has not been fully
realized—instead online discourse seems to be getting worse, as people are increasingly
drowning in discussion, with much of it unwanted or unpleasant. In this thesis, I
present new systems that empower discussion participants to work collectively to
bring order to discussions through a range of curation tools that superimpose richer
metadata structure on top of standard discussion formats. These systems enable
the following new capabilities: 1) recursive summarization of threaded forums using
Wikum, 2) teamsourced tagging and summarization of group chat using Tilda, 3)
fine-grained customization of email delivery within mailing lists using Murmur, and
4) friendsourced moderation of messages against online harassment using Squadbox.
In a world of abundant discussion and mass capabilities for amplification, the
curation of a social space becomes as equally essential as content creation in defining
the nature of that space. By putting more powerful techniques for curation in the
hands of everyday people, I envision a future where end users are empowered to
actively co-create every aspect of their online discussion environments, bringing in
their nuanced and contextual insights.
Thesis Supervisor: David R. Karger
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Discussions systems such as email, forums, and chat have been pervasive on the internet since its inception. They contain a diversity of rich information and experiences,
including differing opinions on issues, anecdotes, humor, explanations, coordination,
and deliberation. Over the course of thousands of comments, even open mathematics
problems can be solved [53] and contentious deliberations on Wikipedia settled [154].
As more and more people connect with each other through the widespread adoption of the internet, success stories such as these—where groups of people come together through dialogue to share ideas and achieve more than they could possibly do
alone—should be common. Indeed, the internet has revolutionized our capabilities
for collaboration at scale in other areas: today it is trivial to read up on a myriad of
arcane topics or use one of many customized software libraries thanks to the efforts of
thousands of volunteer writers on Wikipedia [361] and open source software developers. And yet when it comes to discussions, the greater scale of participation afforded
by the internet has not led to improvements—instead, many would argue that problems with online discussions have only worsened over the last several decades. People
are still drowning in information, with few mechanisms for managing or synthesizing
large volumes of discourse. A significant proportion of this discourse is unwanted
or downright harmful, with clashing norms leading to back-and-forth bickering, and
people getting harassed into silence.
In this thesis, I argue that the problems that discussions face online can be traced
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back to the failure of online discussion systems to empower users to curate content as
the amount of content has grown. Facing user dissatisfaction and public outcry, large
social platforms have outsourced curation to automation and teams of moderators.
But these attempts to counter problems have created new problems of their own,
from the spread of clickbait and misinformation to censorship of marginalized voices.
Instead, what we need is a re-imagination of online discussion systems that places
users in charge of tending to their shared environments and shared data.
This dissertation serves to illuminate ways that online discussion systems could
be redesigned to promote collective discussion curation by users. I examine systems
for collectively distilling discussion artifacts as well as systems for curating message
workflows. Together, the systems I describe in this thesis demonstrate how we can
combat the challenges of online discussion systems in ways that respect human insight
and user control. Left unchecked, the problems facing online discussion systems may
have far-reaching harmful effects on our society. Thankfully, as a society we are now
much more aware of the negative consequences of poorly curated online discourse.
With a better grasp of what’s been going wrong and why progress has been impeded,
we are now ready for something new.

1.1

What is Wrong with Online Discussion Today?

The problems that online discussion systems face today have been festering for decades.
Meanwhile, the consequences for ignoring them have grown, as participation in online
discussion platforms continues to increase [77] and more forums for discourse, from
classrooms [388], to workplaces, to “public squares” discussing news and shaping local
and national politics [379], migrate online.
One of these problems is the scale of discussion content. The term “email
overload” was first coined in 1996 [357], and people were designing systems to combat
information overload in online discussion systems such as bulletin boards as early
as 1985 [139]. And yet problems of email overload are still around [90, 118] and
may have even gotten worse, despite decades of awareness and proposed solutions. A
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similar story can be told about discussion forums and newer social media platforms,
where a single discussion can routinely gain hundreds to thousands of comments. For
example, on the discussion board Reddit [277], a quick glance at the homepage shows
a post 8 hours old that has already racked up 25,500 replies. Instead of organizing
all this content, most systems simply push it down as it gets old, hiding the volume
from users by adding page after page. Others just delete old discussions, assuming
that users find no value in them.
A separate issue that was also present in the early days of the internet is the prevalence of unwanted or harmful communication. Administrators of mailing lists
and early forums talked about issues such as “flaming”, “trolls”, and harassment [55]
in the 1990s, as well as email scams and chain letters spreading misinformation [172].
These problems have only escalated in recent years. Due to the migration of more
and more of our social lives onto the internet, online harassers have greater ability
to inflict harm, and harassment recipients may not have the freedom to opt out of
being online [215]. We have also now seen the weaponization of online misinformation spread via social media by state actors and others to sow discord and influence
elections [351]. Public opinion has soured towards social media, and many now blame
our systems for online discourse for hurting democracy [89] and contributing to rising
polarization [257].
It didn’t always appear to be this bleak. After the wider adoption of the internet
came “Web 2.0” [70], or the emergence of a more social web, which exploded the
amount of discourse happening online starting in the late 1990s [302]. This time period
was relatively optimistic about the spread of online discourse [16]. Success stories such
as Wikipedia, open source software projects, and other forms of “commons-based peer
production” heralded more participatory forms of creation [18] as well as innovations
arising from web-enabled collective intelligence [216]. Following the early events of
the Arab Spring, there was a sense of great potential for newer social media platforms
to mobilize collective action [337] and advance democracy [365].
However, the aforementioned problems never really went away, despite various
efforts, some of which may have introduced new issues. Faced with growing num27

bers of users, social media platforms turned to automation as well as teams of paid
and volunteer moderators to manage scale and remove objectionable content. However, the many negative externalities of operating these strategies at such vast scale,
from perpetuating bias within opaque decision-making processes [82], to not respecting user needs or understanding local contexts, to being easily circumvented by bad
actors [147], became glaringly clear as the platforms faced new waves of controversies. Events such as Gamergate [223] and the exposure of Russian state-sponsored
“sockpuppetry” online during the 2016 election [292] have contributed to more mainstream awareness [264] of the extent of the problems with social media platforms and
highlighted the shortcomings of relying on these stopgap solutions.

1.2

Why Isn’t Online Discussion Getting Better?

Why has online discussion as a whole seen so little progress even as our abilities to
work together at scale in other areas online have flourished? To answer this question,
we can examine the systems that we use for conducting online discourse, their major
affordances, and how they have evolved or stagnated over the years. What stands
out when we look at the major online discussion systems in use today is a failure
to empower users to curate content as user populations and discussion quantity has
grown. This is in stark contrast to systems for collaboration that have successfully
scaled up through providing users greater editorial power.
Compared to the power of tools for publishing on social platforms, there are relatively few tools for user-led curation, or tools for everyday users to understand,
organize, or moderate the large amounts of discussion they see. Curation as a practice, originating from museums and libraries and now increasingly applied to digital
artifacts, involves selecting found objects, adding new value to them through the process of collecting and annotating metadata [50], and placing them in new contexts
and dialogue with other objects [168].
When we consider the social platforms that operate at scale today, many of them
focused in their early years on growing their user base as fast as possible and lowering
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barriers to participation. It didn’t matter so much the quality of contributions so long
as overall engagement was growing. As competition led to a plethora of places to converse, sites distinguished themselves through their tools for authoring and spreading
content. Today, users have unprecedented power to speak and share freely to large
audiences online using sophisticated publishing tools. However, as content becomes
abundant, the power to curate that content becomes paramount.
In addition, what curatorial tools exist are limited in expressiveness and only
available to privileged users. Administrators and moderators have some curatorial
tools at their disposal, namely moderating content or banning users on a case-by-case
basis on platforms like Facebook and Twitter. Developers at many social platforms
also have great power when designing automation to do the work of sorting or removing unwanted content, such as spam filters within Gmail. Yet these tools fall far
short of the range of possibilities that could be encompassed by discussion curation,
which involves much more than what is generally considered moderation, or keeping out the bad. Discussion curation includes anything from distilling conversations,
to signaling norms, to organizing knowledge, to channeling and nurturing pro-social
participation [119]—all activities that we do to build positive social spaces and have
productive conversations offline [138, 375].
Finally, the concentration of curatorial power into the hands of a select few, either
moderators or developers, calls into question the appropriateness and legitimacy of
their decisions as a community grows in diversity and size. When the people calling the shots do not understand the context of their decisions and are not even a
part of the community they oversee, the result is oftentimes the silencing of alreadymarginalized populations [107]. What curation tools are afforded to end users by some
systems are again limited—primarily forms of flagging [54], voting, and distributed
moderation [192].
In contrast, when we look at more successful stories of large-scale online collaboration—
systems such as Wikipedia [13] or StackOverflow [8]—these systems have developed
sophisticated tools [124], processes [33], and structures [348] to help with maintenance, community building, and organization of content as it grows, as opposed to
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simply improving tools for authoring more content. In addition, in many of these
systems, curatorial powers are available to a much broader swath of the population,
and the norms of participation are centered around collective caretaking of a space.
Collective curation allows for the scaling of content understanding to occur alongside
the scaling of content publishing. As one example, StackOverflow [313] has processes
for people to edit each other’s questions and answers towards the goal of making them
better. This practice is rare in online discussion systems, where individual comments
are seen as unalterable except by the author. As a result of these systems’ superior
capabilities for collective curation, social media platforms such as Youtube and Facebook are increasingly relying on Wikipedia as a way to provide context when false
information is posted [97], and StackOverflow has overtaken most mailing lists and
forums as the dominant way to get technical information [217, 340].

1.3

From Tools for Publishing to Collectively Curated Social Spaces

Recognizing the lack of evolution in our online discussion systems towards discussion
curation, I offer design considerations for how we might address the longstanding
problems of online discussion systems. Instead of belatedly trying to fix problems
after they are already too big, systems could scale gracefully at the outset by opening
up the possibilities that users have to curate online discussion, both for themselves
and for each other. Distributed forms of curation can scale as participation scales,
as long as there are effective structures for user expression that allow them to be
efficiently combined with each other. By empowering end users, they also bring their
nuanced and contextual insights towards curation instead of relying on top-down
directives.
Framed as an opportunity instead of an automatable chore, curation of a social space transforms users of a publishing tool into co-creators of their discussion
space [252]. In addition, instead of treating discussions as throwaway, ephemeral
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content that can at best languish in disorganized archives, we can recognize that
discussion artifacts themselves oftentimes have value worthy of curation to both newcomers and re-visitors.
This involves both a normative shift in a community’s culture as well as a shift
in technology design. When perceived as citizens of a shared space as opposed to
customers of a service [205], members can and may even be expected to contribute
to common curatorial tasks, such as documentation [104], norm regulation, and emotional labor [142, 230]—work that is often undervalued or rendered invisible [320, 321].
Much like the automation of content creation itself, automation of curation removes
much of what is essential about participating in an online community [107]. By elevating curation to an equal footing alongside discussion content authoring, we can
recognize curation’s indispensable and uniquely human contribution to the discourse
production of a community.
Today, we are much more aware of how our decades-old discussion system designs
are inadequate for the scale of today’s discourse. We realize that the power to speak
is ineffective without the power of curation once everyone has a megaphone. We are
also more aware of the current limits of and new issues caused by automation and
the drawback of putting all of our curation needs into the hands of a centralized
body. The time is ripe to develop new systems for online discourse that explore more
powerful forms of collective human curation. We urgently need these tools to combat
problems that have arisen, from information overload to harassment, in a way that
values human input and user control. And beyond fixing problems, we still have yet
to realize some of the original aspirations of the social web towards harnessing online
discourse to improve public society.

1.4

Systems for Collective Curation of Discussion

In this dissertation, I explore the design space of collective discussion curation by
designing and building a series of new online discussion systems that re-imagine outdated discussion designs to give users new curation powers. Within my design of these
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discussion systems, I consider a number of questions, including 1) What additional
curatorial abilities would users like to have within discussion systems?; 2) How would
users like to represent and interact with artifacts created from collective curation?;
and 3) How can systems structure and motivate user contributions so that they are
both easy for users to input yet expressive enough to suit users’ curation needs?
The systems I develop explore a series of different collective curation abilities.
These include systems that seek to curate discussion information and presentation,
such as collaborative summarization of threaded discourse (Wikum) and teamsourced
markup of chat logs (Tilda). I also examine curation of message flows and delivery,
such as distributed fine-grained delivery customization of mailing lists (Murmur), and
friendsourced moderation of email (Squadbox). These systems were developed after
conducting needfinding studies by interviewing and surveying discussion system users
about the problems they faced. After the development of each system, I conducted
lab experiments and field studies to examine how the systems are used by people in
real settings.

1.4.1

Collaborative Summarization of Threaded Forums

Much of the world’s factual information is readily accessible today, whether by reading a condensed summary on Wikipedia, accessing an open knowledge base such
as Wikidata or Freebase, or quick triaging via a search query. However, there is
still a wealth of experiential, contextual, and opinionated information embedded in
first-person accounts, advice, and back-and-forth conversations. Unfortunately, this
valuable information is often lost within long discussion threads, where the act of
sifting through the discourse to get an overview of what was said can be taxing and
overwhelming.
The first contribution of my research is a system called Wikum [385] that gives
users the power to summarize large discussions. Because discussions are often too
large for any one person to distill, the techniques I develop, while applicable for
individual use, allow summarization to scale with the size of discussion by enabling
collaboration.
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Figure 1-1: Left: Discussions are often long and difficult to get an overview. Right:
Recursive summaries can be constructed to enable progressive hierarchical exploration.
Wikum focuses on the domain of asynchronous threaded discussion, common
within email and many forums and comment sections such as Reddit [277] or Disqus [72]. The tool scaffolds the complex task of summarizing and organizing large and
unwieldy threaded discussions. Wikum instantiates a crowdsourcing technique called
recursive summarization, where users build summaries of small sections of the discussion, small sets of those summaries are then aggregated and summarized, and so on
until the entire discussion is summarized. This allows the work to be distributed so
that each user need only read and summarize a small portion of discussion. Wikum
also incorporates techniques from visualization and machine learning to aid users,
such as a directly-manipulable tree visualization of the discussion, clustering and tagging suggestions to find related comments to group, and automatic summarization
algorithms to assist with summary writing. As shown in Figure 1-1, the result of the
workflow is an explorable summary tree artifact that allows users to navigate from
from a high-level wiki summary to more focused summaries of parts of the discussion
to the original back-and-forth forum discussion.

1.4.2

Teamsourced Markup and Note-taking in Group Chat

Struggling to read long conversations can also occur in the case of more real-time
conversation such as group chat, popularized in the workplace with tools like Slack,
where catching up on missed conversations can be a common occurrence. Through
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Figure 1-2: Chat messages have little differentiation. Tilda allows users to add
markup over chat to enrich the representation of messages and generate summaries
for users to use to catch up and dive in points of interest.

interviews with people who use group chat for work, I learned that scrolling is the
dominant strategy for catching up, and that making sense of what was said is difficult
for users due to the lack of information signals or structure to differentiate chat messages. I then built Tilda [381], a tool that provides affordances for rich markup over
chat with information pertaining to the structure, role, and importance of messages.
As shown in Figure 1-2, examples include adding major discourse acts, such as “question” and “answer”, linking from one message to another, and delineating separate
conversations. Because much conversational context is lost after a conversation is
over, Tilda builds in lightweight techniques for in situ markup integrated within the
chat application, including both text commands in the chat dialog box and direct manipulation via emoji reactions. The markup is then used to automatically construct
short summaries of conversations that allow new readers to quickly get an overview
and dive in to the original chat messages that are of interest.
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1.4.3

Fine-Grained Control over Delivery in Mailing Lists

Not only is it difficult to glean information from long discussions, it is also difficult for
users to tell systems what content they want and how they want it. Unfortunately,
a significant proportion of online interaction today is unwanted, distracting, untrustworthy, unpleasant, or downright harmful. Sometimes these messages are simply a
nuisance, with back-and-forth, repetitive bickering leading to rising incivility or irrelevant messages clogging one’s inbox or feed. Other times, they can deeply disrupt
someone’s life, in the case of online harassment.
Unfortunately, online discussion systems today often do not give users fine-grained
control over the mechanisms of content delivery, including the ability to carefully tune
what types of messages they receive or how to manage their own attention. On the
sender side, users may feel guilty about spamming their recipients but have little
ability to target their messages, instead having to settle for everyone getting the
message immediately or not at all.
Nowhere is this more clear than in the humble mailing list, a system that has
existed for decades but has seen little change [328, 213]. From studies of both workplace and social mailing list communities, I found that, paradoxically, people often
wanted more substantive discussion but were themselves too shy to post for fear of
spamming. I also uncovered tensions between members due to conflicting ideas about
appropriate behavior, partially influenced by how they configured their mail delivery.
Motivated by this work, I developed Murmur [377], a re-imagination of the mailing list system that allows members to more finely configure what messages get
delivered—for instance, by following threads, individuals, or topics of interest. Conversely, receivers can block topics or only get the initial message of threads, while
senders can target to a specific audience or slow a message’s propagation. By providing a way for both senders and receivers to fine-tune their delivery, messages can
collectively go to only those who want to receive them.
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to: your@email

to: you@squadbox.org

Figure 1-3: Ways to use Squadbox: 1) auto-forward certain messages from one’s
inbox to friends, or 2) create a public-facing moderated account.

1.4.4

Friendsourced Moderation of Email to Combat Harassment

There are cases where it is not enough to provide tools for individuals to manage
their own message flow. For instance, in the case of online harassment, where people
with an intent to harm flood a recipient’s inbox with hurtful or disruptive messages,
targeted individuals may become overwhelmed and emotionally vulnerable working
alone against determined harassers. When individuals cannot handle moderation on
their own, one possible solution is for people to turn towards networked moderation
strategies, where they can rely on the help of trusted entities or their own community
for support and assistance. From interviews with people who face online harassment,
we determined that the most personally effective strategy that people use to combat
their harassment, besides deleting their account and disappearing off the internet, is
to get help from a friend.
From this finding, we then considered how systems can be designed to support
friendsourced moderation, where a recipient of harassment can forward suspicious
messages to friends who then moderate them according to the recipient’s wishes. I
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led a Masters student in the development of Squadbox [215], a tool that facilitates
friendsourced moderation to combat harassment within email (Figure 1-3). Unlike
other unwanted content like spam, harassment is defined in many ways, and recipients
have differing preferences on how to deal with harassment. As a result, Squadbox is
also designed to be fully customizable by the recipient.

1.5

Thesis Contributions

The focus of my dissertation is on how to design online discussion systems so that
end users, collectively but also individually, can have more power to curate their
experiences and information within these systems. In order to build systems that
actually meet users’ needs, I contribute research around three aspects of design across
the different systems and domains that I explore.

1.5.1

Empirical Understanding of Desired Discussion Structures and Signals

Discussion systems need ways for more users to access more powerful forms of curation
and be able to wield them collectively. One way would be for tools to be built with
richer data models for discussion that allow them to contain more context. However it
is unclear exactly what information could be better represented in discussion systems
to meet user needs. I conduct a number of empirical studies to understand the
needs that users have in their online social environments and what metadata and
signals, when embedded into systems, could help users realize their needs. Since
users have different needs depending on different circumstances, I consider specific
needs according to a number of domains and tasks.
For instance, in the case of work communication within group chat, I find that
users visit old content regularly and want the ability to differentiate chat messages
using major discourse acts, such as question-and-answer pairs or decisions made after
deliberation. I also look at needs within mailing lists communities, finding a desire
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from senders for more fine-grained customization, a feature underdeveloped in many
systems. I also separately consider the needs of people dealing with harassment,
finding that a diversity of customizable strategies, from blocking to forwarding to
alerting, were needed to handle different types of messages.

1.5.2

Novel Discussion Presentations and Interactions

I also conduct empirical studies to understand how users ideally would like their discussions presented and how they would like to interact with any curation artifacts,
before designing and building novel presentations. For example, I conduct interviews
to understand how users would like to view summaries of discussions, finding interest in dynamic hierarchical presentations. In the case of Murmur and Squadbox, I
consider how users would like to receive messages, in terms of timing, location in
their inbox or elsewhere, and presentation of metadata and text. In both the Wikum
and Tilda tools, I then design new interfaces for interactive summaries that maintain
provenance through hyper-linking and that express structure through spatial relationships between levels of summarization [219]. These presentations allow readers
to more easily get an overview of a discussion but then also dive in to read deeper
summaries or read the underlying original conversation. In Wikum, this is achieved
through an interactive tool with a directly-manipulable summary tree artifact.

1.5.3

Techniques for User Expression and Motivations for Curating

Given understanding of what users would like to curate and in what format their
contributions should be represented, an open question is how users can best express
that information, as enforcing rigid structures can increase hurdles for users [300].
From this, I consider how users can add structure incrementally [301], how to reduce
the amount of effort required for user input, and how to combine people’s efforts
so that work can be distributed. In addition, I find in user tests with Wikum that
people are oftentimes afraid to edit each other’s work. Thus, my designs support
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adding structure so that it is superimposed over original discussion artifacts instead
of editing or destroying them.
For instance, in the Tilda use case, I focus on techniques to collectively tag conversation in lightweight ways within chat so that participants can do this work while
chatting in situ. Similarly, Murmur is designed so that users can customize the delivery of mailing list emails while in their email client of choice using replies. In
the Wikum tool, I examine how to break down summarization of a large discussion
into smaller tasks where users can build upon and overlay partial summaries on each
other’s partial summaries using recursive summarization. In Squadbox, I explore tools
to make moderation easier; for instance, users can build up whitelists and blacklists
to automate aspects of their moderation over time.
I also explore potential motivations for users when interviewing people and deploying tools in the wild with different communities. A deep dive into people on Wikipedia
who already do a great deal of discussion curation revealed aspects of their work that
they would like improved. For instance, when we studied how Wikipedia editors
might benefit from Wikum, we found that editors were primarily motivated to use
Wikum to reduce their own cognitive load. In Squadbox, we saw that people dealing
with harassment had friends who were motivated to help but did not have an easy
way of doing so. In Tilda, employees who had coworkers in a different timezone were
motivated to keep notes to help their coworkers catch up. In the future, more work
is needed to understand motivations over time using long term field studies.

1.6

Thesis Overview

Chapter 2 positions this thesis in the context of related research into the evolution of
online discussion systems, the theories we use to understand online collaboration and
motivations to contribute to online communities, as well as new interventions, tools,
and techniques towards improving collaboration, curation, and discussion.
From there, Chapters 3–6 describe systems and studies exploring novel designs for
collectively curating online discussion. These chapters include results from formative
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needfinding studies, descriptions of system specifications and implementation details,
and results from lab evaluations and deployments to communities.
∙ Chapter 3 introduces the Wikum tool for summarizing large discussion threads.
I describe Wikum’s recursive summarization process for breaking down the
work, and the Wikum interface for exploring summary trees. Then, I present a
case study examining the work of Wikipedia editors who must synthesize large
deliberations on the platform. Finally, I describe results from a deployment of
Wikum to Wikipedia editors.
∙ Chapter 4 examines group chat systems and introduces the Tilda tool, combining tagging and summarization techniques towards the goal of enriching chat
representations and helping users get an overview. I conduct a formative study
to understand user frustrations with chat and what presentations and signals
are important for catching up. I present results of two lab studies and a field
deployment of Tilda with 4 active Slack groups.
∙ Chapter 5 explores how users can finely control what and how messages get
delivered, both as senders and receivers. I describe formative interviews and
surveys of mailing list communities, finding tensions due to competing norms.
I then introduce Murmur, a re-imagination of the mailing list that allows users
to tailor how messages get sent and received.
∙ Chapter 6 introduces friendsourced moderation to combat the case of online
harassment, where individuals are inundated with hateful messages and get
help from friends. I introduce the tool Squadbox and also draw from interviews
with people who deal with online harassment.
Chapter 7 summarizes design lessons from the four discussion systems and their
deployments, and discusses how these findings fit into broader frameworks of curation
tools. I also discuss what needs to change in order for collective curation to be
adopted more widely. I conclude in Chapter 8 by reviewing the contributions of this
dissertation and proposing future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
Systems for conducting discussion online have been around for decades, even longer
than the internet has existed. Research into systems for online discussion have existed
for almost as long. In this chapter, I cover prior research charting the evolution of
our online tools for discussion, the theories and empirical studies that make up our
understanding of how people collaborate online and their needs when it comes to
discussion tools, and finally novel systems and techniques that could help support
collaboration and online discussion.

2.1

Evolution of Online Discussion Systems and Their
Lingering Problems

While many aspects of social life online have changed since the early internet days of
email, BBSes, Usenet, MUDs, and IRC, what’s surprising is how much has actually
stayed the same. The dominant method of communication, then and now, is still
email. Additional systems, such as IRC and mailing lists, still have relatively broad
usage, even as competitors have gained prominence. Why are some of these systems
still around? In the cases where systems have evolved, what has been the effects of
those changes, and what problems do they still have?
Today, our online discussion tools can be broadly encompassed by the categories of
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Figure 2-1: The online discussion systems of mailing lists, forums, chat, and social
media along four different design dimensions.
mailing lists, forums, group chat, and social media. From their early days until now,
each of these systems struggle with the twin problems of information overload and the
presence of unwanted content. When we consider each system and the ways in which
it is unique or similar to other systems (see Figure 2-1 for several dimensions), we can
begin to understand whether and where these two problems become exacerbated.

2.1.1

Email is Still Email

In the 50 years since email was invented, it has become a ubiquitous tool for both
private and group communication [23, 213]. Just four years after the invention of
email, the first mailing list, MsgGroup, was created in 1971 to help Arpanet users
discuss the idea of using Arpanet for discussion. In the 1990s to early 2000s, there was
a great deal of excitement over the potential of mailing lists to connect geographically
dispersed people in scholarly and professional circles [152]. Studies found that lists
allowed highly affective interpersonal interactions [229], encouraged reflection [152],
and extended users’ social capital [228].
However, even then there were problems, such as complaints about flaming, lurkers, off-topic threads, and information overload [328]. There was also frustration
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with the need for time-consuming administrative moderation to maintain quality
discourse [55]. Some issues with mailing lists in that period simply reflected general
problems of email overload [57, 357]. Given the inflexible design of mailing lists, users
had no recourse except to unsubscribe when they felt overloaded [328]. Problems were
magnified when the messages were deemed nonessential or served a different purpose
than regular email, as was often the case for mailing lists [282]. This suggests mailing
lists may have exacerbated email overload.
Much has changed in the world since these studies but mailing lists remain ubiquitous despite changing little over the years. Today, there are alternatives to using
mailing lists. Google Groups [109] can be used as a mailing list but also offers a web
forum experience. Some social media sites have specific affordances for groups, such
as Facebook Groups, Reddit, or the now discontinued Google+, with newer features.
So why do some people still prefer mailing lists? As seen in Figure 2-1, mailing lists
share a great deal of overlap with forums but differ in how they are accessed. Forums
exist in a shared space and are accessed the same way by all members, while email
users access mailing lists via their personal email client. This allows them to customize how they would like to view and receive messages. Social media systems also
offer a personal space to view content via a personalized newsfeed; however, unlike
email, social media algorithms cause content to appear out of order or sometimes
not at all. Indeed, we find via an interview and survey study (described in Chapter
7) that some people still prefer mailing lists over forums and social media due to
characteristics like their greater customizability and greater likelihood for emails to
be read.
We also find that problems with mailing lists have continued to plague users. One
of the downsides of accessing content via a personal space is that users can develop
competing norms about acceptable behavior because of diverging delivery specifications. We find that this leads to tensions between mailing list users. Meanwhile, while
email clients are customizable, mailing lists are not—once an email is sent, everyone
gets it. Instead, more fine-grained sender affordances could allow users to target
emails more carefully and reduce the overall amount of unwanted emails received.
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2.1.2

Group Chat: From IRC to Slack

Along with email, chat was one of the earliest forms of computer-mediated communication, and still remains one of the primary ways people communicate online. The
first group chat was developed at University of Illinois in the early 1960s to connect
users of an instructional system [367]. Chat was initially a popular channel for open
source software developers using Internet Relay Chat (IRC). Studies have examined
for instance how open source software developers coordinate in distributed teams using chat [299]. Since then, group chat, and its close relative instant messaging, have
amassed billions of users world-wide [45, 48].
Researchers have studied the impact of chat systems, including ways that chat
can foster intimacy among friends and family [148, 363] and how social norms form
in online chat communities [278]. Studies have also shown that chat can lead to
unintended consequences, such as a reduction in face-to-face communication, and
increased interruption and distraction [35, 101, 56, 156]. Despite bringing people
closer and creating a greater sense of community, chat can create artificial distances
between people [274].
In more recent years, chat has started to gain adoption in the workplace and more
enterprise settings [136, 274, 126]. Tools like Slack, Hipchat, and Microsoft Teams
have become popular in the workspace and have opened up an ecosystem of chatbot
extensions for connecting chat to other services [186, 368]. As more work is conducted
remotely and more businesses move to use group chat, group chat systems have
become increasingly important towards improving workplace productivity. However,
beyond surface level changes to the appearance of chat clients, much of the underlying
structure and functionality of group chat systems have not changed considerably.
Group chat’s main difference from other online discussion systems is the greater
expectation of synchronous usage rather than asynchronous usage. Synchronous usage can exacerbate problems with information overload when users fall behind on
conversations and then have difficulty catching up due to long and messy chat logs.
We find that needing to catch up on chat conversations is common as well as cum44

bersome for users (Chapter 4). Group chat systems also have problems with users
receiving irrelevant or unwanted content much like forums or mailing lists due to the
inability to customize their space or customize delivery.

2.1.3

A Plethora of Web Forum Systems

Web forums also have a long history, growing from origins in bulletin board systems
(BBSes) and newsgroups, first developed in the 1970s and 80s. In the 2000s, popular
software packages such as phpBB and vBulletin were developed, allowing anyone
with a webserver to easily set up and host an internet forum [74]. These packages
included features like allowing flat versus threaded discussion and light moderation
and administration tools. Large forum communities on many topics sprung up, each
with their own hosting and custom appearance over a generic framework. Many of
these packages are still in use today, though their popularity has waned. Similarly,
it is possible to attach forums to pages such as blog posts and news articles using
systems like Disqus, Wordpress, and Drupal. More recently, new software such as
Discourse [71] have updated forum software packages with features common in modern
applications, such as infinite scrolling and live updates.
One direction that online forums have gone is towards community Q&A (CQA)
sites such as Quora, StackOverflow, or Yahoo! Answers, where contributions are in
the form of question-and-answer discourse types. Today, many CQA websites, especially for technical support communities, have overtaken mailing lists and discussion
forums as a place for knowledge sharing [340]. These systems incorporate features
including tagging, collaborative editing, and marking of solutions to help the community to curate the information available. However it is unclear how well these systems
perform for contentious and subjective issues or discourse types other than Q&A.
Other platforms for forum discourse are more geared around sharing links to content,
include sites like Reddit, Slashdot, or Digg. Unlike traditional forums but similarly
to CQA sites, most of these sites incorporate a distributed voting process that alters
the placement and visibility of content on the page [192].
As seen in Figure 2-1, while forums like phpBB immediately post content in
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chronological order, distributed voting forums like Reddit reorder and sometimes hide
posts, similarly to social media. While voting is now a common feature in many systems towards reducing information overload, there are documented problems, including underprovision [106], negative feedback loops [40], and harassment campaigns [62].
Social moderation still surfaces only “popular” points to the community. In response,
systems could build personal spaces for users to customize what they see but this may
also lead to clashing norms, much like in mailing lists, or “filter bubbles” where users
self-select into silos containing only one point-of-view [257]. Finally, voting systems
have led to issues with harassment and other forms of organized deviant behavior.
For instance, within Reddit, harassment tactics such as “brigading” have emerged,
where a group of users invade another community to tamper with votes [62]. This is
partly because while Reddit has hard membership boundaries for subreddits, users
can still vote and post to public subreddits when they are not members.

2.1.4

User Publishing and the Rise of Social Media Platforms

Finally, early applications for sharing user-generated content grew from online bulletin
board systems (BBSes) and newsgroups such as Usenet in the 1970s and 80s. This
led to an explosion of weblogs on platforms such as Xanga and Blogger by the 90s
thanks to the proliferation of end-user web publishing tools. Today, many blogs
are still around, with some popular blogs blurring the boundaries between blogs and
professional news sites. However, the majority of user-generated content is now hosted
on one of a handful of giant social media platforms or “social networking sites” [29],
from Facebook to Twitter to Instagram. The scale of participation on these social
platforms is unprecedented, so problems can have far-reaching consequences when
experienced on one of these platforms.
Studies on social media have looked at what content users share and why [78, 163],
and what they choose to not share and why [308, 345, 193]. Research has also looked
into the motivations for participation specifically in online groups [279]. Research on
Facebook and Twitter suggests that it is used both for information sharing [311] as
well as for socialization [259] and self-presentation [239].
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While today’s social media platforms have some of the same characteristics—and
as a consequence some of the same problems—as mailing lists, forums, and chat, one
major difference is the lack of hard boundaries regarding communities and membership [79], as seen in Figure 2-1. Instead, interactions form on top of a social network
defined by one-to-one follow relationships. This leads to some unique challenges for
social media. Norms do not develop on the platform uniformly, as every user sees
a different set of interactions. There is little sense of a shared community with the
rest of the user base. Also, many different forms of relationships and subcultures
are present in the same overloaded space. This can exacerbate issues with clashing
norms when different pockets of users come into contact with each other, otherwise
known as context collapse [221]. Researchers have found that users often self-censor
in order to manage their self-presentation [308] and as a result of navigating their
identity in different contexts [345]. Online harassment has also flourished as harassers take advantage of the lack of clear rules and boundaries to conduct networked
harassment [220] tactics such as “dogpiling” [160] to overwhelm individuals.

In addition, content delivery is mediated by black-box algorithms and users view
content in a personal space, so that it is not always obvious who will see a piece of
content and in what way they will receive it. While partially alleviating information
overload, this exacerbates problems with clashing norms. The use of user engagement
as a metric feeding these algorithms has itself given rise to new issues with unwanted
content such as clickbait, inauthentic engagement via bot-farms and click-farms, increasing partisan content, and misinformation. Social media platforms have struggled
to govern this content under one big umbrella using a combination of paid moderators
and detection algorithms—on one hand, being scrutinized for biased, inconsistent, or
heavy-handed decisions and on the other hand, for not doing enough to protect users
from harm.
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2.2

Understanding Why and How We Collaborate
and Participate in Online Discourse

Much theoretical and empirical research has focused on understanding how users
collaborate and communicate and their technology needs for these tasks. This prior
work provides an understanding of how we might address longstanding issues with
online discussion and informs our design of tools aimed at improving online discussion
through collaborative curation.
A significant portion of relevant research resides in the computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) space, a field that got its start in 1984 [117]. CSCW is
one of the earliest research communities to examine the design of computer tools for
collaboration and coordination between groups of people, building on theories such
as distributed cognition [151] and sociomateriality [251] to describe the evolution of
technical tools, artifacts, processes, and people in response to each other. Historically,
CSCW focused more on small size workteams making use of technology [120]. For
instance, much work within groupware tools focuses explicitly on technologies to improve productivity and efficiency while collaborating on a common field of work [287],
sometimes at a distance in time or space [161].
In more recent years, CSCW has moved away from primarily being about traditional work towards becoming inclusive of “coordinated action” in general, or action
by two or more actors who are working towards a particular goal [201]. This broadens
the scope to nontraditional work, including commons-based peer production [18] by
stranger volunteers such as on Wikipedia and open source software projects, crowdsourced work such as on citizen science or civic tech projects, collective action such as
hashtag movements on social media, or serious leisure [315] undertaken within online
communities of interest. In all these cases, the online discourse that happens is a form
of articulation work [318], or coordination, planning, and all the other work that is
done in order to make the primary work function.
Finally, there is a large portion of discussion online today where the discussion
does not serve a separate action-oriented purpose but is instead itself the primary
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goal. For instance, people may provide answers to questions on Quora [275] or participate in debates on Reddit [277] for reasons including socialization or entertainment.
Much of the research in understanding these interactions can be encompassed by
the broader fields of computer-mediated communication (CMC) research and social
computing [256], research communities dedicated to technology in support of social
activity between people. These fields have a great deal of overlap with CSCW.
In this thesis, I consider tools for online discussion in a number of potential scenarios, including both action-oriented and non-action-oriented discourse. However,
whether or not the discussion is an instance of work, the role of curating discourse
of any kind is always itself a form of work, where the common field of work is the
site of online discussion. Whether the topic of discussion is a controversial edit on
Wikipedia or comments on Facebook about news, there is labor done towards the
goal of making those conversations go well. In acknowledgement of this work, curators have been referred to by researchers and curators themselves as “janitors” [323],
“custodians” [107], or “gardeners” [294], people whose job, paid or volunteered, is to
clean, organize, document, govern, and otherwise tend to a shared digital communication space. Recognizing that this activity is a form of collaborative work allows
for us to see the relevant parallels in research on motivations to participate in online
collaboration, the design of collaborative work tools, and the creation of collaborative
work artifacts.

2.2.1

Motivation to Curate Online Discourse

An important question then is what motivates people to do the work of curation and
how well this work can be effectively distributed in the case of online discussion. Much
research within social computing has examined motivations for users to contribute
towards authoring content in online communities [193] as opposed to curating content,
though many of the lessons learned can be applied generally to many forms of user
participation.
At the individual level, a uses and gratifications [91] approach suggests motivations such as deriving purposive value or social enhancement might lead someone to
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go beyond contributing content to curating others’ content [66]. At the community
or organizational level, theories of organizational commitment describe when someone develops an affinity with the identity of an organization as a whole [193]. These
motivations may change and deepen over time as users transition in their roles and
commitments [270]. One space where this has been studied in detail is within the
Wikipedia community, where there are strong cultural norms in favor of curation
and users accrue social credit and greater powers for explicitly curatorial as opposed
to authoring work [32]. We contribute to this work by conducting a deep analysis
specifically of those who curate discussions on Wikipedia.
In a similar vein, both common identity and common bond theories have been
applied to motivations to participate in an online community and could be relevant
to discussion curation [279]. For instance, in the Squadbox case, we saw that people would be motivated to moderate because of a strong bond with the harassment
recipient but also because of common identity, such as being a harassment recipient themselves or sharing a common targeted identity, for instance being a female
journalist, with the person being harassed.
Despite these varied motivations to participate, a consistent finding in the study
of online communities is the power law distribution of participation: the majority
of contributions are made by a minority of users [327, 272]. One relevant theory of
why more people don’t participate is Hardin’s “tragedy of the commons” [128] which
describes the situation where people, acting in their own self-interest when using a
shared resource, excessively exploit or degrade that resource as a result. In the case
of online discussion systems, the shared resource being depleted is attention [304].
Egregious examples of exploitation of attention include spam and clickbait.
The tragedy of the commons has been successfully counteracted in some cases with
bottom-up systems of self-governance. In examining many successful empirical cases,
Ostrom devises a series of design principles for self-governance [252], including local
enforcement, multiple layers of nested enterprises, and an overall emphasis on growing
social norms as opposed to imposing rules [253]. These principles have been explored
in large-scale online communities such as decentralized governance in Wikipedia [93].
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Similarly, I examine more distributed forms of self-governance in the Murmur and
Squadbox tools towards resolving issues of competing norms and combating deviant
behavior.
Another relevant theory is the “social loafing” model, which postulates that an
individual’s contribution decreases as the size of the group grows [165]. Research
suggests that social loafing is detrimental to overall group cohesion [303]. This relates
to the tragedy of the commons in that when a common good can be freely consumed,
a lack of maintenance oftentimes results [252]. Related theories include the free-rider
problem or the prisoner’s dilemma.
Within research on the design of CSCW tools, Grudin ties these concepts to
the difficulty of groupware adoption and suggests counteracting these outcomes by
creating tools that have equal payoff for all users, emphasizing both individual and
collective benefits, and reducing the work required of all users [121]. Failures may also
be due to payoff interdependence, where one person’s use of an application creates
positive externalities for others [212], and a critical mass of participation is necessary
for all to receive benefit. Within the systems I develop, these recommendations can
be seen in how the systems all permit incremental benefits instead of requiring critical
mass to receive payoffs.
Studies on social loafing suggest that it is related to the strength of social ties and
the perception of risk [303]. Echoing this work, in our study of Wikipedia editors who
frequently resolve disputes, we found a hesitance to get involved in cases where there
was a chance of reputational risk (termed “wikipolitics”). Designs that rely on strong
social ties thus may have lower rates of social loafing; this is reflected in the design of
our Squadbox tool that makes use of close ties to encourage assisting a friend facing
harassment.

2.2.2

Designing Effective Collaboration Tools

Researchers describe a number of factors that contribute to success in remote collaboration within workteams. This work has implications for discussion curation work,
often done at a distance, particularly in the case of tools like Tilda that involve tradi51

tional workteams. Olsen and Olsen emphasize the consequences of collaborating at a
distance [249], finding that establishing some level of common ground, or knowledge
that participants have in common and know they have in common, is paramount [250].
Common ground is constantly negotiated on the fly during discussion but is not always explicitly stated.

This has implications for who curates discussion artifacts. In cases where common
ground is already high or can be rapidly established due to a higher bandwidth channel
(see Media Richness Theory [59]), curation likely can only meaningfully be conducted
by discussion participants themselves. In our research on workteams and their use
of group chat, we indeed find that it is difficult for non-participants to summarize
concluded chat conversations. However, there are many public forum discussions
where it is more difficult to establish common ground due to a large and shifting
set of participants and asynchronicity of discussion. In these situations, it may be
possible for a non-participant to understand the discourse.

A second criteria is the level of coupling in work, or the extent and kind of communication required by the work. For most remote collaborations, it is important that
the work is loosely coupled, requiring less frequent or less complicated interactions.
In the case of discussion curation work, it would thus be important to design collaborative workflows that can break down the work and require only loose coupling.
In the deployment of our systems, we have seen some cases where the coupling can
be minimal once norms are established, while in other cases coordination is needed,
necessitating a way to have meta-discussions about discussion curation.

Other criteria have become less important over the years, such as collaboration
technology readiness [24], due to the prevalence of tools. However, collaboration
readiness is still a key factor, demonstrating the importance of a shared sense of
purpose and shared understanding of goals for any collaborative work task, including
discussion curation work.
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2.2.3

Discussion Curation Artifacts

Finally, a characterization of discussion curation is incomplete without mentioning the
sociomaterial artifacts [251] and processes of standardization and formalization that
are created as a part of this collaboration work. CSCW researchers have drawn upon
the concept of boundary objects [314], or objects that lie at the intersection of different
communities of practice and help to coordinate their perspectives. This concept
can describe common collaboration artifacts such as forms, repositories, or diagrams.
Boundary objects are useful for information reuse [209] and organizational memory [3]
in CSCW settings and oftentimes rely on some measure of standardization [199], which
is a precursor to structure.
Online discussion tools have varying degrees of formal structure. (While communities can always self-impose structures within free-form text, I refer to structures
formed at the system level.) Most systems require little structure beyond threads or
rooms of conversation and little metadata involved with each post or thread. Exceptions include community Q&A (CQA) sites [4] or systems for structured argumentation or design rationale [214]. However, these systems support only specific forms
of discussion. In contrast, general purpose discussion systems involve little standardization and may even resist standardization since they are the go-to medium when
other routine processes fail. The benefits of non-standardization can be seen even in
CQA sites where there is often a dedicated space for free-form discussion underneath
answers.
As a result, the lack of structure and translational context in the raw output of
online discussion systems make them non-ideal candidates for boundary objects on
their own. Yet despite the difficulty of making sense of unstructured discourse, users
do still go back over discussion logs because of their rich repository of organizational
knowledge [125]. Indeed, part of the role of a tool like Tilda is being able to translate
and distill raw discussion artifacts to a wider audience or different community of
practice. Thus, the artifacts created from the discussion curation tools in this thesis
have important aspects of boundary objects. As with many boundary objects, they
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can go through periods of routinization and re-negotiaton over time [210], allowing
greater coordination. As an example, we observed people using summaries in Tilda
to call out and translate action items and decisions for others not present in the
discussion.
A related concept is boundary negotiating artifacts [200], which calls attention to
collaboration artifacts that don’t just sit at a boundary but are used by individuals
or communities to negotiate or push what those boundaries are [210], towards the
goal of re-configuring the collaborative work. As discussion curation artifacts are
created, routinized, and especially used, they can also serve to “iteratively coordinate
perspectives” and “bring disparate communities of practice into alignment” [200].
For instance, summarization of a discussion can be used to iteratively coordinate
the different perspectives in a deliberation. The final summary artifact is also a
structuring device to establish a hierarchy of importance and narrative. Similarly, we
saw negotiation between Squadbox owners and moderators regarding best practices
for labeling emails and collaborating on whitelists and blacklists.
This conceptualization helps to inform where discussion curation artifacts sit on
a continuum of standardization and highlights the potential benefits of discussion
curation for coordinating perspectives. While not all boundary negotiating artifacts
must eventually become boundary objects, we can see how some of the artifacts from
discussion curation tools could inform standard processes and be used to cross even
more disparate communities of practice. For instance, Tilda summaries of group chat
discussions in workteams could serve as “first drafts” of more formal status updates
to managers. Similarly, documentation of harassing messages within Squadbox could
be used towards filing reports to police or to social media platforms.
Not all discussions need discussion curation, just as not all curation artifacts need
further formalization. The design of the discussion curation tools in this thesis borrows from Shipman and McCall’s concept of incremental formalization [301], where
users can express information in an informal way, and systems can support users incrementally formalizing that information. For example, users of Wikum can choose
to not summarize one portion of a discussion at all but summarize another portion
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with several layers of nested summaries.
There are many benefits to such an approach. Research has shown that users often
avoid having to articulate structures or processes explicitly [300], because of cognitive
overhead, tacit knowledge that users do not acknowledge, or unwillingness to commit
to a structure prematurely. Meanwhile, problems from CSCW tools often arise due
to missing social context but computer systems currently must formally encode social
information in order to be able to act upon that information. Ackerman describes
the distance between the “flexible, nuanced, and contextualized” social requirements
of users and what is feasible within technical systems as the sociotechnical gap [1].
Though this gap may never be fully ameliorated in practice, systems that can
reduce the need for formal information or that make it easier for users to provide
information can help [300]. The first step is determining information that is broadly
necessary for a task and encoding them as first-order approximations [1]. In preparation for developing the Tilda tool, we took this approach to define major discourse
acts that users could use to label their chat based on interviews with heavy chat users.
Systems also should be designed so that formalization can be defined incrementally
and structures can evolve over time. Marshall and Shipman propose spatial hypertext,
the use of space and visual cues to express relationships, as one way to provide more
exploratory structuring.
Incremental formalization is an important characteristic in the discussion curation
tools in this thesis. Given the flexibility of the underlying data and wide range
of potential tasks, we chose not to go the direction of forcing all discussions into
a particular structure, such as in the case of CQA sites. Instead, users can pick
and choose where they would like greater structure enacted. We also incorporate
spatial information in a visualization in Wikum to represent hierarchical relationships
between nodes. In addition, our systems support incremental formalization through
superimposed structure, or structure that is overlaid on top of original artifacts as
opposed to destroying or altering them. This is because we found that users want to
read original discussion artifacts and are also reluctant to directly edit other people’s
statements. Shipman and McCall similarly caution against destructive formalization
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due to the loss of information [301].
Another possible approach to narrowing the sociotechnical gap is to allow for
inferred structure. While much of the information in question is difficult to infer
automatically, several of the discussion curation tools support some level of automatic inference based on characteristics of the text. For example, Wikum supports
automatic clustering of comments, and Squadbox includes an automatic harassment
classifier. In other work, I examine automatic classification of comments in discussion
threads according to their major discourse acts [382].

2.3

Existing Research on Techniques and Tools

Finally, I describe prior research into novel techniques and tools that has informed my
work as I design new discussion systems. The relevant research topics span many disparate areas, including research on personal information management, novel crowdsourcing systems and processes, visualization techniques, and automatic discourse
analysis. In this section, I introduce these fields and situate my research contributions with respect to what came before.

2.3.1

Personal Information Management

The study of personal information management (PIM) involves the strategies, tools,
and activities people perform with information in order to get what they need done
in everyday life [162]. While the discussion information I examine is socially constructed [251], there still exists a “last mile” of information management that involves
users interacting with that information on their own.
Notetaking
A common technique for capturing information is lightweight notetaking [339]. Many
tools have been developed to improve notetaking in live meetings and lectures, including tools that enable participants to collaborate with shared notes [280, 64, 164, 194],
tools for embedding notetaking within multimedia experiences [44, 43], and tools
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for leveraging meeting recordings to bootstrap notetaking [105, 235]. Despite these
tools, there still are not many systems for notetaking within online discussion outside
of email, despite many teams moving away from email systems for communication. In
my thesis, I describe techniques for lightweight notetaking capabilities within group
chat using the Tilda tool.

Email Management
Finally, there exists a great deal of research on PIM tools for email management [357,
19, 58]. Today, a majority of people’s workday is spent within email [118, 357]. There
has been substantial research on the organizational and retrieval needs of email users.
Email users view email as an information repository [356], where they have different
strategies for retrieval [9, 332, 241, 305, 325]. Users’ needs include email annotation, reliable structure, prioritizing emails, informative overview, flexible sorting, and
efficient search [326].
Besides simply managing their own inboxes, researchers have also built systems
for users to manage emails on behalf of others or collaboratively within a group. This
includes shared inboxes jointly accessed by a team [236] or the use of paid crowd
workers to provide personal email management services [183, 184]. While PIM tools
mostly focus on email recipients, there are also important sender affordances. For
instance, senders would like to hint to their recipients how to respond [114].
When it comes to tools, most email clients today have some sort of filtering,
sorting, and searching mechanism. While most existing filter interfaces are focused
on explicit metadata within messages, other ways of classification and sorting of
messages have been proposed [326, 75, 245] as well as enacted [76]. For instance,
research has found that email users tend to see messages as tasks and have a desire
to conceptualize email as a task management tool [17]. However, despite all the
advancements in email client software, there has been surprisingly little attention
paid to group communication tools within email, namely mailing list software. In my
thesis, I examine the needs of mailing list users and reimagine mailing list design in
light of those needs.
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2.3.2

Crowdsourcing and Collective Intelligence

In addition to curating discourse individually, discussion curation can also be conducted collectively. There exists a long line of work on novel techniques and systems
to support collaboration, particularly towards discourse curation, though much of
the curation capabilities remain shallow. Much of this work can be labeled under the
broad concept of collective intelligence, or research concerned with group intelligence
arising from cognition, coordination, and collaboration [324]. One more recent and
relevant subarea is crowdsourcing or human computation research on complex information processing systems where humans participate and are configurable as discrete
computational elements [347].

Voting and Collaborative Filtering
Much of the classic work in collective intelligence examined different forms of crowd
judgment systems, such as the “wisdom of the crowds” enabling more accurate estimates of an ox’s weight [98]. Today, this idea can be seen in many discussion systems
that incorporate some form of community rating process [192] or community flagging
process [54] to sort, filter, and moderate comments, threads, and users. These act
as a way to both help keep away undesirable content and surface interesting content.
However, researchers have documented problems including underprovision [106] and
negative feedback loops [40]. Coordinated activity can lead to attacks such as “vote
brigading”, by calling on members of a community to all down-vote or submit negative content within another community [190]. Collaborative voting may also surface
only popular submissions and push down content that may nevertheless be accurate
or provide minority opinions, as users interpret “up-votes” as signals of agreement as
opposed to accuracy, quality, or relevance.
More recently, some systems have moved away from everyone seeing the same
voting outcome towards collaborative filtering techniques, where votes from users
with a similar background have greater weight. While this may help users see what
is personally interesting to them as opposed to more generally, it may lead to “filter
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bubbles”, where users see only the content that reflects their point-of-view [257]. This
in turn could lead users to have a false sense of consensus and develop more partisan
stances, though research indicates this effect may currently be modest [92].
Structured Voting and Discourse Systems
The flip side of adding voting to discourse is adding more discourse to voting. Some
opinion aggregation systems incorporate notions of commentary along with structured
judgments. For instance, OpinionSpace asks users a series of rating questions about
a topic along with space to leave a comment; comments can then be viewed over a
2-D space of all opinions [83]. Similarly, ConsiderIt allows users to mix and match
pro-con lists, placing them on a scale with other users [188].
Other systems have stronger notions of back-and-forth discourse but encode them
in a highly structured space. For instance, structured community Q&A (CQA)
sites [4] require all discussion to be in a question-and-answer format. There also
exists a long line of CSCW systems focused on structured argumentation and design
rationale [214]. More recent examples of these include Kialo [171] and the Deliberatorium [181]. While these tools have limited support for free-form discussion, they
occupy a space of structured and as a result, aggregate-able, interaction that is richer
than voting. However, this limits the kind of dialogue possible and erects barriers
to participation. For instance, CQA sites work well for questions that have a clear
“best answer” but not as well for questions with many possible answers, such as in
the case of opinion-seeking questions or requests for anecdotes [218]. As the focus
of this thesis is on general purpose discussion tools, while I incorporate structures
including question-answer categories into some of my work, the systems I develop
instead permit such structures to arise iteratively based on user input instead of at
the outset.
Crowdsourcing Workflows
Finally, one line of work within crowdsourcing has explored how to coordinate crowds
of people doing small amounts of work to complete complex informational tasks.
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Much of this work has focused on breaking down large tasks into small parts, or
microtasks, and then providing scaffolding to integrate the parts. Microtask workflows
design effective ways to break down complex tasks into manageable, independently
executable subtasks that can be distributed to others and executed over time [178,
331]. They have been successfully used for taxonomy-creation [42], writing [333, 334],
holding a conversation [197], transcription [196], and scheduling meetings [52].
Researchers have also developed workflows for tasks related to making sense of
or synthesizing large collections of data or information, like summarizing books and
movies [342], extracting categories and clusters from complex data [10], shortening
prose [21], and creating an outline [208] or article [122]. For most of these workflows,
the intermediate steps of the workflow are discarded towards producing a final static
artifact. In my thesis, Wikum builds on this work by introducing a new workflow
for breaking down and combining summarization tasks as well as considering how
intermediate work could be externalized in an interface.

2.3.3

Novel Presentations and Interactive Visualizations

Another set of tools and techniques examine novel presentations and interactive visualizations of discussion data. The presentation of information within online discussion
systems has changed little over the years. Many online discussions on the web today arrange comments in a linear fashion ordered chronologically. Those that are
threaded often use indentation of the comments to indicate reply structure; however
this can be difficult to read when there are many replies.
Sensemaking is a process of developing representation and organizing information
towards a task, such as decision-making or problem-solving [267]. Building from
information foraging theory, which posits that people use foraging methods evolved
from finding food in the wild to search for information online [266], researchers have
worked on imbuing interfaces with cues to improve the information scent of content
on the page or current path of inquiry [41] for information foragers. As it is common
for users to forage through deep discussion threads for information, the concept of
information scent is a useful way to think about improving presentations of discussion
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information.
Alternative Presentations of Discourse
While systems like discussion forums can facilitate collective sensemaking of complex
information and multiple perspectives [218], oftentimes this sensemaking happens in
spite of the native features within forum software, which make it difficult for users to
sample or search through the information space.
Researchers have developed novel alternative presentations to help navigate threads
and get an overview of a discussion. For instance, FlashForums provided a thumbnail
view of the discussion so users could highlight portions to see the full comments [63].
This sort of thumbnail view provides useful information for readers before they dive
into reading a portion of discussion, such as how long a particular thread is or how
much back-and-forth there is. Other systems tried mixed-modal visualizations that
show threaded conversations in both a tree and sequential way [341]. When it comes
to chat, some work focuses on new chat representations, such as allowing people to
have threaded conversations in chat [310] or time-based views [96].
Another set of signals that could improve sensemaking capabilities arise from the
contributions, navigations, and reading patterns of prior users. This is described as
computational wear, including edit wear to show author interactions and read wear
to show reader interactions [137], evoking dog-eared pages or well-trodden trails.
Techniques such as anchored discussions, as explored in Eyebrowse [378] and NB [388],
similarly allow readers to see where on a primary document or on a series of documents
the majority of discussion activity is taking place. In addition, techniques such as
highlighting or tagging important signals such as emotion within comments [383]
can assist with information scent by providing more signposts to readers navigating
through and diving in to the discussion space.
Discussion Visualizations
In addition, researchers have explored collecting explicit or implicit signals into more
visual representations of discussion. One example is the aforementioned Opinion
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Space [83], whose 2-D visual representation encourages exploration of divergent points
of view. Another example of a visual tool is Polis1 , a system where users are shown
clustered by their level of agreement on a series of user-defined statements.
Researchers have also explored more abstract visual representations of conversations to convey mood, temporal activity, activity by individuals [73], high level
content [343], or reply structure [169]. Systems such as ConVisit [146] take the interactivity a step further, allowing users to perform interactive topic modeling over a
thumbnail tree view.
Visual representations of discussions can be helpful for sensemaking as they provide an overall picture of the discussion and places to dive in. We incorporate some
alternative presentations in our tools, such as a directly-manipulable thumbnail view
of threaded discussion within Wikum. One drawback is when visualizations are abstract, such as graph-like diagrams with nodes, they can feel foreign to a certain
subset of readers or too complicated for casual readers to go in and manipulate. Another drawback is that large visualizations are difficult to represent in mobile devices.
In the future, an alternative approach that could be explored is visualizations that
integrate more deeply with text, for instance, sparklines that are at the size of a
word [338].

2.3.4

Discourse Analysis and Natural Language Processing

Finally, the natural language processing (NLP) research community has a large body
of work focusing on automated discourse analysis, text classification, and text summarization, and I incorporate some of these techniques into the tools that I build.
While automatic techniques cannot approach human efforts as of yet for many of the
curation needs that users have, I consider ways they can augment curators’ work.

1
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Mining Discourse Structure
Some research seeks to mine discussion data or analyze implicit signals in user behavior to extract information about a discussion’s structure. Much of this work focuses
on the concept of discourse acts or speech acts that states that each utterance has
a major performative function in language and communication. Early work focused
only on conversational speech [15, 291]. Since then, researchers have developed standard taxonomies of spoken discourse acts such as DAMSL [317] and DiAML [31].
However, many of these discourse acts for spoken discourse do not translate to online
asynchronous mediums. For instance, backchannel responses are not common due to
asynchronicity.
When it comes to online discussion, researchers have developed categories for discussions within e-mail [46], online classrooms [87], newsgroups [370], help forums [175],
and Reddit forums [382]. Researchers have mined arguments online to learn how
people take stances [135]. These kinds of models could be helpful for constructing
argumentation or other structures without requiring annotation at the outset of discussion.
In recent years, researchers have become interested in extracting useful information from online discussions. However, many analyses only focus on a particular
community [329]. Research in this area has focused on extraction of Q&A content
from online forums [47, 144] or characterizing the types and quantity of Q&A content on different community platforms [7, 233]. Other research expands beyond Q&A
but still focuses on areas such as technical help forums [175]. In this dissertation, I
describe how tools for lightweight tagging in discussion systems could generate data
that helps train better models.

Classifying Signals in Discourse
Researchers have built classifiers to detect different kinds of signals in discourse. For
instance, many email clients today automatically classify and prioritize emails using
machine learning techniques [150, 166, 374].
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Other researchers have looked at various communities in order to find patterns
of discourse in deliberations. Some have built models for politeness, finding that
editors on Wikipedia who are polite achieve higher status through elections [61].
Other research analyzing debate communities such as Reddit’s ChangeMyView found
that persuasiveness aligned with greater interplay between counterarguments and the
initiator [329]. Research on language coordination shows that echoes of linguistic
style in responses can determine power differentials [60].
Some researchers have examined classifying harassing, trolling, or otherwise toxic
content, using training data created from hand-labeled data [99, 258, 369] or content
from existing communities [37]. Researchers have also worked to release data [108]
and to better define subtasks within the overall space [167, 354]. However, researchers
have qualified this work, warning that such models have documented errors and should
not be used without human oversight [6]. Studying existing models, researchers found
they could be easily deceived into misclassifying abusive messages [147]. Others found
significant differences in data labeling performed by women and men [22], suggesting
automated systems can inherit the biases of their data. Finally, researchers suggest
that wide differences in norms between communities may make labeled data from one
community untransferable to another [22].
Given the criticisms, purely automated approaches to perform activities such as
content moderation are not a complete solution in the near-term. Still, there are cases
where such models could assist users in their work towards moderation or sensemaking of discourse, such as by suggesting possible tags for a comment or clustering
conversations into topics. As another example, I describe later in this dissertation
a machine learning model to detect successful resolution of Wikipedia deliberations
and assist participants in the discussion.

Automatic Summarization
Finally, there is a long history of natural language processing research on automatic
summarization [244]. Some researchers have worked on tools to provide a textual
overview or summary of a discussion [276]. Currently, automatic summarization
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techniques have mostly focused on extractive summarizations [243] which select important sentences from a body of text. This method cannot provide a synthesis of
points, such as when paraphrasing multiple redundant comments or determining a
resolution from a debate. More recently, researchers have worked on abstractive summarization models [100], which seek to produce novel sentences not present in a body
of text. However, most techniques require massive sets of labeled training data [285]
which do not exist for summaries of discussions.
Also, most methods are not built for summarizing discussions but instead are
for long documents or unconnected user reviews, where more data exists. Of the
work on discussion summarization, there includes work on summarizing discussion
threads [276, 376], extracting important information from email conversations [286,
371], and analyzing audio conversations [238]. However, automatic summarization
still does not perform well enough to be used in practice. Thus, I incorporate it
as a potential augmentation that can be ignored by users, such as by highlighting
important sentences within the Wikum tool.

2.4

Conclusion

As can be seen, there are many lenses with which to approach online discussion
curation. Curation is a form of collaborative work in service to a community, a
negotiation towards bringing different perspectives together, and a documentation of
knowledge to pass along to others.
This thesis draws upon a rich history of empirical observations of discussion systems over decades of practice, sociotechnical theoretical work drawing insights from
sociology and organizational theory, and innovations in techniques and tools as our
technological capabilities improve. From these lessons learned, I develop systems
that center people in the curation of their conversations and showcase new tools and
techniques to help people do this work collaboratively.
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Chapter 3
Wikum: Bridging Wikis and Forums
towards Summarizing Discussion
Threads
3.1

Introduction

Large online discussions involving many participants are pervasive on the web. News
and entertainment sites offer comment systems that support discussion of primary
content (articles, videos, blog posts) while on other sites the discussion is itself the
primary content (Google Groups, forums). These discussions contain a diversity of
rich information and may continue to be consulted long after the discussion has died
down.
On the downside, such discussions are often “append only.” They simply grow,
without any kind of organization or summarization. Readers, especially latecomers, need to invest significant time and effort reading to understand a discussion.
Though there may be thousands of prior readers, each new reader must individually
dig through the same threads of conversation to achieve understanding. There can
also be too many tangents and nested layers of discussions to easily navigate. This
is so much work that new readers often don’t bother, and proceed to post redundant
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discussion.
Encountering this much information may lead to feelings of overload, due to the
unending steam of comments with no narrative or topical cohesion to make sense of
their placement or to paint an overall picture. In many cases, the discussion grows
so large that it is impossible for an individual to read the entirety of it—why then do
interfaces choose to show all of it and with little guidance for exploration?
Current techniques of sorting, filtering, and moderating comments can reduce but
not solve these problems. These techniques only select a subset of the comment texts;
they do not digest or organize their ideas. A large number of high quality, popular
comments may be upvoted that are all saying much the same thing. Such redundancy
in discussions may arise independent of quality, making it laborious for participants to
identify all facets of the discussion. Similarly, an issue may be argued back and forth
and ultimately resolved, or incorrect statements may be refuted. But these obsolete
arguments and incorrect statements remain part of the discussion that a user must
wade through to get to the conclusions.
For those seeking a general overview, a short textual summary is the traditional
solution. But writing a summary of a large discussion will be a massive task, unlikely
to appeal to the many readers who do not even bother to read the entire discussion.
Also, a typical summary offers no way to dive deeper into specific areas based on the
reader’s interest level or refer back to individual comments.

3.1.1

Contribution

To address these problems, we consider how a group of people could individually
contribute small amounts of work to refine a large discussion into a dynamic textual
summary that can be explored at varying levels of detail. The main contributions of
this work include:
∙ A new summary tree artifact for exploring expandable wiki summaries.
∙ The recursive summarization workflow for breaking down the summarization of
a large piece of text.
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∙ The Wikum tool for creating and exploring expandable wiki summaries of large
discussions.
First, in this work, we present the concept of a summary tree, an artifact that
is a tree of short summaries of distinct subtopics of a discussion. The summaries
are made at different levels of detail so that a higher-level summary covers a greater
portion of the discussion. It reflects the paradigm of a good article, where an abstract gives a brief summary of the whole, the introduction summarizes at greater
detail, and then individual sections (with their own high level introductions) cover
subtopics at even greater detail. By leveraging its online nature, the summary tree
is an expandable artifact that empowers readers to explore multiple levels of detail,
including diving all the way down into original comments. The tree is also akin to
topical taxonomies or hierarchical clusterings of items, but in this case each node
contains its own substantive information summarizing all nodes nested within.
Second, we design a workflow to create a summary tree using the idea of recursive
summarization of a discussion, where users build summaries of small sections of the
discussion, small sets of those summaries are then aggregated and summarized, and so
on until the entire discussion is incorporated into the layered summary tree. Each unit
of work requires only writing a short summary of a small number of unsummarized
comments or lower-level summaries, so no editor need contribute excessive effort.
This way, a group of participants can each do small amounts of work to collectively
convert an unwieldy discussion into a short summary of the entire discussion.
Finally, to explore the design space of this process, we developed Wikum1 (a
portmanteau of wiki and forum), a system for creating summaries and reading a
discussion overlaid with summaries. As seen in 3-1, Wikum combines a directlymanipulatable node-link tree visualization with a view that shows the summaries and
comments in focus, as well as a wiki-like editing modal. Readers can explore the
discussion, starting at a root summary and drilling into summaries that eventually
expand to the original discussion. Editors can edit summaries or contribute additional
summaries of unsummarized portions of the discussion.
1

http://wikum.org
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Figure 3-1: The Wikum interface. Orange nodes are summaries, blue and light
orange nodes are original comments. Two of the summaries are expanded, to uncover
the comments they are summarizing. An editing window is open to summarize a
subthread.

3.1.2

Chapter Overview

In the rest of this chapter, I describe some of the related work around blending
discussions and wiki-like editing or summarization and how this work influenced the
creation of Wikum. Then I present the major design decisions around the creation of
summary trees and recursive summarization, along with details of the implementation
of Wikum.
Following that, I describe a lab evaluation to determine the feasibility of our recursive workflow, or how easy it would be to collectively summarize a large discussion
using Wikum. Studying the contributions of 20 participants, we found that the same
groups of users working in both Wikum and Google Docs were faster at summarizing the discussion in Wikum and also rated it as easier to use. In the Google Doc
condition, we saw that users were reluctant to edit other people’s work, choosing to
append to ever-growing summaries, which ultimately defeated the purpose of summarization. This pitfall was avoided in Wikum as a higher-level summary overlays
but does not tamper with other people’s work. We performed a second lab evalua70

tion of the created summary trees to understand readers’ perceptions of their quality
and usefulness. We found evidence from 13 additional participants that Wikum was
helpful for quickly getting an overview of the discussion.
I then present a case study involving Wikipedia, where editors must spend long
periods of time reading complicated deliberations on Wikipedia talk pages before
resolving them. I describe work led by an undergraduate student Jane Im and collaborators Chris Schilling and Jonathan Morgan of the Wikimedia Foundation to
understand the problems that editors on Wikipedia grapple with. I then describe
results from a field study of Wikum usage by Wikipedia editors.

3.2

Related Work

There are communities and systems that have tried to combine a forum for discussions
with a community-maintained wiki or other repository for collecting knowledge [2].
Research on community wikis found that they were useful for managing frequently
asked questions [127]. Examples include ExpertNet, a coupled forum and wiki system
for government officials to solicit feedback from public experts [246], and Polymath,
a successful large scale math collaboration which used a combination of comments,
blog posts, and wikis [113]. In Polymath, the two leaders chose to summarize all
discussions, a task they found time-consuming but also rewarding. Still, there were
issues with newcomers feeling overwhelmed by the discussion. Wikum incorporates
some of the design suggestions raised by studies of Polymath [53], including linking
from wiki to primary content and citing comments.
Community Q&A (CQA) systems have also experimented with collaborative summarization. For instance, StackExchange permits wiki-like editing of questions and
answers [206] and discourages redundant posting. Quora, another CQA system, has
experimented with a feature called Answer Wiki (see Figure 3-2) that aims to allow
readers to synthesize the answers provided in a Quora question post. However, this
wiki box simply sits on top of the answers that appear below with no link between
the two. As a result, there is no process or structure for integrating the wiki with the
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Figure 3-2: Quora Answer Wiki feature. An editable wiki text box for summarizing
answers sits above the answers.
discussion, navigating from a summary to an original answer, or ensuring the wiki
covers the discussion well.
In the other direction are Wikipedia talk pages, where Wikipedia editors deliberate
and coordinate their activity on a Wikipedia page [344]. These discussions can be
sprawling, with discussions reaching tens of thousands of comments [195]. They are
also difficult to make sense of, as there is little support for threading or collapsing
of subthreads. Finally, the talk pages have little to no connection to the wiki article
they are discussing, for instance to link the outcome of a deliberative discussion to
the action made within the wiki.
Some systems similar to Wikum [5, 240] have been proposed that use human work
to summarize discussions incrementally. However, none of these systems have had formal user evaluations. Additionally, these systems aim only for a “flat” set of top-level
summaries of different topics; unlike Wikum, they do not produce summaries that can
expand to reveal different levels of detail to let users drill into specific subtopics. We
also evaluate our system on both the editing process and the reading experience. Another system explores paraphrasing individual comments within a discussion for the
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Figure 3-3: From a long threaded discussion (left), we create a summary tree (right).
A summary of the entire discussion opens to reveal deeper summaries that open to
original comments.
purpose of encouraging reflection [189], but does not have a mechanism for summarizing entire discussions. Deeper reflection can be important benefits of synthesizing
conversation, and we are interested in studying how Wikum advances these goals in
the future.

3.3

Wikum Design

We begin by outlining the major motivations that informed the design decisions
around the summary tree artifact as well as the recursive summarization workflow.

3.3.1

Summary Tree Design

Our artifact and its implementation in the Wikum system aims to combine wikis and
forums to address their respective drawbacks. Forums offer no way for someone with
little time to get an overview of the discussion, while the condensation required of
wikis necessarily drops much of the original detail. To address these complementary
drawbacks we could directly combine the two artifacts, as in Quora Answer Wikis,
providing a wiki page where a short summary of the entire discussion can be edited.
These two components do not connect well though. There is no way to dig down into
the summary in order to unpack its origins from the original discussion. The wiki also
offers no support for incremental summarization—there’s no way (aside from reading
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the entire discussion) to see what has already been summarized and what needs to
be added.
We propose a summary tree as a more effective bridge that summarizes the discussion forum at multiple levels of detail. As shown in Figure 3-3, summaries of small
portions of the discussion can be authored, which can then be incorporated into
a meta-summary. These meta-summaries can be similarly summarized, until everything is incorporated into a “root” summary of the entire conversation that serves as a
starting point for hierarchically exploring the conversation. While other systems have
explored creating a “flat” set of summaries of topical portions of a discussion [240],
our proposed process of recursive summarization, which allows summarization at different depths of the discussion, provides additional benefits. A reader seeking more
information can expand the root summary into the comments and summaries it summarizes, then choose interesting sub-summaries to expand further. They can dive
down as deeply as they like, eventually reaching individual comments. Ideally, the
sub-summaries of a summary will cover distinct topics, permitting a reader to focus
exploration on topics of interest. As another pathway to accessing “primary source”
comments in summaries, our summary tree can include (i) citations to individual
comments (and lower level summaries) and (ii) quotes of text from them.

3.3.2

Workflow Design

Making our target artifact a summary tree also suggests a natural approach to constructing it. Starting with the original discussion tree, an editor working alone can
choose an appropriately-sized group of related comments to summarize.
Wikum then replaces those comments in the discussion with their summary, treating the summary much like any other comment. Editors can then continue to create
new summaries that can distill both previously-written summaries and unsummarized
comments, until we are left with a summary of the entire discussion. A reader can
reverse this distillation process, expanding interesting summaries to arbitrary depth
to acquire more detail.
An important challenge with this process is finding related comments and sum74
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Figure 3-4: Summarization progress for a discussion with 10 comments. Shown here
is a fully expanded view of each summary tree state, for illustrative purposes. The
bottom right of each panel shows the initial (default) view when the summary tree
is in the given state. 1) Initial discussion. 2) Summarizing a comment and its two
replies. 3) Grouping & summarizing three root-level comments. 4) Promoting a
summary one level up. 5) Summarizing the two root summaries.

maries to bring together and summarize. In the case of threaded discussion, there is
a natural grouping heuristic as comments are already organized in a tree structure
by reply. Editors can simply pick a small subtree to summarize, where all comments
are likely discussing the same topic. Thus, the levels of the reply tree can scaffold
the creation of the summary tree. However, even threaded discussions sometimes
have comments that have too many replies. Also, given initially threaded comments,
the recursive summarization process eventually distills each separate discussion to an
individual “root”; these root summaries still need to be gathered and summarized.
Likewise, non-threaded discussions have all comments at a single level. To address
this, the Wikum system also allow editors to group similar comments at the same level
to summarize, using methods like topic clustering, or selecting of adjacent comments
(useful for chronological non-threaded discussions).
Even before the summary tree is complete, the summaries that people write in
Wikum are embedded in the original discussion and contribute towards making the
discussion easier to read. In threaded discussions, the summary of a subtree (comment and its replies) lives “between” the comment and its parent. Upon reading the
summary, one can expand it to see the comments it summarizes or move on. This can
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be beneficial to readers because it puts the summaries into context and also provides
sensemaking capabilities for exploration of the discussion. Embedding the summaries
into the discussion threads also makes it obvious which comments they cover and produces a visual distinction helpful for editors between summarized and unsummarized
content.
We designed the summary tree with the goal of supporting effective reading, but
our user studies, discussed further, revealed a second benefit. Wikum provides additive summarization, augmenting the underlying discussion with summaries. But
ability to expand those summaries to reveal the content they summarize, as well as
the ability to cite and quote original comments within a summary, makes clear that
the material being summarized is still present. Thus, the majority of editors’ work is
enriching as opposed to deleting or editing other people’s work. This superimposed
structure mitigates some of the issues prior research has uncovered around people’s
reluctance to edit others’ work in wiki-like environments [11].

Workflow Efficiency
Recursive summarization permits summarization to be done in small units. But
one might worry that the recursive approach significantly increases the overall work
requirement as content must be read and summarized at multiple levels. But this is
not the case: when each summarization step causes a constant-factor decrease in the
amount of as-yet-unsummarized text, the total work done will be little more than
that required for one-shot summarization. To see this, suppose that any summary is
shorter than the text it is summarizing by a factor of 5. We can therefore conclude
that any time an editor reads 𝑤 words to summarize them, the total text remaining
loses 4𝑤/5 words. If the text starts with 𝑊 words then it cannot lose more than
this before it is fully summarized. Thus, the editors in total will need to read at
most 5𝑊/4 words (of original content or summaries) before the summarization task
is complete. And the total number of words written, at 1/5 of that read by the
editors, is only 𝑊/4. Since comments had to be written once, and are presumably
being read many times, the summarization work is proportional to the work users
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were clearly willing to invest in the discussion in the first place. This suggests that
summary tree creation requires only a scalable amount of work.

3.4

Wikum System

The Wikum web interface consists of a tree visualization of the discussion and summaries made so far on the left and a display of selected comments and summaries
on the right (see earlier Figure 3-1). Tree nodes are ordered chronologically (within
threads when they exist) and can be sorted in other ways. The area of each node
corresponds to the length of the corresponding text. Users can select comments by
clicking nodes in the tree, which results in the right pane displaying the selected
comment and any replies. Users can also select and display disjoint parts of the tree
by dragging or Control-clicking. Clicking on a selected node expands or collapses its
reply subtree. User-generated summaries are bright orange nodes. Unsummarized
comments are displayed as light blue, while summarized comments are light orange
to show they have been summarized above. Summaries are collapsed by default and
clicking on them reveal the nodes they summarized.

3.4.1

Building the Summary Tree

For readers of a discussion, Wikum lets them see a visual overview, differentiate
between summaries and comments, explore into summaries, and jump between conversations. For editors, we provide the same interface with additional affordances for
summarization. Wikum enables a number of possible edits to create the summary
tree (3-4):
∙ Mark as unimportant. Hides the comment from view. Used for content with
no information or interest value.
∙ Summarize comment. Summarizing a longer individual comment is possible.
The comment then is replaced with the summary and a link to toggle the original
text.
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∙ Summarize comment & replies. Summarizes an entire subtree of a threaded
discussion into a single summary node. Clicking on the summary node expands
it to display the thread subtree.
∙ Group & summarize. Absent threads, we need a way to choose a group of
posts to summarize. Even with threading, sometimes a single node may have
so many children that it is too much work for one person to summarize. The
group & summarize operation lets the editor select a few nodes, then group and
summarize them to collapse them down to one node.
∙ Promote summary. If a summary of a subthread has been written, a person
writing a summary at a higher level in the discussion thread can promote the
lower summary to their position and build on the summary text; this lower
summary can be a useful starting point for authoring the higher-level summary.
At the outset, as shown in 3-4, editors may be mostly summarizing a comment and
all replies (from a threaded discussion), leaving embedded summaries as signposts to
future readers about whether to go down that thread. For non-threaded discussion
and later stages of a threaded discussion, grouping and summarizing nodes at the
same level that are topically related may be more used.

3.4.2

Creating High Quality Summaries Efficiently

We made additional design decisions to encourage higher quality summary writing.
Clicking to summarize one or more comments causes an editing window to pop into
view (3-1). This window displays the comment(s) to be summarized on the left, with
a text area for the summary on the right.
Important sentence highlighting. We use an automatic extractive summarizer
to identify and then highlight important sentences in the content, though this feature
can be turned off. This was added to make it easier for people to skim content, though
we do not pre-populate the text box with the sentences or allow 1-click transference,
due to concerns that it would encourage low quality summaries.
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Maximum length restriction. As we noticed people writing lengthy summaries
in pilot sessions, Wikum enforces that each summary can be at most 250 words (about
half a page) or half the length of the summarized text, whichever is smaller.
Cluster view for comments at the same level. For cases where there are
too many adjacent nodes, we provide a clustered view which groups comments that
are similar, to help a user select a good group to summarize. This makes it easier to
group and summarize topically related comments.
Affordances for citations and quotes. Every node and paragraph within
a summarized node can be cited in the text summary, which produces a clickable
citation when browsing the discussion. Text from original comments can be quoted
verbatim in the summaries by selecting it and clicking on “Quote". This inserts both
the quoted text and a citation to its originating comment. These features were added
to encourage summaries that stick to the points made in the discussion. The citations
and quotes can also “bubble up" a deeper comment or quote that is interesting or
well-written, useful for when readers want to quickly get to high quality comments.
Tag comments and filter by tag. Adding tags to comments is a lightweight task
and can also help future summarizers by classifying topics or viewpoints expressed
across multiple threads. Comments can also be filtered by specific tags.

3.4.3

System Implementation

The Wikum system is comprised of a front end web interface built using D3, Javascript,
HTML, and CSS. It also has a backend component built using the Django web framework and a MySQL database. The homepage of Wikum allows people to paste in
URLs to different discussions that kick off a backend ingestion process that adds all
the comments to the database. The system currently supports ingesting comments
from Disqus, Reddit, and email threads in mbox format. The important sentence
highlighting feature was incorporated via sumy2 , a python package implementing the
LexRank algorithm for extractive summarization [81]. This algorithm was chosen
after experimenting with several unsupervised extractive summarization techniques.
2
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The clustered view for comments at the same level processes the comments and clusters them by first converting each comment into a bag-of-words vector representation
that has been TF-IDF normalized. Then the k-means algorithm is used to cluster the
vectors. In the cluster view, the cluster with the smallest average distance between
pairs of comments is shown first. There is a slider to adjust the size of the cluster,
which affects the parameter of number of clusters inputted into k-means.

3.5

Lab Evaluations of Wikum

3.5.1

Study 1: Summarization

We conducted two studies of Wikum to evaluate the process of creating a summary
tree as well as the experience reading a summary tree artifact, respectively. In the
first study, we sought to understand how long it would take and how easy it would
be for a group of people to collectively summarize a large discussion using Wikum
versus an alternative system. The second study evaluated the usefulness of the summaries created in the previous stage towards getting an overview as well as people’s
preferences and strategies around reading discussions using Wikum and our control
settings.
In the first study, we evaluated how people summarized content with Wikum
compared to more traditional methods to understand the feasibility of the recursive
summarization workflow. We recruited 20 participants (mean age 24.9, SD 10.8; 55%
female, 45% male) through campus mailing lists and social media and paid $15 for
around one hour of their time. All participants reported reading at least one type of
online discussion regularly.

Discussion Data
We were interested in seeing how people would summarize content from different
discussion topics and types. Thus we selected three different discussions for our study:
the comments on an article from the Atlantic called “Why Women Still Can’t Have It
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All” (Social), a deliberative discussion among members of an academic department
about a controversial political event involving their university (Political), and a
discussion from the “Explain It Like I’m Five" subreddit seeking to understand a
major scientific discovery (Science). Each of these discussions was among the most
popular of its category, received many comments from its respective community, and is
deeply threaded with many sub-discussions. For the purpose of our study, we pruned
the discussions for each condition to roughly equal sizes (removing some of the top
level posts and all their replies), aiming for 7,000-8,000 total words or 35-40 minutes
of reading given an average reading speed of 200 words per minute [336]. In the end,
Social had 84 comments comprising 7,532 total words with the deepest comment
15 levels deep; Political had 67 comments of 7,415 words, with a maximum depth
of 14 levels; and Science had 104 comments, 7,375 words, and a maximum depth of
10 levels.

Experiment Design
There were three discussion types, as described earlier, and two system conditions.
One system was Wikum, while the control condition was a Google Doc containing the
raw discussion text. The text was indented up to 4 levels to indicate threading and
then flattened at the 4th level for readability. Google Docs was chosen as a decent
approximation to wiki environments. Track changes were turned on to distinguish
summaries from original comments so that editors could see each other’s work and
any text that was deleted by a previous editor. Both conditions included metadata:
poster username, number of upvotes, and a unique ID for each comment.
We created three groups and randomly assigned participants to one of them.
Each group worked on summarizing two different discussions, one in Wikum and one
in the Google Doc, with order counterbalanced. Thus at the end of the study, the
three groups produced 3 Wikum summaries and 3 Google Doc summaries, with 2
summaries created per discussion. We chose this experiment design so that we could
both compare Wikum versus Google Doc summaries from the same discussion, which
controls for that topic of discussion, as well as summaries from the same group, which
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controls for individual differences in writing ability.
Procedure
User studies were one-on-one, in person, and conducted over a period of two weeks.
After completing a short interview and survey about their habits related to online
discussions, participants were asked to perform two tasks, limited to 20 minutes each.
The goal of each task was to advance the collaborative summarization of one of the
two conditions they were assigned, so that at the end, there is a summary of the entire
discussion at 250 words or less (half a page). We asked users to work for 20 minutes
and no more. Rather than assessing the “natural duration” of an individual’s work,
we wished to evaluate the total work required for summarization, which will likely be
distributed among a large number of participants. We kept the time to 20 minutes
per task so that each user study would take an hour.
In the Wikum condition, users were first given a 5 minute tutorial on the interface.
During the task, we did not give users any particular direction but let them spend
their 20 minutes working on what they preferred. In the Google Doc condition, we
likewise did not provide directions to users on how to summarize the content. We
allowed users to write summaries how and wherever they liked but also encouraged
users to be consistent and somehow indicate what was left to summarize to future
user study participants. After completing each of the tasks, users filled out surveys
on their perceived task load [132]. After both tasks were completed, they filled out a
survey comparing the systems and answered some open-ended questions about their
experience.
Results
Summaries were completed faster in Wikum than Google Docs by the same
group. For each user study condition, we computed the initial text size—the number
of words in the unsummarized comments plus number of words in the summaries—
both at the start of the user task and after its completion. The difference tells us by
how many words the user was able to shrink the total amount of initial text. Which
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Figure 3-5: Amount of work completed by each successive user in the Summarization
stage, by group. Each user amounts to 20 minutes of working time. All Wikum
summaries were completed while none of the Google Doc summaries were finished,
even with the same group of users editing both.
comments had been summarized was easily defined in Wikum. In the case of Google
Docs, we asked users to delineate comments they had summarized in the document,
such as using strikeout or marking it “done”. We declared a discussion to be fully
summarized at the point where the amount of unsummarized content (comments and
top-level summaries) totaled 250 words or less. Thus, at the start of our user study,
all discussions are at 0% completion, and they reach 100% completion when enough
original comments have been summarized so that there are only 250 words to read at
the outset.
In Figure 3-5, we show the productivity of the different groups over the course of
the study. As can be seen, each group had overall forward progress towards completion
in both system conditions but the Wikum condition overall was faster. In total,
two Wikum summaries each took a total of 120 minutes, while one took 160, to be
completed. The average summarization rate (words reduced per minute) in Wikum
was 51.9 while in Google Docs it was 36.3. Thus, in each of the groups, the Wikum
summarization of the discussion was completed while the Google Doc summary was
still not complete. We chose to stop subjects working on both tasks after each Wikum
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summary was completed because we wanted to use our other user study participants
to provide feedback on the Wikum summary qualities as opposed to spending all their
study time finishing the Google Docs summaries.
Comparing the 52 word-per-minute Wikum summarization rate with the 200 wordper-minute reading rate we cited earlier shows that summarization is a rapid activity
that would demand only a small fraction of the total person-hours devoted to reading
a popular discussion.
Users were reluctant to edit others’ summaries in both conditions. In
the Google Doc condition, 12/20 users chose to only append to an ever-growing single
summary that quickly became longer than the 250-word maximum we set. Out of the
remaining 8 users, 6 users wrote their summaries interleaved in the comments but did
not delete or edit any existing summaries. If users mostly added to summaries and did
not delete anything, this would make full summarization impossible since eventually
the summary will be larger than the remaining comments. Indeed, as more users
participated, we saw overall progress in the Google Doc condition shrink and even
plateau in some of the groups, as Figure 3-5 indicates. However, this decline was
avoided in Wikum, perhaps because recursive summarization has users summarize
other people’s summaries without destroying their work.
Users spent more time reading in the Google Doc condition. Perhaps as
a result of ever-growing summaries in Google Docs, we noticed in the later Google
Doc tasks that most users spent almost all the time reading instead of summarizing.
As more people edited the document, they spent more time reading the existing
summary to determine what was covered, skimming through the comments to find
unsummarized content, and figuring out how to incorporate their findings back into
the summary. One editor said:
“Using the Wikum was so much easier...I knew what people had done...With
the Google Doc it was this massive 40 page document. I got lost on what
people had summarized and what needed to be summarized.”
Some editors did not bother to read previous summaries and then accidentally
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Group 1
Wikum
Google Docs

1037 (Social)
769 (Science)

Group 2

Group 3

1310 (Science) 497 (Political)
1073 (Political)
771 (Social)

Table 3.1: Total number of summary words written by users in Wikum versus Google
Docs within each group.

Summary Nodes
Citations
Quotes
Tags

Social (G1)

Science (G2)

Political (G3)

13
25
0
6

20
36
7
1

6
4
0
5

Table 3.2: Total number of times each item was used or created in each of the three
Wikum summary trees.

summarized portions that had already been summarized. Like Google Docs, wikis
also lack this kind of scaffolding for summarization. However, some of these issues
might potentially be mitigated with a more defined style guide or set of instructions.
Users overall wrote more summary text in the Wikum condition. Perhaps as a result of needing to spend less time coordinating other people’s edits in the
Wikum condition, users overall wrote more in the Wikum condition, as can be seen in
Table 3.1. Though the amount of time spent and the people were kept constant per
group, users overall wrote 2,844 words in Wikum versus 2,613 words in Google Docs.
As described in the earlier Workflow Efficiency section, this additional summarization did not add much work compared to the 7-8,000 words in the original discussion.
In the case of Group 3, the one group where Wikum users wrote less, the Wikum
condition had one early participant who chose to summarize a large subthread in one
summary. As readers complained about this in the second study, this suggests that
in the future we should only allow editors to summarize limited chunks of discussion
at a time.
In the case of summarization, more may not always be better. A thousand words
of summary is around two pages long, which may be more than someone is willing
to read. However, because of recursive summarization in the Wikum case, users can
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read a 250-word summary of the entire discussion and drill in to get more detailed
summaries.
Earlier editors set the norms for later editors in Wikum. We noticed
during the user study that the decisions made by early editors in Wikum, such as to
use citations or quotes, set the norms for future editors, echoing prior work on norm
setting in communities [173]. This led to different styles of summarization emerging
in different groups. For instance, early use of citations and quotes led to more use
of these features in the Science Wikum summaries, while it was not used at all by
early Political editors (Table 3.2). The same was true for the case of adding tags.
In the future, this could be more scaffolded, for instance by requiring some number
of citations per number of comments being summarized.
The convergence of norms happened to a lesser extent in the Google Doc conditions. For instance, people would use different ways of signaling they finished
summarizing a comment in the same document. Some users also chose to write
their summary of a particular sub-discussion interleaved among the comments even
if others had been contributing to a single summary at the top of the document.
Later contributors tended to do this as the single summary got more unwieldy, and
unsummarized comments were further from the summary at the top of the page.
Editors made use of the citation and quoting features. Many users chose
to add citations in the summaries (Table 3.2). Several users liked the ability to cite,
saying:
“The way in which you can cite paragraphs and posts is very usefulâĂę to
have that kind of chain of custody, like from where does this information
come from? ”
However, the quoting feature was used less often, possibly because it was less
discoverable, as one needed to drag-and-select text before a “Quote” button showed.
In the future, we could add “Quote” buttons next to highlighted sentences. Some
editors used quoting and citing as a way to minimize editorializing and deflect lack
of understanding of the content:
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“Obviously someone who has a physics background would be better over
me. Me summarizing this comment, I don’t know if I would trust me.
That’s why I tried to quote a lot and really cite what was going on.”
The same user went on to say:
“...People might only read my summary, they might not read the actual
comments, so I felt pressure to make sure you’ve accurately summarized
the comment.”
For her, citing and quoting was also a way to point readers to original content and
to also self-check that she was summarizing the comments faithfully.
Users reported that summarizing content they disagreed with took
more effort. Some users expressed frustration with comments they disliked, with
one editor saying:
“What I really wanted to be like was, this comment is stupid because it said
this, rather than writing an unbiased thing. I think some of my summaries
were a little snarky.”
A different editor mentioned working harder but also that she was more interested:
“It was more interesting to summarize comments that I disagreed with
because it requires you to try to understand their point of view as much as
possible...I already know my own point of view.”
Reflection and learning gained from summarizing other people’s opinions [189] could
be an additional side benefit of Wikum. As in Wikipedia, there may be value in
educating editors about maintaining a so-called Neutral Point of View (NPOV) during
summarization work [224].
Overall feedback on summarization. Users overall felt that the recursive
summarization process helped to break the task down to something manageable,
with one editor saying:
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“A lot of times I would look at a comment and all its sub-comments and
be like, well I can’t summarize all that, it’s really overwhelming. But then
I was able to drill down into the sub-sub-comments and...get the whole
comment [subtree] and sub-comments into my head at the same time, write
a summary, and then go a level up.”
From the post-study survey, users indicated that they preferred conducting summarizing using Wikum over Google Docs (t=3.02, p<0.01). Users also found Wikum
easier to use. Survey results related to task load [132] revealed a significant difference
when it came to physical demand, with Wikum overall causing lower physical demand
(t=2.07, p=0.05, paired t-test). This may be because many users complained about
needing to scroll more in the Google Doc condition. Likewise, Wikum showed lower
temporal demand (feeling hurried or rushed during the task) (t=3.11, p<0.01), possibly because it look less time to get started editing in Wikum as opposed to Google
Docs. Editors in Wikum also self-reported higher performance on the task (t=2.37,
p<0.05).

3.5.2

Study 2: Reading and Exploration

In the second part of the user study, our goal was to assess whether a Wikum summary
tree is a useful tool for quickly getting an overview of a discussion. We recruited 13
more participants (mean age 28.0, SD 9.7, 72.2% male, 27.8% female) via the same
methods described in the previous stage. As before, all participants said they read at
least one type of online discussion regularly. Participants were compensated $10 for
around 40 minutes of their time.

Experiment Design
Before seeing any summaries of the discussion, the first author of this paper read
over the three discussions and extracted a list of main points made in each. Care was
taken to include points made throughout the discussion including in sub-threads that
were deeply nested. As we only showed editors a subset of the original discussion in
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Study 1, the author also looked over the comments that were pruned from the original
discussion in order to come up with another list of points that were not in the study,
but that could plausibly have been.
We designed a 2-factor user study where each participant was given three tasks,
each limited to 20 minutes. For each task, the participant was given one of the three
discussions and one of three interface conditions. One condition was the Wikum
interface with the embedded summaries that users made in the prior stage. A second
condition (DocSummary) was a Google Doc containing the summaries and the original
comments also created in the prior stage. Summary text was colored purple, while
deleted comments were faded gray. Original comments that had not been processed by
the first stage participants were colored black. Summaries were left wherever users
placed them in the preceding stage, whether that was at the top of the document
or interspersed throughout the discussion. We also provided easier navigation to
the different summaries using the Google Docs outline feature. The third condition
(NoSummary) was a control, consisting of a Google Doc containing only the raw
discussion with no summaries. The assignment of the discussion topics and interface
conditions as well as the order was counterbalanced.

Procedure

In each task, the participant was given 10 minutes to try to get an overview of the
discussion. During this time, the authors observed how participants chose to explore
the discussion in the different interfaces. Then, without the discussion in front of
them, they were presented with a list of 12 points, 6 of which had been mentioned
in the discussion and 6 of which had not. Participants were not told the number
of points that were false. They were asked to select points they remembered being
brought up in the discussion. At the end, participants completed a survey about their
experience and discussed their experience reading using the different interfaces.
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Conditions

Precision

Wikum
Google Docs Summary
Google Docs No Summary

Recall

0.90
0.88
0.81

F1

0.67 0.78
0.63 0.72
0.58 0.65

Table 3.3: The results of Study 2 between the three conditions.
Results
Most explored the Google Doc linearly, while there was a mix of strategies
using Wikum. For the NoSummary condition, almost all participants read linearly
down the page, with most running out of time before they read even half of the
discussion. For the DocSummary condition, most users also read linearly down the
page, though some users chose to focus on reading the summaries and skip over or
skim the comments that were in gray. Others chose to read original comments, even
if they already read the summary.
In the Wikum condition, people had a mix of strategies. Several users (5/13) chose
to expand the discussion tree fully and read linearly down the discussion on the right,
sometimes scrolling past some subthreads, but overall treating the Wikum interface
exactly how they would a Google Doc. Others (4/13) chose a breadth-first approach
from the root, reading summaries at each level and only expanding summaries when
they deemed it necessary. Some users chose to expand everything at the outset but
then focus on the summary nodes using the tree visualization, going from the root
to the leaves (3/13) or from the leaves to the root (1/13). Many of the users who
focused only on the summaries chose to stop reading well before the 10-minute cutoff,
suggesting they had already achieved full comprehension.
Users recalled points made in the discussion more accurately in the
Wikum condition. From the recall test, as seen in Table 5.1, Wikum performed
slightly better than DocSummary on the measures of precison, accuracy, and F1
score, and both summary conditions performed better than NoSummary. However,
none of the differences in scores between the three different conditions yielded a
statistically significant difference (with p<0.05), likely due to the small sample size
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and the variations in topic, quality of summary, order of conditions, and different
reading strategies and speeds. Thus, these results suggest that summaries are indeed
helpful for getting an overview in a short amount of time, and that users were able
to get an overview using Wikum as least as well as using Google Docs. Though
the difference between Wikum and Google Docs with summaries was not significant,
recall that all users were familiar with the Google Docs interface but had only a few
minutes to learn the new Wikum interface. One user said:
“A big chunk of the time went into understanding the Wikum interface
itself - more than half. If I had seen this interface 5 or 10 times I would
be familiar with it.”
Some people preferred reading linearly while others enjoyed drilling in.
The Wikum interfaces defaults to hiding comments underneath a summary. Some
people disliked needing to click to open up a summary, saying:
“[I would like to] have more control about what I was going to read, as
well as look at the scrollbar to know the amount of content ahead of me.”
As a related issue, some people enjoyed the tree visualization, while other people found
it overwhelming. While the tree visualization seems a useful feature for editors, it
may be less necessary for readers of a summary tree.
People opened summaries to read comments for different reasons. Some
people said they would read comments below a summary if it was poorly written or
too short because they did not trust it. For instance, one person said:
“That’s the scientist in me. I need to see, is this comment really saying
that? I didn’t want the summaries to influence my take.”
Other times, readers actually thought the summary was well written and thus it
piqued their curiosity:
“I was more likely to read the individual comments on the good summaries.
The summaries went into depth, so I figured there was more discussion
there. Good = interesting, so I wanted to learn more.”
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Overall feedback on reading and exploration. When it came to their experience reading and exploring the comments using the different interfaces, users
rated Wikum the highest (4.2 on average on a 7-point Likert scale from 0 to 6), with
DocSummary second best (3.6), and NoSummary the worst (2.5). The difference between the Wikum and DocSummary was not statistically significant (p<0.05) while
the difference between those two conditions and the unsummarized one was significant
(Wikum: t=-3.04, p<0.005, DocSummary: t=-3.05, p<0.005). Users were also asked
to grade summary quality on a 7-point Likert scale. Overall users felt the Wikum
summaries were of higher quality than the Google Doc ones (4.5 versus 3.5 on average
respectively), though this difference was also not statistically significant. Thus our
results suggest but do not conclude that Wikum provided benefits for readers over
the Google Doc, and affirms that summaries are a useful way for readers to get an
overview of a discussion.
From post-study interviews, users mentioned that the Wikum summaries were
more succinct while Google Doc summaries went on for too long. This is despite the
fact that the total text in all the Wikum summaries was actually greater for those
users. One user said of the Wikum summaries:
“It felt good on a few comments - it was very noticeable...that there was
a large amount of text just swirling around a few simple ideas, and the
summary got it simple. Like into a tweet. That was really, really nice. I
wish everything could be summarized like that.”
Another user said:
“I felt it was helpful for Wikum but not really in the Google Doc. There,
there were people rambling...It was kind of a mess. Because the summaries
were right there in Wikum and directly related to the comments, [they were]
much smaller summaries and a lot more helpful.”
A different user echoed that the Wikum summaries were shorter, and complained that
the highest-level Wikum summary was too abstract so that he had to dig deeper to
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understand portions of the discussion (which Wikum is specifically design to support).
This could be related to the preference some people had for reading linearly.

3.5.3

Design Implications

During the summarization stage of our user studies, we saw that Google Docs was
too underconstrained so there were many opportunities for editors to go astray and
set poor norms. However, even though Wikum has more constraints, we realized that
some additional scaffolding could guide editors towards creating better summaries
while still maintaining Wikum’s flexibility. One editor was worried about too much
rehashing, saying:
“If you encourage a summary every time you have a parent or child, you’ll
just have crummy summary on top of crummy summary...Trying to encourage only summaries when you have a certain depth or breadth to the
tree would go a long way.”
In the other direction, one user chose to summarize a large portion of the discussion
at once, producing a low quality summary. Later readers of this summary tree were
surprised to find so many comments under that summary. This indicates that there
may be an optimal range of discussion size that should be summarized in a recursive
summary. Too small and the recursive summaries feel too incremental and repetitive
to a reader. Too big and the summaries have poor coverage and hide a great deal of
discussion. Wikum could also suggest groups of comments to target for summarization
via heuristics or machine learning. These could include the start of a self-contained
subthread, a clear shift in topic or participants, or a discussion devolving into arguing.
Another issue that came up was around the difficulty of summarizing opinionated
content, especially content the editors disagreed with. Computation techniques in
detecting language that is objective versus subjective [359] or determining opinionated
or emotional sentences [360] could be a useful addition to a summary editing box to
help editors monitor the language they use.
When it came to the reading experience, many readers in the study talked about
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trust as an important factor while reading the summaries. If they did not trust that
the summaries were accurate or had good coverage, they felt they needed to read
more of the original content. Distrust of wikis and other crowd-editable content can
sometimes be mitigated with design [179]. This was one reason for our emphasis on
citations and quoting. Other ways to improve trust could involve showing information
such as number of edits, total time spent writing a summary, number of contributors,
or percentage of original discussion cited. We could also introduce a form of social
moderation, allowing readers to rate summaries on accuracy.
Finally, our study reveals future areas for experimentation with different presentations of the summary tree. Some readers liked the information that the tree
visualization provided but others felt it was overwhelming or too disconnected from
the text. Some ideas to explore include trying to integrate information that the tree
provides directly into the discussion text, such as toggle controls, breadcrumbs, or
even simplified subtree thumbnails. Views were also mixed on the preference for
an expandable versus linear reading experience, echoing prior work in the hypertext
literature around jumping around using links [112, 295]. Unlike a graph-structured
hypertext however, which can pose significant navigation challenges [254], Wikum
is likely easier to navigate since it is hierarchical. Additionally, one can ignore the
expandable nature of Wikum and pre-expand everything, as we saw a few readers do,
and read linearly. In the future, we could make this even easier by allowing readers
to set how much of the summaries they wish to have autoexpanded upon load.

3.6

Case Study: Deliberation and Resolution in Wikipedia

In this section, I describe a case study focusing on deliberative discussions within
the English Wikipedia community, conducted in partnership with the Wikimedia
Foundation and led by Jane Im. I advised this project and participated in conducting the interviews. The Wikipedia community is a relevant community to study
regarding discussion summarization as there already exists a process where difficultto-resolve issues are deliberated at large, and then the oftentimes long discussions
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are perused, summarized, and resolved by an independent editor. Looking this process over the course of 7 years, we find that nearly a third of discussions never get
resolved. Through interviews with frequent summarizers, qualitative content analysis, and machine learning models, we uncover the major problems with Wikipedia’s
current deliberation resolution process.

3.6.1

Introduction

The study of online processes for deliberation and resolution touch upon many areas,
including open democratic initiatives and civic participation [255], as well as virtual
teams [158], open source development [198], and online community maintenance [271].
One such area is Wikipedia, a place where almost all conflict is resolved through online
deliberation. The stakes for deliberation can be high—for instance, the addition of
two paragraphs about a city on its Wikipedia page can lead to significant changes
in tourism [140]. As a result, conflicts arise on the platform regularly [180, 372],
mirroring conflicts around contested information in the world. Prior research has
often focused on “edit wars”, or back-and-forth edits on Wikipedia articles, as well as
on article talk pages [322], where editors go to informally resolve an issue, as signals of
conflict and resolution. However, there are also various formal resolution processes for
disputes that cannot be resolved informally, with differing layers of escalation. The
study of these formal processes can reveal insights about factors leading to resolution
as well as areas of friction, towards the design of better processes and systems for
online deliberation and resolution.
To better understand online deliberation, we investigated one of the primary formal processes on English Wikipedia for deliberation and resolution of content and
policy disputes—the Request for Comment (RfC) process. Using RfCs, editors who
cannot resolve a dispute may publicize their deliberation to the broader Wikipedia
community to invite participation, sometimes culminating in a closing statement by
a neutral editor that summarizes the discussion and makes a resolution.
We created a novel, comprehensive dataset of 7,316 RfCs from English Wikipedia
dating from 2011 to 2017, parsed to separate out closing statements, authors, and
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reply structure. This dataset is released publicly for the research community.

3

We employed a mixed-methods approach by analyzing this data quantitatively as a
whole as well as qualitatively by selecting a random subset of 40 RfCs to manually
inspect. To inform our analysis, we interviewed 10 of the most frequent RfC closers
to understand their motivations and considerations when deciding whether to close
an RfC.
From the complementary sources of data, we examined what major factors in
the RfC process result in failure to come to a resolution. Not all RfCs require a
formal resolution by a closer; instead, some may informally end due to overwhelming
agreement by participants or withdrawal of the RfC by the initiator. In our dataset,
we found that 57.65% of RfCs end up getting formally closed through the addition of
a summary statement resolving the dispute. However, of the 42.35% of RfCs with no
formal resolution, we found that 78% had no participant activity to informally end
the RfC—in other words, that a full one third of all RfCs in our dataset were left
stale. A prevalence of stale and unresolved disputes may mean that effort put into
discussion is wasted and time is lost waiting for resolution.
From interviews and qualitative analysis of our dataset, we uncovered reasons for
why these RfCs do not get formally closed, including factors such as poorly articulated initial statements by inexperienced discussion initiators, lack of interest from
third-party experienced Wikipedia editors, and excessive bickering or contentiousness
during the discussion.
Using these factors to inform a series of features, we developed a model to predict
whether an RfC will go stale based on information about the page before the RfC
initiation as well as what transpired over the course of participation in the RfC.
When trained and tested on our dataset, the best model achieved 75.3% accuracy,
an improvement of 8.1% over a baseline of simply predicting that it will not go stale.
We find that the most informative features as to whether an RfC will go stale are the
size and shape of the discussion along with features related to interest and expertise
level of participants. Furthermore, we consider how well such a model performs as an
3
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RfC progresses in time after its initiation.

3.6.2

Background on Wikipedia Governance and Deliberation

Processes for Resolving Content Disputes

Broadly, there are two types of disputes in Wikipedia, content-related disputes, which
include policy disputes, and user conduct disputes, and numerous formal and informal
mechanisms for achieving resolutions for each type. While our focus is on contentrelated disputes, the line between the two types can blur, as user conduct issues can
arise in the course of a deliberation about content. When a dispute cannot be resolved
by the involved members on their own, there are a number of ways to receive outside
help. First, Third Opinion (3O) is reserved for content-related issues between exactly
two editors, and is a relatively informal process for getting an outside opinion. In
comparison, the Dispute Resolution Noticeboard (DRN) is used for disputes involving
more than two parties or when 3O does not resolve the dispute. Volunteer moderators
on the noticeboard provide suggestions and mediation towards the dispute, but this
process is primarily limited to simple disputes that can be quickly resolved. If the
dispute escalates, there is Formal Mediation, which is provided by a panel of experienced mediators called the Mediation Committee (MedCom) who resolve Requests
for Mediation (RfM) once they are filed.
At any point in the escalation of dispute resolution processes, editors can turn to
Requests for Comments (RfCs) by writing up a proposal or question on the relevant
article talk page and then inviting comment by the broader community by posting to
various noticeboards. For this work, we chose to focus on RfCs as it is one of the more
common formal processes for resolution due to its flexibility, and because it involves
a number of editors across Wikipedia due to the gathering of input from the broader
community, as opposed to places like 3O or DRN.
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Research on Deliberation in Wikipedia
Researchers have analyzed the deliberative discussions that happen on Wikipedia,
finding evidence of both constructive behavior and pitfalls [344, 288]. Conversations
on talk pages can create long chains of back-and-forth responses in a format much like
threaded forums [195]. Analysis of talk page communication found that it scales up
to help manage conflict as the number of editors grow [177]. Qualitative analyses of
deliberation on Wikipedia found a high level of analytic discussion focused on problem
analysis [25], while other work has found examples of debates around information
quality [319]. However, researchers have also found lower levels of social aspects of
deliberation such as respect and consideration [25], and other researchers found cases
of power plays when policies are unclear and advocate for more tools to support the
consensus process [187].
While most existing work focuses on informal coordination and communication,
in this work we turn to more formal mechanisms for conflict resolution. There exists some analyses of these formal discussions for the case of Articles for Deletion
(AfD) [103], though there the number of participants per discussion is generally small
and the emphasis is on voting [330]. There are also both formal and informal processes for managing user roles and promotion within Wikipedia. Some of the formal
processes involve deliberation, such as the Request for Adminship (RfA) process for
selecting administrators on Wikipedia. Research has shown that a model considering
factors like strong edit history can predict which users will be voted in as an administrator [32]. In this work, we shed light on a particular type of informal editor role
that has not been studied in detail, which is that of frequent RfC closer.

Wikipedia Tools for Discourse
There have been many efforts to improve the interface of talk pages and build tools for
consensus. Some have targeted the unstructured nature of talk pages, which can cause
difficulty for newcomers, and have developed lightweight tools to add structure [289].
Others have developed models to predict different dialog acts in Wikipedia [88],
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Figure 3-6: Screenshot of an RfC started by using the RfC template tag {{rfc}}.

which could also lend greater structure. Within the MediaWiki platform, interfaces
have been developed that make talk pages more like question-answering systems or
threaded forums, such as Flow4 and LiquidThreads5 . Researchers have also sought
to support consensus-building on Wikipedia, including tools to summarize behavior
and track conflicts as they unfold [187].

3.6.3

Introduction of Requests for Comment

Requests for Comment (RfCs) are a common process use by Wikipedia editors, or
volunteers who write Wikipedia articles, for requesting input from uninvolved editors
concerning disputes about policy, guideline, or article content. It is a formal way to
attract more attention to a problem that is not resolvable with local discussions, and
uses a system of centralized noticeboards and bot6 -delivered invitations to advertise
discussions.
Initiation: The process for RfCs starts with a content dispute that has already
been discussed in a talk page but has not been resolved. At that point, an editor can
start a new section within the talk page. Using the RfC template tag {{rfc}}, the
initiator writes a neutral statement in the form of a proposal or question outlining the
issue at hand, optionally selecting one or more topical categories as well, as shown in
Figure 3-6. Any Wikipedia editor can be the initiator of an RfC.
Dissemination: After the initiator adds the RfC template tag to the page, a
4
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6
Bots are computer-controlled user accounts that help maintain pages: https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Wikipedia:Bots
5
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Wikipedia bot called Legobot assigns the RfC an ID and posts the RfC on the RfC list
page pertaining to that category. Legobot also notifies a random subset of editors that
are watching pages or lists related to the RfC, such as editors who have volunteered via
the Feedback Request Service7 . There are currently 2,360 editors listed as volunteers,
though editors also provide a limit on how many notifications to receive a month.
Anyone may also post the RfC manually to places such as Village Pump8 forums,
various noticeboards, talk pages of relevant WikiProjects, and talk pages of related
articles or policies, in order to invite more discussion from people not already involved.
Discussion: Once initiated and publicized, the discussion unfolds in a threaded
fashion using indenting. Some RfCs also include a section for users to indicate their
position in a polling process. The default length of an RfC is 30 days, after which
Legobot automatically removes the RfC template tag, and it gets removed from RfC
lists. Participants can delay this removal if discussion is still ongoing or they can
revive the RfC by re-adding the tag later. The RfC may be closed early if consensus
is clear before 30 days, though a general practice is to wait at least a week for input.
Although anyone can participate in an RfC, the system is targeted towards getting
input from uninvolved editors who can provide unbiased opinions to help resolve the
dispute.
Closure and Conclusion: After a certain period RfCs can conclude with three
type of endings, which are a (i) formal closure, an (ii) informal end , or (iii) simply
be left stale. These three endings are organized in Table 3.4. (i) Formal closure is
a general process for relatively more contentious debates, requesting an uninvolved
third party to close and mark the end of the discussion. Anyone may post the RfC
to the Wikipedia Administrators’ Noticeboard/Requests for closure9 , a clearinghouse
where frequent closers go to find unclosed RfCs. A closer closes the RfC by adding the
templates {{archivetop}} and {{archivebottom}} along with a closing statement
surrounding the RfC as shown in Figure 3-7.
7

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Feedback_request_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Village_pump
9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Administrators%27_noticeboard/Requests_
for_closure
8
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Figure 3-7: Comparison of a formally closed RfC (top) and one that is not (bottom).
Formally closed RfCs have a purple box surrounding the thread and a grey closing
statement box. On the other hand, RfCs that are not formally closed have no such
template.
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(i) Formally closed
Ended by
whom
RfC tag is
removed
by whom
Closing
template
exists
Dispute is
resolved
No. of RfCs

(ii) Informally ended
Participant, initiator,
or uninvolved
editor
Participant, initiator,
or uninvolved
editor

Uninvolved
editor
Closer

(iii) Stale
None

Legobot

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

4,086 (57.65%)

672 (9.48%)

2,329 (32.86%)

Table 3.4: Differentiation of the three possible outcomes of RfCs.

For the remaining RfCs without these templates, there are two possibilities as to
what was the outcome of the RfC. First, the RfC could have been (ii) informally
ended on purpose by participants, the initiator, or another editor by removing the
RfC tag manually. This might happen because the initiator reconsiders and chooses to
withdraw the RfC, or an obvious consensus may lead participants to agree to withdraw
the RfC. Second, the RfC could have (iii) gone stale—that is, while waiting for further
participation or a formal close, there is a period of no activity for 30 days, and the
RfC never gets closed by an individual. In this case, Legobot would remove the RfC
tag after 30 days of inactivity, effectively withdrawing the RfC if no one bothers to
open it up again. For the rest of this work, we use the term “unclosed” to describe
(iii) where RfCs remained stale, without any kind of closure and “closed” to describe
both (i) and (ii). We use “formally closed” and “informally ended/closed” when
we want to indicate (i) or (ii) respectively.
Any editor on Wikipedia can be the closer, formally or informally, of an RfC close
an RfC; however, formal closers tend to be more experienced editors on Wikipedia
due to their grasp of Wikipedia policy and greater perceived authority within the
community. Also, some RfCs do require closure by an administrator if the close
involves action that can only be done by an administrator, such as deleting an article
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or unprotecting a page.
Post-Close Review: In the case of formal closures, especially for more contentious ones, it is not uncommon for participants to question the close or ask for
details. This usually takes place on the closer’s user talk page or more rarely the
close can be challenged by posting to the Administrator’s Noticeboard. There is no
specific venue for reviewing RfC closes, unlike AfD decisions10 , so it can be difficult
to determine what happened after an RfC ended. Another way to relitigate an RfC
is to hold another RfC at a later point in time. While it is frowned upon to hold
an RfC soon after a closed RfC on the same topic, they can generally happen since
consensus may change over time.

3.6.4

Analyzing Seven Years of RfCs

Data Collection
As there is no archive of links to all past RfCs, to gather as many RfCs as we could,
we focused on edits left by Legobot, a bot that is automatically triggered when the
RfC template tag {{rfc}}11 is added to a discussion to create an RfC. Using this
strategy, we collected a dataset of 7,316 RfCs beginning from 2011, when Legobot
began running, to the end of 2017. We used this dataset to analyze characteristics
of contributors as well as the lifecycle of RfCs, from initiation to a final outcome.
From this dataset, we can determine RfCs that have been (i) formally closed using a
template as shown in the left of Figure 3-7. Analyzing the dataset and the interviews
revealed, however, that among the RfCs that did not have the template, not all were
simply left stale. Thus, we differentiated between (ii) informally ended RfCs and (iii)
stale ones by tracking the revision history to find when the RfC tag was removed and
then retrieving the user account that removed the tag. If it was removed by Legobot,
we considered it stale; if the RfC tag was removed by an editor, it was treated
as informally ended. While not perfect—for instance, participants might choose to
withdraw their RfC but neglect to remove the RfC tag—this method represents our
10
11

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Deletion_review/Active
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Rfc
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Figure 3-8: The number of RfCs initiated each month in our dataset from 2011 to
end of 2017.
best approximation from the data available to reconstruct what happened.
We were able to categorize 7,087 RfCs out of 7,316 RfCs using this method.
57.65% of the RfCs ended up formally closed while 42.35% have no formal resolution.
Among the unclosed ones, 78% (2,329, 32.86% of all RfCs) remained stale without any
closure, while 22% (672, 9.48% of all RfCs) were informally ended. Among the 672
informally ended RfCs, 522 were ended by participants or initiators who took the tag
off while 150 were ended by uninvolved editors. Although the former is considered the
norm, inspecting the 150 RfCs showed that in some cases uninvolved editors take the
RfC tag off if they believe it is no longer necessary or should not have been created.
Since in these 150 cases an editor ended a discussion by taking the action of removing
the tag, we counted it as informally ended.

Participation, Participants, Topics, and Dynamics of RfCs Over Time
We characterize our RfC dataset to demonstrate how the RfC process works currently
and how it has evolved over time.
Initiation: From looking at Figure 3-8, we can see that the number of RfCs
initiated over time has remained fairly steady since mid-2011, with 86.5 initiated
per month on average across our dataset. Table 3.6 provides information about
the initiator population, which overall is smaller and more experienced than the
participant population.
Dissemination: Table 3.5 shows the number of RfCs initiated within each category from 2004 to 2017. These category counts can give us a rough understanding
of areas of relatively higher and lower levels of contention within Wikipedia. When
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RfC category

No. RfCs initiated

Politics, government, & law
History & geography
Biographies
Wikipedia policies & guidelines
Uncategorized
Society, sports, & culture
Art, architecture, literature, & media
Maths, science, & technology
Religion & philosophy
Wikipedia style & naming
Wikipedia proposals
Economy, trade, & companies
Wikipedia technical issues & templates
Language & linguistics
WikiProjects & collaborations

2650
2573
2123
1767
1732
1634
1601
1165
949
749
634
585
381
372
259

Table 3.5: Number of RfCs issued from 2004 to 2017 by categories. One RfC may
have multiple categories, for example, {{rfc|econ|bio}}.

Initiators
Total number of people
Percentage of administrators
Avg (𝜎) number of edit counts
Median number of edit counts
Avg (𝜎) account age (days)
Median account age (days)

3,346
7.41%
23,432.16
(74,417.6)
4,590.5
3,076.63
(1,338.2)
3,230.81

Participants

Closers

14,815
759
5.11%
23%
14,055.43 39,759.46
(56,749.5) (89,639.2)
1,257
17,556
2,260.05
3,289.3
(1,226.1)
(1340.2)
2,331.71
3,635.67

Table 3.6: Overall information about RfC initiators, participants, and closers. The
values for initiators and participants was calculated using the whole dataset including
unclosed ones as well.
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Figure 3-9: Ratio of support votes among all votes in RfCs that contain a binary poll.
it comes to using RfCs as a means to attract outside input, we find that they appear
to work reasonably well. On average, 56.5% of the participants of an RfC are newcomers to the topic of the RfC, determined by considering whether the participant
had previously made any edits on the talk page where the RfC took place. However, participants are relatively less experienced than initiators or closers, as shown
in Table 3.6.
Discussion: A discussion’s size and shape can affect both the reading and commenting experience. RfCs in our dataset had on average 34.37 comments between
11.79 participants. As a sign of how unwieldy these discussions can get, the highest
number of comments on an RfC is 2,375, while the highest number of participants is
831. Both values come from the same RfC12 . Not only can there be many comments
but they can create long threads of replies. On average across RfCs, the depth of
the longest thread in the discussion was 5.15 comments, while the average depth of
any comment was 0.39, where a comment that is not a reply to any other comment
has a depth of 0. This suggests that RfCs have a mix of deeper back-and-forth discussion as well as many comments simply responding to the initial prompt. Some
of these non-threaded comments may come from a dedicated polling section within
the RfC. We found that 49.6% of the RfCs in our dataset had an area for a poll.
Among RfCs where there was a binary decision, on average there were 5.09 supports
and 4.57 opposes, and most polls have a ratio strongly in one direction or the other
(Figure 3-9).
12

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:VisualEditor/Default_State_RFC
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Figure 3-10: Timeline of all RfCs showing the length of time for discussion of an
RfC after opening it, as well as the length of time between the last comment and the
formal close, if it exists. For each RFC, we draw a vertical line whose x coordinate is
the start date and whose y coordinate ranges between start and end date.

Figure 3-11: On the top, the number of RfCs initialized per month is broken down
into RfCs that became stale versus RfCs that were either informally ended or formally
closed. The number of RfCs formally closed each month is on the bottom.
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When we calculated the length of the discussion period, we found that the average
time between the first comment and the last recorded comment was 44.44 days, with
a standard deviation of 160.16 days due to a heavy tail of RfCs that drag on for many
months. As noted in our data collection, this duration distribution does include RfCs
that were open at the time of this writing. It is also possible that at a future point
in time, an editor may reopen any unclosed RfC. When considering only RfCs that
were closed, the average length of the discussion was 28.17 days (𝜎 = 75.37). In
Figure 3-10, we plot the timeline of all RfCs in our dataset, with the yellow lines
representing the discussion period and the blue lines representing the time from the
last comment to the closing of the RfC if formally closed. As can be seen, there are
many discussions that drag on for long periods of time, even years. On average, after
the initial proposal, it takes 16.47 days (𝜎 = 76.89) for the first comment to be made.
This is due again to a long tail, and thus the median is 3.91 days.
Closure and Conclusion: As visualized in Figure 3-10, the time taken to close
a discussion can also be long. For RfCs that eventually were formally closed, on
average it took 16.74 days (𝜎 = 25.90) after the last comment in the RfC. In total,
the average RfC time period from initiation to closure for RfCs that were formally
closed was 45.56 days (𝜎 = 81.14). This is about 1.5 times longer than the default
30 days that Legobot allots, with 37% of the time spent on waiting for the closing
statement.
As seen in Table 3.6, closers make up the most experienced but also smallest
population, with 23% administrators. From analyzing the closer population over
time, we found that the number of active closers has generally been rising since 2011.
However, this population is also skewed, with 57% of the 759 closers having only
closed one RfC, while the account with the most number of closes has closed 352
RfCs.
Post-Close Review: While there are no ways to automatically track what happens to an RfC after conclusion, there is a manually curated page of RfC closure
reviews primarily maintained by two editors. It contains 80 RfCs from 2011 to mid2017, representing 1.1% of the RfCs in our dataset. Of these, 40% of the closes were
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upheld, and 25% were changed by either being withdrawn, overturned, reverted, or
reopened.

3.6.5

Why Do RfCs Not Get Closed?

Through quantitative analysis of our RfC dataset, we found a significant number of
RfCs—almost half—that do not get formally closed, with about 78% of those going
stale and about 22% ended informally. This can be a problem as editors involved in
the RfC may be waiting on the outcome before they feel they can continue editing.
It can also be discouraging if an RfC never gets closed when editors put effort into
participating in the RfC. We also saw that RfCs can linger for weeks and sometimes
months before getting closed, which can be problematic if the discussion has gone out
of date in that time.

Data Collection
To understand why RfCs do not get closed, we conducted semi-structured interviews
with 10 of the most frequent closers on English Wikipedia. In order to find interviewees, we compiled a list of frequent closers. As we did not have a dataset of RfCs yet,
we instead scraped the archives of Wikipedia’s Administrator’s Noticeboard/Requests
for closure, a board dedicated to finding closers for an RfC. This yielded links to 2,034
RfCs. We contacted 17 editors who were the most frequent closers and still active on
Wikipedia, with 10 accepting.
The interviews were conducted over phone or video call, with the exception of two
that were conducted over back-and-forth emails. For the calls, the interviews lasted
anywhere from 45 minutes to 1 hour and 30 minutes. Interviewees were compensated
$15 for their time. Due to their desire for anonymity, we only have demographic
information for 4 of the 10 interviewees. The average age for the four is 40.75, and all
four are male. On average, interviewees have been editors on Wikipedia for 9.9 years,
with only 2 of 10 with an edit history under 5 years. 3 out of 10 are administrators.
After asking general questions about interviewees’ experience with RfCs, we asked
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interviewees to walk through the process they go through to decide what RfCs to close
and how they go about closing an RfC. We asked them to consider if there were any
problems with the RfC process and whether any tools or collaborations could help
make the process easier or faster.
Interviews were conducted by the first and second authors. After each interview,
it was transcribed and coded by them using a grounded theory approach [39] due
to the exploratory nature of the study. As interviews were ongoing, the codes were
discussed by all authors and grouped into major themes, including around common
concerns about the RfC process as a whole and reasons for why RfCs go stale.
We also randomly selected 40 RfCs from our dataset that did not get closed
and manually inspected and coded the discussion to understand why they were never
closed. This analysis was coded by the first and second authors and then discussed by
all the authors. Since the reasons may not always be immediately apparent from the
discussion, the reasons we were able to identify were informed by our prior discussions
with interviewees as well as informal conversations with top RfC participants on
Wikipedia.

Problems with Initiators and Initial Proposals

Figure 3-12: The first meta-comment points out the initial proposal is too vague while
the second notes the initiator’s biased actions.
According to our random sample, issues with initiators had a lot to do with producing unclosed RfCs. 14 out of the 22 RfCs with a meta-comment had an issue
related to initiator actions. For instance, sometimes the initiator was not clear with
the wording of the request, potentially related to their level of experience. On the
other hand, there were more severe cases when the initiator went against the normal
consensus decision-making process by biasing the wording of their initial proposal or
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attempting to canvass by soliciting participation in a non-neutral way, either in their
wording or recruitment of certain editors. A few of our interviewees (2/10) mentioned
issues with initiators, with one interviewee saying:
“An RfC not well-formed—this can happen when the results are unclear
because of the structure of the RfC. For example, the RfC might have no
clear question...”
This closer went on to say that despite this issue, it can still be possible for a closer to
determine editors’ opinions and make a deliberation on what editors actually ended
up talking about.
Behavior of Participants: Bickering and Sock-Puppeting
Four of the RfCs that we examined explicitly mentioned excessive participant bickering, including by the initiator sometimes, which led to more complicated and longer
threads that were difficult for newcomers and potential closers to examine. The backand-forth argumentation was often caused by participants who had a history with
each other and had been involved in previous discussions.

Figure 3-13: Meta-comment revealing that the participants’ bickering is making it
difficult for other new participants to engage in the RfC.
Three of the frequent closers we interviewed also pointed out that RfCs with lots
of bickering would be unlikely to become closed. One interviewee said:
“..no one really cares about [the RfC] that just gets a lot of bickering back
and forth without a lot of substantive discussion. That’s the kind of RFC
that will often sit for a few months.”
Another interviewee described how excessive bickering between a few participants
might also push away future potential participants:
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“If one or two participants are trying to reply to everyone who disagrees
with them, others may simply not be taking them seriously or have grown
tired of repeating themselves.”
Three of the interviewees also mentioned actions by participants that try to influence the outcome of the decision by creating multiple fake accounts to create the
appearance of consensus (called “sock-puppeting”) or by recruiting editors to join a
discussion on behalf of that editor (called “meat-puppeting” if recruiting off-wiki and
“canvassing” on-wiki). When this happens and another editor notices, an investigation can be called, and the offending editor is routed to formal processes for user
conduct. One frequent closer said:
“If I would have a suspicion that there was socking going on, I probably
wouldn’t be closing it.”
This was also a reason why several interviewees spoke strongly about how RfCs should
not become a voting process, and mentioned that they give less attention to votes
that do not include any rationale or are not based in existing policies due to these
concerns.
Obvious Consensus
There were also cases when the outcome was an absolute consensus, and the participants seemed to think there was no need for a closure. 4 RfCs that we examined were
in this category. In these cases, after numerous comments all on one side, eventually
a participant just takes the RfC tag off (2/4). The other two RfCs had the tag taken
off by a bot, where the participants may have just left the RfC after seeing consensus.
Interviewees that mentioned this (2/10) also mentioned that many of these cases are
fine to just informally end:
“ When you have an RFC that has 15 people in support of something and
one very loud person opposing it, those are very clear cut outcomes usually
and it doesn’t necessarily need formal closure”.
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If an initiator is repeatedly starting RfCs to fight a general consensus, they may get
referred to a user conduct forum. This category also included cases we saw when
many participants responded to the initiator that there is no need for the RfC to
begin with, which could be chalked up to lack of initiator expertise.

Lack of Interest or Expertise from Uninvolved Editors
Other than the three reasons mentioned above that were explicitly mentioned, there
were also times where the reason was not clear from the discussion. Among these
18 RfCs without explicit comments about the RfC, we saw both long and short
discussions. One possible reason why they did not get closed could be that there was
simply lack of interest in the RfC from uninvolved editors. We noticed even in the
long discussions, participants were primarily those that were already involved in the
discussion before the RfC began.

Figure 3-14: Comment revealing that the lack of overall interest on the page which
may influence the outcome of the RfC.
Two of our interviewees also brought this up as a reason why RfCs in topics that
attract only a small number of editors might go stale. One interviewee mentioned his
own lack of interest in a topic being a factor, saying:
“When no one cares enough because even if you get it wrong, you’ve affected one small part of one article that might get 15 views a day, or
whatever...I’ve definitely passed on an RFC because I thought ‘this doesn’t
matter. My time is better used elsewhere.”’
A related issue that several closers (6/10) brought up was lack of expertise in the
topic behind the RfC. While closers do not need to be experts on a topic to close it,
and in fact should not be too involved in the topic so that they maintain neutrality,
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they still need to have some knowledge of it or be willing to invest time to learn about
it. One interviewee said:
“...in some cases a certain amount of background may also be a requirement. This is especially relevant for more technical subjects, such as the
sciences... You may be able to remedy this by studying, or it may be better
to leave the discussion for someone else to close.”
And although anyone on Wikipedia can close an RfC, if the topic is too esoteric to
the majority of frequent closers, then it may never get closed.
RfC is Too Complicated or Too Contentious
Two other reasons that we were not able to uncover by analyzing RfCs using metacomments but that were mentioned by several interviewees were RfCs that were too
complicated or contentious, with these problems often overlapping. Although there
were no meta-comments, we noticed two long discussions containing 136 comments
and 84 comments. Three interviewees mentioned that when the RfC is hard to close
due to severe contentiousness, they tend to leave it to other closers who can handle
it, mostly ones they felt had more authority. One interviewee said:
“There were a few that I avoid just because I look at it and think, ‘Whoa, no
way.’ Usually it’s the policies and guidelines, anything with like 300 plus
comments or where feelings are running very high. Eventually I...think
‘Hmm. That needs one of Wikipedia’s big names to close.”’
Another closer mentioned that they could tell that for some RfCs, no matter how
they close it, participants will follow them to their user talk page to question the
close, and so they just didn’t want to bother.
Other interviewees (6/10) talked about RfCs that were just too complicated to
make sense of. These could be RfCs that were contentious but could also include ones
that had a great deal of back-and-forth or many participants, a lot of links to outside
sources or relevant policy, or a particularly content-heavy topic. One interviewee
described it as:
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“And I tried to read it, I looked it over and I realized I couldn’t make heads
or tails of it.”
In these cases, an RfC could stay open indefinitely if no closer wants to take on the
time to make sense of the discussion and all relevant materials. We also noticed from
talking to closers that most of them cited spending on the order of several hours,
sometimes over the course of multiple days, closing their most complicated RfCs.
Interpersonal Issues and “Wikipolitics”
As closers are humans, interpersonal reasons also had to be considered for closures.
Two RfC closers mentioned that they do not close RfCs that are related to participants
with whom they have a negative relationship. Although this is not a direct reason
for staleness overall, it implies that an RfC with an involved editor that has many
negative relationships with other editors is more likely to stay open. One interviewee
said:
“...my relationship with some of the contributors...is not very good. Now
suppose people with whom I do not share a particularly good relationship...has initiated the RFC, I don’t generally close it.”
Related to this as well as to the previous reason of an RfC being too complicated,
two interviewees discussed how “wikipolitics” play into their decision to close an RfC.
One interviewee said:
“I closed a discussion where these two people were fighting and they represented two huge factions on Wikipedia...because I did that, if you read
my request for [role], that was one of the key points that people opposed
it...if you have people who don’t like something you did, even if you did
something according to policy, if it’s not popular amongst enough people,
they can join their voice with something else and sway a discussion.”
For this reason, a potential closer interested in growing their social capital might steer
away from the more contentious discussions.
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3.6.6

Predicting the Likelihood of an RfC Going Stale

Building on our analyses of the factors related to closure, we used the RfC dataset
we collected to develop classifiers to predict the likelihood of an RfC going stale.
Our prediction task is framed as a binary classification problem, taking into account
features related to the initiation and unfolding discussion in the RfC as well as characteristics about the article or policy page in question. We first classify RfCs into
formally or informally closed versus stale using all the historical data we have on each
RfC, minus the closing statement if it exists, to learn what features distinguish stale
RfCs. We then consider how a model for predicting the likelihood of an RfC going
stale performs as the RfC’s life-cycle moves forward in time from initiation.
We used four classification algorithms and compare the performance. The four
algorithms are Logistic Regression (LR), Adaptive Boosted Decision Trees (ADT),
Random Forests (RF), and Support Vector Machines (SVM) with a radial-basis function kernel. We conduct training and testing on 7,087 RfCs using 61 features. For
features with missing data, such as deleted user accounts, we used imputation13 to
insert the mean value instead. 50 trials were conducted with random 40% testing
splits, and the resulting performance values were averaged. We also used a tree-based
feature selection algorithm to find the most important features, shown in Table 3.9
based on the feature importance calculated by the ADT model. To determine feature
importance we calculated Gini Importance (I) which is the normalized total reduction
of the criteria due to the feature.

Features
Initiator Experience: From the interviews, we learned that initiators may have a
large impact on producing RfCs that do not get closed due to lack of experience. For
this reason, we calculate measures related to initiator expertise before the RfC took
place, such as the initiator edit count and age of the initiator account in days. The
initiator might also be well versed in Wikipedia but a newcomer to the discussion
13

http://scikit-learn.org/dev/modules/impute.html
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around the topic in question. Thus, we also calculate the number of revisions to the
talk page of the RfC by the initiator. We finally considered whether the initiator is
an administrator.
Participant Interest: Another aspect related to likelihood of closure was the
ability to attract outside participation towards the RfC, which is the main goal of
RfCs to begin with. Thus, we calculate the overall number of participants in the
discussion so far, as well the ratio of new participants so far, where a new participant
is one that has not participated on the talk page prior to the RfC.
Participant Experience: In addition to attracting participants, we saw that it
was also important that participants have experience. First, an RfC that failed to
attract experienced editors may be a factor in lack of interest from frequent closers,
who are often also experienced editors. Experienced editors also bring a knowledge
of policy and norms, potentially contributing to the quality of the discourse. Finally,
sock-puppeting was noted as an issue affecting closure. This could potentially be
determined by an unusually low level of experience from participants. We calculate a
number of measures related to participant expertise, including the age of the account
of participants, incorporating the average, standard deviation, sum, and maximum
over those values, as well as the participant edit count, incorporating the average and
sum.
Size and Shape of Discussion: We also found that the size and complexity
of the discussion was related to the likelihood of closure. RfCs that generate a lot
of discussion may have higher than usual interest and perhaps importance to the
community, leading to a vested interest in closure. At the same time, these discussions
might scare away potential closers who do not want to invest the time or do not feel
like they have the authority. On the other hand, RfCs with very few comments may
suggest lack of interest in the topic at hand. To capture these characteristics of both
volume and complexity, we measure the number of comments, average depth of replies
per comment, and the average number of replies to each comment.
Contentiousness: We learned from the interviews that a discussion’s contentiousness is an important factor considered when deciding to avoid closing a discussion.
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To measure this, we calculated, for RfCs that had binary polls, number of supports/opposes, ratio of supports over total votes, and average and sum of number of
replies that support/oppose comments receive. We also calculated weighted reciprocity,
which is a measure of the degree of back-and-forth between participants [312].
Tone of Participant Discourse: Bickering was a separate concern that was
mentioned in interviews. To get a sense of the tenor of conversations, we calculated
features using the frequency of terms taken from commonly used lexicons (indicative
word sets) from the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) software [262]. We
examined the average frequency of indicative words over all comments in the discussion so far. First, we considered negative emotionality and affect, using dictionaries
for hostility, swear words, and anger, as well as positive affect, negative affect, and
affect terms in general. Conversely, we calculated measures for cognition (cogmech),
percept, and insight. Related to prior work on the importance of social aspects of deliberation [25], we also calculate measures for the use of first-person singular words,
inclusive language, and exclusive language. Finally, we calculate measures for certainty and tentativeness.
Initial Proposal Tone and Length: Besides expertise of the initiator, we
learned that the quality of the initial proposal can be important, such as if it is
too short or has biased language. Thus, we measure the number of words and characters in the initial proposal. We also measure all the LIWC terms described in the
prior feature category related to tone of participant discourse.
Popularity of RfC and Topic: Finally, we learned from interviews that the
interest in the RfC and the underlying topic in question can be a factor. To measure
popularity of the RfC, we calculated the the number of words and characters in the
RfC so far, reasoning that longer and more comments indicate greater interest. To
calculate interest in the general topic, we also included the total number of revisions
made on the talk page where the RfC is located. We also look at more recent interest
leading up to the RfC, including number of revisions made 1 week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks,
1 month, and 2 months prior to the initiation.
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Algorithm

Precision

LG
ADT
RF
SVM

0.762
0.788
0.75
0.71

Baseline (most frequent)

0.672

Recall

F1

AUC

Accuracy

0.868 0.812
0.864 0.825
0.909 0.822
0.955 0.815

0.657
0.695
0.645
0.58

0.73
0.753
0.736
0.709

0.5

0.672

1

0.803

Table 3.7: Average performance of classifiers over 50 trials to predict the closure of
RfCs from full data.
Results
First, we consider the performance of classifiers that make use of features calculated
from all data from an RfC up to its closure, if there is one. We report accuracy,
precision, recall, F1, and area under the curve (AUC) in Table 3.7. Adaptive Boosted
Decision Trees perform the best overall except for the recall score. They achieve 75.3%
accuracy while Support Vector Machines with a radial-basis function kernel perform
the worst with 70.9% accuracy. The best accuracy shows a 8.1% increase over the
baseline performance of 67.2% of simply picking closed for an RfC’s outcome.
In Table 3.8 we report precision, recall, F1, AUC, and accuracy for an ADT classifier when using features from only one category at a time. Additionally, in Table 3.9,
we show the top 14 features among all 61 features using ADT. Overall, we see that
features related to size and shape of the discussion best model the data to predict
closure, with all three features appearing in the top 14 features. Interestingly, average
number of replies positively correlated with closure while number of comments and
average reply depth of comments negatively correlated. This may be because longer
depth and more comments signify greater complexity and back-and-forth arguing,
which may turn some closers off. However, a greater number of replies as opposed to
just one-off comments may signal greater interest in the discussion.
Another feature category that models the data well is participant experience, with
features related to the Wikipedia age of and number of edits by participants listed
as important. All of these features were positively correlated with closure, indicating
the importance of experienced participants.
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Category
Size and Shape of Discussion
Participant Experience
Participant Interest
Contentiousness
Popularity of RfC and Topic
Tone of Discourse
Initiator Experience
Initial Proposal Tone and Length

Precision

Recall

F1

AUC

Accuracy

0.750
0.757
0.722
0.674
0.687
0.691
0.675
0.673

0.903
0.860
0.897
0.980
0.947
0.925
0.984
0.978

0.819
0.805
0.800
0.799
0.797
0.791
0.801
0.798

0.644
0.647
0.595
0.506
0.533
0.54
0.508
0.504

0.733
0.720
0.699
0.669
0.675
0.673
0.672
0.667

Table 3.8: Performance of ADT classifier to predict the closure of RfCs using features
from each category.

Features

Importance

Number of comments
Maximum Wikipedia age of participants
Cognitive tone of RfC
Average Wikipedia age of participants
𝜎 of Wikipedia age of participants
Sum of edit counts of participants
Average edit counts of participants
Number of participants
Average reply depth of comments
Average number of replies
Affective tone of RfC
Wikipedia age of RfC initiator
Hostile tone of initial proposal
First person singular word usage of RfC

𝜌

p

0.08 -0.053 < 0.0001
0.06
0.12 < 0.0001
0.06 -0.049 < 0.0001
0.06 0.003
<1
0.04 0.215 < 0.0001
0.04 0.147 < 0.0001
0.04 0.146 < 0.0001
0.04
0.13 < 0.0001
0.04 -0.13 < 0.0001
0.04 0.061 < 0.0001
0.04 -0.054 < 0.0001
0.04 0.028
< 0.05
0.04 0.013
< 0.5
0.04 0.015
<0.5

Table 3.9: Top 14 features in the ADT model incorporating all data, including correlation to closure.
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While not performing as well altogether, a few features related to tone of participant discourse and tone of initial proposal were included in the top 14 features.
For instance, the affective tone of the discussion was weakly negatively correlated
with closure, possibly because words related to emotion may hinder progress of a
deliberative discussion.
Lastly, Wikipedia age of RfC initiator was also included in the top 14 features with
a weak positive correlation with closure. This implies a higher level of an initiator’s
expertise may help prevent an RfC from going stale.
Predicting closure as RfCs progress While we demonstrated that we can
classify closed versus unclosed RfCs from our dataset when provided with all the RfC
participation, a more interesting question is how soon after an RfC is initiated can
we begin to predict the likelihood of closure with reasonable accuracy. To understand
this, we built models that predict closure at different points in time after the start of an
RfC. Immediately after initiation, features from the categories of initiator experience,
initial proposal’s tone and length, and popularity of RfC and topic can be used. As
time goes by and participants join the conversation, we can make new predictions
about the likelihood of closure using all 61 features and updating their values with
historical data.
As time moves forward from initiation, we perform a prediction each week. However, some RfCs get closed during that time—since we already know the outcome of
those RfCs looking back in time, we can discard already-closed RfCs in each week’s
prediction. This means that at each week, we only make predictions on the RfCs that
are as of yet unclosed. Since as time goes by, some unclosed RfCs may start to go
stale as there are no new comments, we also add a time-based feature to these models
which is the number of days since the last comment up to the current point in time.
We choose to do this instead of discarding inactive RfCs from our prediction since
any unclosed RfC might be re-opened at any time by an editor, and this is unknown
ahead of time.
As the accuracy over time in Figure 3-15 shows, all four classifiers start out quite
close to a baseline which simply predicts closure for all RfCs, achieving around 66%
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Figure 3-15: Change in accuracy over time after initiation up to 11 weeks.
accuracy. However, as time moves forward across RfCs and only unclosed RfCs
remain, the baseline for simply predicting closure for all remaining RfCs drops while
the baseline for simply predicting going stale improves. Similarly, as time progresses,
the accuracy of the classifiers begin to approach the value presented above with all the
RfC participation data baked in, demonstrating how our models can provide timely
feedback to participants even just a week after the RfC is initiated. As time goes to
11 weeks after initiation, the baseline prediction of marking all RfCs unclosed begins
to approach our models’ performances, as most RfCs that are still unclosed at this
point are likely to go stale.

3.6.7

Design Implications

Through a comprehensive analysis of RfCs on English Wikipedia, we examined how
RfCs get initiated, discussed, and closed. We found that while the closer population
and the proportion of RfCs getting closed is increasing over the last seven years, a
large portion of RfCs still do not get closed in a timely manner. From interviews
and qualitative analysis of unclosed RfCs, we notice various factors including the
nature of discourse and the characteristics and number of discussion participants can
indicate the likelihood of resolution. Using measures informed by interviews and
inspection of RfCs, we were able to develop a model that can predict the likelihood
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of closure at above 70% even a single week after initiation of the RfC. These suggest
design considerations for tools that could potentially help make formal deliberations
on Wikipedia more effective.

Tools to help initiators and participants
First, our development of a model for predicting closure could be helpful as a tool
for initiators or participants in an RfC to consider ways to avoid going stale. From
the model utilizing all participation data, we find that the participants’ interest and
experience were some of the most important factors. In terms of participants’ interest,
it seems crucial to find a way to properly promote an RfC to experienced Wikipedians.
Although we did not include it in this work, it would be interesting to find what are the
most effective ways to gather interest in an RfC. For example, it might be effective
for certain topics to publicize an RfC in particular forums within Wikipedia. Or
perhaps certain ways of phrasing the solicitation for participation or closure makes
a difference. This kind of feedback, in addition to the feedback that our existing
model provides, could help suggest actions for users to take when waiting for more
participants or a closer.
As the results imply that participants’ expertise is crucial for an RfC to become resolved, this demonstrates the need for designs that can provide editors with relatively
lower level of expertise to communicate or receive feedback from more experienced
participants. As an interviewee mentioned, participants learn how to provide more
reliable sources and policies as evidence by observing or even being won over by more
experienced editors’ comments during deliberation. A system that can match and
invite a group of experienced editors to an RfC that has relatively inexperienced participants could be helpful. Future work could analyze the Feedback Request Service,
one of the primary drivers for soliciting participants, to consider whether alternative
designs such as pings to volunteers that are not simply random or that happen at
different points in the RfC’s life-cycle could be beneficial. This is also the case for
helping out initiators when writing the proposal, as the initiator’s experience was the
most crucial factor at the time when one is initiating an RfC.
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Tools to help closers

In addition, we learned about how the size and shape of discussions is predictive of
going stale. This finding echoes interviewee responses that mentioned spending hours
combing through long and deep discussions before writing a resolution, as well as
sometimes purposefully shying away from RfCs that were too complicated or contentious. This suggests that tools like Wikum [385] to better parse and organize
these long threaded discussions could potentially help manage the workload. A complementary direction could be to consider how similar tools could facilitate closing
larger RfCs collaboratively as opposed to by a single individual. While frequent
closers tell us that these do happen on rare occasion in Wikipedia on an ad hoc
basis, they generally involve collaborations over the draft closing statement through
back-and-forth email as opposed to collaboratively understanding and organizing a
massive discussion. Additionally, by sharing responsibility it might lesson concerns
about “wikipolitics” or lack of authority.

It would also be interesting to consider ways that participants in a deliberation
could enrich the representation of the discussion to provide more information that
can help closers. For instance, sites like Reddit’s ChangeMyView allow discussants
to mark when a particular argument has changed their mind on a topic. Since RfCs
are meant to be consensus-driven as opposed to voting-based, the deliberation should
ideally be causing people to come together over time. Illuminating points of consensus
and persuasive arguments would be helpful to closers and may speed up consensus
since new participants will more quickly get up to speed. Similarly, an idea that a
frequent closer mentioned was a tool to allow one to see the RfC discussion unfolding
over time, so that he could notice changes in people’s interest and opinions as time
went on. Currently, he achieved this by going through the revisions on the RfC page
by page, which he found to be tedious.
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Figure 3-16: On the left, the original deliberation taken from Wikipedia and imported
into Wikum. On the right, the same discussion, now partially summarized by a
field study participant. An editing modal is opened, demonstrating the tool for
summarizing a group of comments.

3.7

Field Study of Wikum on Wikipedia

From studying RfCs and frequent Wikipedia closers [154], we learned about their
existing workflow for closing deliberations, finding that closers often spend hours in
one sitting on a single closing and use few aids other than basic note-taking tools to
keep track of their work. This suggests that Wikum could potentially be useful, both
individually and collectively, to help closers.
We conducted a field study of the tool with 8 frequent Wikipedia closers, where
they voluntarily used the tool to formally close an open discussion on Wikipedia.
We found that the tool was particularly effective for open-ended discourse, and that
the task breakdown facilitated by the tool reduced cognitive load for participants,
allowing them to split work between multiple sittings. It was also easier for participants to switch back and forth between lower-complexity tasks like tagging and
higher-complexity tasks like summarization. Finally, we found evidence from two participants that the tool can help break up work towards collaborative closures through
the emergence of user roles.
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3.7.1

Existing Workflow for Frequent RfC Closers

From the interviews conducted with frequent closers about why RfCs do not get
closed in the prior section, we also asked closers to talk about their process for closing
discussions. The method for conducting and analyzing interview data was the same.
Reading the Discussion: Although the closing process varied slightly from
person to person, most of the interviewees answered that the process started with
fully reading the discussion (9/10) while one interviewee preferred reading the RfC
question and related topics including sources (1/10). Interviewees mentioned that
often times the consensus is clear after the first read-through. When the discussion is
more difficult and complicated, interviewees would read the discussion several times
and more carefully weigh the reasons of each side before writing a closing statement.
Tools: Many of the closers (8/10) replied they used tools like Notepad to jot
down notes about participants’ arguments when the deliberation is complicated. One
interviewee described manipulating the discussion in Word:
“If an RfC is especially complicated, I’ll copy the text into Word and simplify the discussion...I’ll break up walls of text, delete comments..., group
comments in a way that’s more logical to me, order comments by strength
of argument, etc.”
Another interviewee described using Wikipedia’s edit history to page through individual edits so as to not see the entire discussion at once. However, most interviewees
did not use tools heavily, and two stated they kept everything in their head.
Closing Statement: Time spent on writing the closing statement seemed to
vary, with one interviewee mentioning:
“Once I’m done with the examinations, writing a result is usually quick
and easy.”
However, another interviewee said:
“The writing part is always about one to one and a half hours, because
there are parts of drafting, there are parts of, again, reading some parts
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which I may have necessarily forgotten...So writing in general takes more
time than reading”.
The preferred style of writing the closing statement seemed to vary as well, with some
interviewees preferring concise statements while others thought more detailed closings
were clear and helpful to other editors.
Time Spent: Five interviewees mentioned that they prefer to close discussions
in one sitting, with one person saying:
“I find when I split them up, I forget what I’ve done last time”.
However, most interviewees recalled times when they had to close large discussions
that took many hours, sometimes requiring them to break up the work into multiple
sessions:
“Sometimes it takes four or five hours and you don’t have that time.”
Considerations When Closing
Interviewees mentioned that they look for consensus when closing RfCs. Based on
the interviews, we discovered that consensus can be decided by multiple factors,
meaning closers work to take various considerations in mind. Here we describe the
most important considerations when closing.
Consensus Informed by Policy over Voting: Discussions on Wikipedia including RfCs can take various forms, with some of them containing a section for
polling while others are more open-ended. In the polling sections, editors write their
stance much like a vote, such as “support” or “oppose” along with the reasons. Several interviewees (6/10) felt that RfCs are not a voting process and that the closure
should consider multiple factors including strength of the arguments and their adherence to existing policies. However, some other interviewees (2/10) mentioned that
the majority vote was still important, nevertheless:
“People say it’s not a voting process. It kind of is in a sense...It shouldn’t
be a large part of the decision but it is there and it is relevant.”
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The majority of interviewees also answered that they carefully considered Wikipedia
policies during the closing process (7/10). The term policy seemed to include both
policy and guideline pages on Wikipedia as well as unwritten norms that can only be
picked up through experience. Interviewees also mentioned that considering policies
is crucial when counting votes as well, since not all votes may follow policy.
Maintaining Neutrality and Clarity in Writing: Many interviewees described the importance of staying neutral while closing an RfC (7/10), which could
sometimes be difficult. One interviewee said:
“Probably the main reason for a bad close is when someone has strong
views on a subject. They may ignore arguments they dislike, and just
write their own view as the result.”
As a result, interviewees tried to avoid any potential accusations of bias from people
who might disagree with their close, such as by not closing discussions where they
had a strong opinion.
Some interviewees (3/10) also described how they strive to be clear and unambiguous in their closing statement. Part of the reason was because they knew that if
they were not, participants would go to their user talk page to ask questions about
or challenge the close.
Individual vs. Collaborative Closing
Though most of the time closing an RfC is a solitary task, in a few cases, closures are
conducted collaboratively. Most of our interviewees preferred closing alone, with one
interviewee saying:
“The thing is, though, that takes a lot of work and coordination. Multiparty closes aren’t common, and they usually aren’t needed. Only if the
consensus is difficult to determine, and if it’s an important matter that’s
going to affect a lot of articles.”
4 out of the 10 interviewees said they had positive experiences with collaborative
closures. They described the process mainly as one person conducting the close in
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full, followed by a second or third person who also reads over the discussion, looks
over the draft closing statement, and then gives feedback. Overall, they described
little actual division of work:
“In my example, we analyzed the RfC independently then discussed it with
each other. We all came to the same conclusion, except for a couple of
minor points which we resolved through discussion, then we proposed drafts
until we came to agreement on the wording.”
One reason that interviewees liked them despite the duplication of work was because it helped correct for bias or missing information. An interviewee mentioned:
“Yeah I like joint closure, because sometimes I have found out that my
views were not correct. Probably the summary that I alone made out...was
not optimal, and another closer helped me reach the optimal conclusion.”
Another interviewee mentioned that collaborative closures seemed to work well for
discussions that involve large policy changes or are controversial.

3.7.2

Field Study

In the interviews, participants mentioned spending on the order of several hours towards closing especially long RfCs. We now consider how a tool for breaking down
the work could help Wikipedia closers summarize and resolve large deliberative discussions more easily. While Wikum and the recursive summarization approach has
been studied in lab settings in past work [385], it has not been studied in real environments. While one could imagine large groups of people working to summarize a
discussion collectively using this tool, in this work, we focus primarily on individuals
using Wikum to summarize a large discussion.
Study Recruitment
While Wikum is a free and open tool, we needed to publicize it to Wikipedians
who have experience closing deliberations. Thus, we reached out to the same list of
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Experience on Wikipedia
Account
Age
(years)
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

Total
No.
Edits

14 30,000
5 20,000
9 100,000
6 50,000
3 100,000
11 250,000
7 10,000
14 60,000

Admin

Prior Activity Closing RfCs
No.
RfCs
Closed

Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

27
44
43
8
58
92
28
-

Avg (𝜎) No.
Comments
in Closed
RfCs

Avg (𝜎) Len
Closing
Statement
(words)

50.4 (7.58)
110.15 (68.68)
44.27 (5.99)
45.66 (29.06)
41.67 (1.12)
25.77 (11.83)
23.87 (4.2)
100.5 (58.05)
39.41 (1.5)
76.86 (70.25)
34.27 (2.32)
85.11 (85.97)
59.68 (8.44) 105.11 ( 109.27)
-

Table 3.10: Field study participants and information regarding their overall experience on Wikipedia. We also calculate and report their prior experience with closing
RfCs. (P8 has no results because they are a frequent AfD closer but not RfC closer).

top RfC closers we created for finding interviewees. Since we noticed that many of
the top closers were active at one point in time but had not closed anything in a
while, we also looked for people who had recently closed an RfC, according to the
Administrator’s Noticeboard/Requests for Closure. While some of these people may
be less experienced, their experience with closing is fresher, and they would likely be
more interested in trying out the tool than people who hadn’t closed in years. We
alerted people from the above groups to Wikum by emailing them or posting to their
User talk pages on Wikipedia. No users were compensated for participation.
In the end, we had 8 people who went on to use Wikum while closing an RfC.
Their prior experience in Wikipedia as a whole as well as in closing RfCs can be
seen in Table 3.10. Information about users’ prior experience with closing RfCs was
taken from a comprehensive dataset of RfCs recently released [154]. Most participants had extensive experience both on Wikipedia and with closing RfCs or closing
deliberations in general. Indeed, two participants were current or former members of
the Arbitration Committee (ArbCom), or Wikipedia’s highest court or court of last
resort for disputes. One user, P8, had no experience with closing RfCs but was a
frequent Articles for Deletion (AfD) closer, a similar vehicle for deliberation but one
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that we have no statistics on. Three of the participants were also interviewed for the
first part of this paper.
Study Task
We invited closers to find an open RfC that they would like to close and work on
closing it with Wikum. We provided to users a written tutorial explaining the features
of Wikum in a shared Google Doc file. Users were asked to create an account on
Wikum and stay logged in but were otherwise free to use Wikum how they liked for
as long as they liked to close the RfC. While 6 users ended up closing RfCs on their
own, 2 users chose to work together to close an especially large RfC collaboratively.
Data Collection
We collected logging data from the Wikum website, including all edits to the Wikum
page, which were captured and available as edit history to users, as well as additional
logging of page visits, API calls, and user activity within the page, such as when they
opened a modal to edit a summary.
We also reached out to users to fill out a survey and participate in an interview
once we saw that they had used Wikum. In total, five of the participants completed
the survey and four participated in the interview, which lasted around 30 minutes or
was conducted over email. We asked participants about their experience both making
sense of the discussion and summarizing using Wikum, in comparison to what they
did before. We also asked participants their thoughts on the usefulness of particular
features and whether they would use Wikum again and in what circumstances.
Results
Switching Between Different Tasks Over Time: In Figure 3-17, we show the
progress over time by P1-P6, who used Wikum on their own to close a discussion.
On the X-axis, we show time spent on Wikum, adding dashed lines to indicate when
a user has gone away for a period of time. On the Y-axis, we show the percentage of
the discussion that has been summarized, where 0% represents the original discussion
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No.
Comments
in RfC

Total
Time
Spent

% Time
Spent
Summarizing

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

66
139
78
74
45
47

1:27:01
1:23:38
2:38:04
1:03:16
0:39:54
0:27:43

11.74%
11.70%
28.01%
21.21%
23.10%
12.27%

4
5
34
13
2
4

7
6
8
0
0
3

P7
P8

202
202

1:26:23
0:42:51

15.59%
00.58%

19
0

2
2

Times
No.
No.
Viewed
SummTags
Author
aries
Made
Info
Made

Avg Len
Summaries
(words)

Len
Closing
Statement
(words)

18
13
28
41
7
13

17.39
21.83
17.58
4.35
37.00
7.25

292
237
80
248
-

34
5

7.21
13.2

370

Table 3.11: Field study participants and their activity during the field study. P7 and
P8 participated in a collaborative closure together.

and 100% completion is when enough original comments have been summarized so
that there are only 250 words to read at the outset. As can be seen, some users fall
short of 100%, and indeed most actually chose to write their final closing statement
on Wikipedia and not in Wikum. Through examination of how participants used
features in Wikum over time, as well as post-study interviews, we gained a sense of
their workflow for completing the close.
We see examples of a bottom-up sensemaking process [267] in some of the workflows, where lower-complexity tasks such as tagging, hiding, or moving is enacted on
individual or small subthreads of comments, followed by the higher-complexity summarization of comments and threads at increasingly higher levels. P1 demonstrates
this workflow, with a round of tagging leading to summarizing more and more of
the discussion. However, we noticed participants did not always strictly move from
lower-complexity tasks to higher-complexity tasks. For instance, both P3 and P6
interleave summarization with tagging and hiding comments, even towards the end
of the process. And though P4 and P5 conduct mostly summarization tasks, these
are spread out across the timeline, indicating a mix of reading and summarizing. By
breaking a large complex task such as summarization of a large discussion into smaller
complex tasks, Wikum provides the ability to ease in to each summarization action
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Percentage of the Discussion Summarized

Time Spent Working in Wikum (hours)

Figure 3-17: Progress over time by P1-P6. On the X-axis we have the time spent
within Wikum, with dotted lines representing breaks in time. The Y-axis shows how
much the original discussion has been reduced down.

with other lower-complexity work [34].
In Table 3.11, we can see that P3, P4, and P5 spent a fifth to a quarter of their
time summarizing. In comparison, for P1, P2, and P6, the time spent summarizing
was closer to one tenth, indicating they spent more time in tasks for organizing or
cleaning, which we can see reflected in Figure 3-17. For instance, P1 described their
workflow as centered around grouping similar authors and comments through the use
of tagging:
“...I...try to categorize comments into major positions (so the ‘tag’ feature is great)...I wrote down the main perspectives...and then categorized
people into positions. Then I would draw up my closing statement, taking
inspiration from the relative sizes of each category.”
For participants that spent more time summarizing, they mentioned that Wikum
allowed them to easily interleave different types of tasks whereas before, reading and
synthesizing were done separately:
“[Before,] I read the question, read through the entire set of comments,
and try to arrive at a conclusion...Working in Wikum, I would summarize
and/or mark as unimportant each comment as I read it” (P4).
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P5 made similar comments, mentioning that this ability made the overall process
faster:
“Usually...I read through several times the entire thing and then I go back
and drill down...[In Wikum] I was summarizing as I was going, it definitely
made things faster...”
Task Breakdown Reduces Cognitive Load: We found evidence during the
field study that the task breakdown and ability to switch between types of tasks in
Wikum helped to reduce participants’ cognitive load. P5 said:
“It was really good...at breaking out different discussions into different
pieces. I think the real...strength was that instead of having this big conglomerate of text to work through, I had these little subthreads. I could
compartmentalize it a little bit better...”
P4 made similar remarks about the summarization aspects of Wikum, while P3 mentioned how tagging within the tool helped reduce mental load as well. From the
survey, users rated Wikum a 4.0 on average on a 5-point Likert scale, for reducing
mental or cognitive load.
One aspect of this reduction in load meant that users could close a discussion in
Wikum over multiple sittings. We noticed that several users split up their work over
the course of multiple hours and days, including as much as 4 days in the case of P2
and P4. Indeed, as of this writing, P5 and P6 have yet to write their final closing
statement as they felt there was no rush, and they had their summarized discussion in
Wikum to work off of. This is markedly different from what our interviewees stated,
where they said that they primarily conducted their close in one sitting. P3 said:
“I split the analysis into three sessions over three days. There was no
problem coming back. Wikum helped the process because the summaries
make it easy to know where you left off.”
P5 also mentioned how ability to break down the work over multiple sittings made
it easier to tackle longer discussions:
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Figure 3-18: On the left is an example of a discussion with more voting from our field
study in Wikum, while on the right is a more open-ended discussion.

“I don’t usually find myself able to do that when I’m closing a big RfC,
because if I were to go away and come back, I would have forgotten what
I had read essentially. Whereas with Wikum, since I had the summaries,
I could just read the summaries and my memory was refreshed.”
Not only is it easier to complete a large discussion, these factors may also make the
task less daunting to begin [334]. P1, when asked if they would use Wikum again,
said:
“Probably, especially long, protracted, open discussions like the one I closed
this time! I doubt I would’ve tackled that one on my own without a tool
like Wikum.”
Indeed, all of the RfCs self-selected by the participants had a comment count greater
than one standard deviation than their average comment count over all the prior RfCs
they closed, as shown in Table 3.10.
Open-ended Discussions Versus Voting Discussions: Given the reduction
in cognitive load that Wikum provides, it is not surprising that users felt that Wikum
was best suited for longer discussions with deeper threads. Most users also drew a
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distinction between discussions with a closed set of outcomes versus more open-ended
discussions. An example of each is shown in Figure 3-18. P1 felt that Wikum was
better for:
“...discussions that explore a problem and require a solution, but don’t
come with a pre-determined set of possible outcomes, like ‘how should we
reform RfA’ or "how should we present [controversial topic].”
This suggests that processes such as the Village Pump on Wikipedia, where many
proposals are developed, would be a better use case for Wikum compared to processes
such as Articles for Deletion (AfD), which has a great deal more voting on whether
to delete an article or not. P5 also mentioned that Wikum was helpful for discussions
where the question itself was not clear at the outset:
“Especially with this type of discussion where...the way it was handled I
was very confused, there wasn’t a very clear question at first...because it
was so muddled, I probably did it in half the time I would have without
Wikum.”
In the surveys, we asked participants to rate the effectiveness of Wikum for making
sense of the discussion as well as for summarizing the discussion, with results favoring
its summarization capabilities (3.8 vs. 4.6 on average on a 5-point Likert scale).
While participants rated the tagging and hiding tools highly on average (4.0 and
4.6 respectively), they were less enthusiastic about Wikum’s support for automatic
clustering or its tag suggestions, which use algorithms developed for generic text. To
better support discussions that have more of a voting flavor, Wikum could make use
of the existing wikimarkup to automatically extract, group, and tally votes. But to
reduce emphasis on simply counting a majority, which goes against Wikipedia’s spirit
of finding consensus, the tool could also allow closers to attach different weights to
different votes.
Improvements to Closing Statements for Newcomers: We received some
feedback from participants that the Wikum process changed the quality or content
of their final output, including the closing statement. P1 stated:
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“My closing statement felt more like an abridged story than a judge’s ruling.”
Indeed, we noticed in Table 3.10 that of the discussions that had a closing statement,
they tended to be much longer, anywhere from 2.5 times to 5 times longer, than the
typical closing statement that our participants had written in the past. When asked
whether this was a positive change, P1 stated:
“For larger, more polarised discussions, no amount of story-telling would
quell future controversy, but a story-style closing rationale might still help
future readers understand the outcome of that discussion.”
That is, while a longer closing might only sometimes be useful to the discussants,
echoing remarks from the interviews, it would likely always be useful to newcomers.
Both P3 and P5 mentioned that the Wikum process ensured that their work was
thorough and that they could cut through the many tangents, with P5 stating:
“...by being able to read things in the different compartments or summarize
different threads...it makes it much easier to find a consensus among all
the...jibber jabber back and forth between people.”
Collaborative Closures: Given Wikum’s ability to break down the summarization task, we considered whether it could also be used to support collaborative
closures. P7 and P8 were the only participants we approached that were interested
in trying out a collaborative close. Most participants we approached had little experience with closing collaborative discussions or did not want to try them for this task.
Echoing findings from our interviews, P5 stated:
“...I think we’re very poor at dividing labor when we do collaborative
closes...we basically just end up having three people closing the RfC and
whatever two of them agree on is what the close is.”
However, there are occasionally deliberations on Wikipedia that reach into the
hundreds of comments and involve difficult and consequential decisions. In these
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Percentage of the Discussion Summarized

Time Spent Working in Wikum (hours)

Figure 3-19: Progress over time by P7 and P8, who worked together on the same
discussion.

cases, it would be particularly beneficial to break up the work if possible. For our
study, P7 and P8 agreed to work on a 202 comment discussion over the course of
a week and a half. We can observe their work on Wikum in Figure 3-19. Only P8
answered questions after the study.
We noticed how the two users initially settled into different roles, with P7 focusing
on summarizing and P8 focusing more on organization, such as moving comments
into “for” and “against” groups and tagging them. As shown in Table 3.10, P8 spent
less than 1% of the time summarizing in the 43 minutes they were working on the
discussion. However, in the end, P8 wrote the final closing statement (not in Wikum),
as they learned from P7 that P7 had formed an opinion on the RfC over the course
of summarizing.
Interviewees had previously mentioned that they would not trust the summaries
written by someone else, making collaborative summarization useless. However, P8
was willing to trust someone they felt was experienced. In addition, Wikum allowed
them to easily check their partner’s work:
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“I don’t think [P7] and I interacted previously but they are an experienced
editor in good standing, so I assumed that the summaries were correct but
I still checked them a bit. If they had been done by someone else without
this status, I would have checked them all in detail, because then I had no
reason to assume them to be correct.”

While we provided no direction regarding roles, emergent behavior suggests that
in the future, established roles on Wikum could allow for specialization. For instance,
more junior closers could organize the discussion and close smaller chunks of discussion
and more experienced closers could perform the rest of the summarization. P8 felt
that breaking up tagging and summarizing would be productive:

“...if one person can weed out the irrelevant stuff, the rest can focus on the
important parts...While tagging and summarizing can be done together, it
makes sense for one person to summarize and the other to tag, so both can
check whether the other agrees with the assessment, thus strengthening the
result.”

Such an arrangement might be useful given the relatively small population of
closers [154] and no current established process to gain experience as a new closer.
When asked whether less-experienced closers could “shadow” an experienced editor
with lower-level tasks, P8 stated:

“I think it will likely help them to gain some experience. After all, they
will do the work the closer does when assessing a discussion and learn
what is and isn’t important.”

More studies are necessary to test these ideas, though the first step is convincing
more closers that it is feasible.
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3.8
3.8.1

Discussion
A Tension Between Summary Goals

From the user studies of both creating and reading summaries, we learned what users
perceived was useful about Wikum as well as what they desired in a summary. Some
users were interested in getting an overview of the topic of the conversation, with
points organized in pros and cons and grouped by topic. Other users saw summaries
embedded in the discussion structure as useful signposts for readers to decide whether
to go down that particular path to find interesting comments.
These two modes suggest slightly different design decisions for both readers and
editors regarding whether Wikum should allow editors to break the original discussion
structure in the process of grouping related comments and curating. While there are
benefits to breaking discussion structure, there are possible pitfalls as well. For users
more interested in following a thread of conversation, it would be important to still
be able to see comments in their original context. We noticed in a pilot study that
editors were reluctant to break the original discussion structure out of concern about
altering original commentators’ intents. However, in the Wikipedia field study, some
closers often moved comments around into different categories, breaking structure.
This may be because they were consider Wikum like a private workspace that no one
else would see.
One open question is what workflow is best for summarizing deliberative discourse,
where “best” could refer to most efficient, intuitive, or considerate of all contributions.
Some users chose to focus on grouping comment authors by their stance, while others grouped comments by their vote using tagging. Still others went subthread by
subthread, summarizing in a bottom-up fashion. As conveyed by our Wikipedia field
study participants, the answer may depend on how constrained the discussion is at
the outset (poll-like or threaded). The current recursive summarization workflow in
Wikum makes it easy to follow thread organization and summarize in a bottom-up
fashion and is thus more suited to open-ended discourse. However, more tools are
necessary to support more top-down workflows, where categories and parameters may
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be defined at the outset.

3.8.2

Who Summarizes?

We can see a system such as Wikum used in a number of different scenarios. For
instance, a single individual working to summarize a large discussion could derive
benefit from some of the scaffolding and breaking down of summaries, as we saw in
the Wikipedia field study. In a community setting, Wikum could be used by the small
skilled groups of moderators already managing many discussion sites. These moderators currently focus on flagging and removing inappropriate content, and may well
be interested in Wikum’s alternative approach to curation. We saw in the Wikipedia
study that collaborative summaries with a small number of people was promising but
need some level of trust between editors.
Additionally, analogous to social moderation we envision contributions by a larger
number of community members. After reading a deep thread, readers could summarize the content for future readers. Commentators could be required or encouraged
to contribute short summaries of their comment (already common practice in some
communities as a “TL;DR") or summarize a back-and-forth conversation in which
they just participated. As argued above, only a moderate fraction of users’ time
need be spent on summarization in order to “keep up” with the arrival of new content. However, in the case of deliberative or polarizing discussions, we found that the
Wikipedia frequent closers we asked about this were uniformly against the idea of
having participants summarize discussions. They felt that participants could not be
trusted to be unbiased in their work, and would simply try to get a leg up or always
assume the other side was operating in bad faith.
If any user can edit or add a summary, more sophisticated tools for tracking,
observing, and reverting changes are necessary. The current iteration of Wikum
contains a wiki scoring and flagging mechanism similar to what is on Wikipedia.
Other work has chosen to give commentators greater moderation power over the
summaries of their own comments [189], but in our case they may be overly biased.
Crowd workers who have been tasked to summarize a discussion could also use
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this summarization workflow. As in the community case, we would need to build
in robust spam filtering and verification, processes which have been explored in the
literature [21].

3.8.3

Considering Community Values

Another interesting dimension that arose was how the design of a tool like Wikum can
encode a community’s principles. For instance, several participants in the Wikipedia
field study rated highly the ability to hover over a comment author and see their edit
count, account age, and user role, such as whether they were an admin. However,
another participant pushed back, saying:
“...in an ideal world, I don’t know if people are admins or what user length
they have...I would want to weight everyone’s opinion equally. I’m kind of
worried that in a tool where it explicitly says [that]...that suddenly we’re
going to be weighing admin opinions more heavily.” (P5).
Concerns were also raised in the interviews regarding the principle of consensus
through deliberation as opposed to majority rule through voting, suggesting that
tools to group and tally votes might also get some pushback, even if they would be
useful to the closer. Future designs could bridge these sides through the use of strategic obfuscation; for instance, comment author information could simply display a
warning if the edit counts or account age were unusually low in order to combat sockpuppeting, while keeping admin and other info hidden by default. Vote tallies could
instead just present whether there was a supermajority or that votes were relatively
close.

3.8.4

Production of a Public Summary Tree

Finally, while Wikum is a tool towards the production of a summary, the resulting output of a “summary tree,” where a summary can expand into more summaries leading
to original discussion, could serve as a navigable presentation of the closing statement
as well. However, when we presented this as an option to our participants, none were
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interested in sharing their output with others and especially not the discussants. P4
of the Wikipedia field study stated:
“I’m not particularly keen on sharing it. Explicitly declaring that a certain
editor’s argument had little weight is likely to be more contentious than
making a more general statement about the type of argument.”
P5 raised the point that with knowledge of Wikum, discussants could start demanding
to see the output of Wikum in order to nitpick. Underscoring their point, P1 said:
“Oh no. Please don’t let [A] and [B] see that I summarized a thread thousand words long as ‘[A] and [B] continue to quibble without any new arguments.” ’
This reaction, though widely shared among our interviewees and study participants, is unfortunate as it is possible that a summary tree presentation could be
helpful for newcomers to the discussion as a way to explore it or get an overview.
However, building a public summary tree would likely require more work from closers
to write additional diplomatic and comprehensible intermediate summaries beyond
their existing closing statement.

3.9
3.9.1

Future Work
Summaries as Productive Outputs of Discussion

Our study also presents insights that could be valuable to systems and processes
within peer production and deliberative communities beyond Wikipedia. Many platforms for discussion do not have definitive formal resolution processes like RfCs,
focusing only on the deliberation aspect. For instance, in platforms like Kialo [171]
or ConsiderIt [316], the discussion artifact, or resulting issue map, is the desired outcome. These platforms do not aim for a definitive end of the discussion but rather
aim to have a fair and productive deliberation while mapping the space of opinions.
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Whether or not the platform requires a definitive “task” to complete, systems seeking productive discourse might benefit from a more formal starting and ending nature
of RfCs. Systems where discussions go on indefinitely or where threads with the same
issue repeatedly arise might benefit from having a procedure that lets participants
stop and move on to something else or work towards a conclusion. An interviewee
mentioned:
“RfCs can bring even the most intractable disputes to a conclusion and
allow editors to move forward despite holding extremely diverse opinions.
A few times, I’ve even seen an entire topic area return entirely to quiet,
‘normal’ editing at the conclusion of a particularly important RfC”
This emphasizes that RfCs provide a way for Wikipedians to move on and not get
stuck on a particular issue. This is healthy for the community because editors can
allocate their resources to different issues instead of wasting effort on a single one. This
nature of RfCs may provide insights to platforms like Reddit’s ChangeMyView, where
there may exist participant fatigue around certain topics. Systems like Wikum [385]
for collaborative summarization of discourse might be a vehicle for providing a sense of
productivity or resolution. StackOverflow is similar in a way as redundant questions
are frowned upon; instead, users are expected to update existing questions if possible.

3.9.2

Wikum for Summarizing Civic Discourse

A separate area where Wikum could be useful is towards the organization and summarization of civic discussions online. In recent years, several cities such as Madrid
and Barcelona [12]. have pioneered online forums for citizen proposals, discussions,
and voting, as a complement to in-person town halls that have limited participation.
Individual proposals can rack up many hundreds of comments by citizens debating the
merits and drawbacks and making suggestions. However, there are few government
resources dedicated to actually reading the comments when a proposal is considered
by the city council or put into action.
As part of an initial exploration into the feasibility of crowd summarization of
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these discussions, I conducted a pilot with study with 10 citizens of Madrid that are
users of Decide Madrid, Madrid’s citizen democracy platform. Users were instructed
to use Wikum towards collaborative summarization of a discussion from a Decide
Madrid proposal. Users were also given different interface treatments to consider
how a collaborative platform like Wikum could bounce back from poor summaries,
including the use of upvoting or flagging, in addition to wiki-like editing. Preliminary
evidence suggests that flagging could be a useful way for participants to indicate when
a summary is biased, poor quality, or missing content.
Interviews with participants were also encouraging, with all or almost all participants expressing interest in participating in summarization for this purpose and also
strongly in favor of seeing citizen discussions actually used by city decision-makers.
However, more study is needed.

3.9.3

Summarizing While Conversing

Wikum can be used to summarize a static discussion but does not currently support
incorporating new comments. One interesting future line of work would be adapting
Wikum to ongoing discussions. Thus a subthread that has been summarized may
need to be updated when a user contributes a new comment to the discussion. Also,
we could consider how people may want to “reply to” previously written summaries. It
would be interesting to see whether the addition of summary tasks while conversing
could potentially help with improving the quality of the ongoing discussion. For
instance, participants could be prompted to reflect on each other’s arguments or
articulate what is shared knowledge before proceeding further.

3.9.4

Automatic Summarization

We incorporated automatic summarization techniques to help editors skim comments.
There are other opportunities to incorporate machine learning. Techniques such aspect summarization of product reviews [207] could be repurposed towards grouping
comments and providing default summaries of those groups to build upon. Users can
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also provide training data in a human-in-the-loop process to improve the quality of
models. For instance, could machine learning help determine where to segment the
discussion into discrete subparts? The data produced by this system could also be
used to better build and train automatic summarization techniques for discussions.
This work also points to the need for better task definition and evaluation of
discussion summarization. In our lab studies, we saw differences in summaries of the
same content written by different people. Users also described different goals they
were trying to achieve while writing a summary.

3.9.5

Authoring Tools that Expose Intermediate Work

Wikum is an example of an authoring tool and workflow that exposes intermediate
states of production in the final presentation. In the case of a summary, the presentation of a summary tree can be useful for deeper exploration. There may be other
artifacts that benefit from such an approach.
One example could be in the case of conducting exploratory data analysis via a
tool like a Jupyter notebook. Research has shown that these authoring tools can
produce messy final products requiring extensive scrolling around, little explanatory
documentation [284], and lost test code that has been written over [170]. Instead
of enforcing a linear document structure, users could be allowed to author multiple
versions of a section of code via branching in the interface. Not only could users
choose to hide or collapse parts of code [283], but they could grow a notebook from
scratch using a hierarchical approach, either top-down or bottom-up.
Another case could be in the case of exploratory search interfaces [123], such as
exploring online documents towards writing a report, or exploring through discussion
forums for informational purposes. This could be particularly helpful when it comes
to more intense information gathering tasks scattered in hard-to-gather places, such
as thousands of redundant threads in TripAdvisor, or long single-thread discussions on
CollegeConfidential, or health sites like PatientsLikeMe. Instead of losing all signals
from the process of exploration, including rejecting certain trails, pursuing others,
taking mental or jotted notes, this information could be externalized into a search
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interface that looks more like a workspace for a user to return to or for another person
to pick up.

3.10

Conclusion

In this work, we designed, developed, and evaluated a workflow called recursive summarization for summarizing discussions and a system called Wikum that bridges
discussion forums and wiki summaries. By bridging the two mediums of wiki and
forum through embedding wiki summaries into a discussion structure at varying levels, we provide a process for editors to summarize portions of discussion and build
upon each other’s work. We also explore design decisions around an interface for
readers to interactively explore a discussion, drilling deeper into a summary to get
more information. From our lab evaluations, we found that editors created summaries
productively using the Wikum interface and that the created embedded summaries
were effective for helping readers get an overview of the discussion.
From a case study exploring summarizations of deliberations in Wikipedia, we
found that frequent closers of deliberations must spend a great deal of time sifting
through long discussions, rife with bickering and redundancy. This is partly why
nearly a third of deliberations stay unresolved on the platform. From a field study of
Wikum among Wikipedia editors, we find evidence that editors can use Wikum on
their own to break down their work into manageable pieces and store intermediate
state. We also have evidence that Wikum could facilitate collaborative summarization
in Wikipedia.
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Chapter 4
Tilda: Making Sense of Group Chat
through Collaborative Tagging and
Summarization
While group chat is becoming increasingly popular for team collaboration, these systems generate long streams of unstructured back-and-forth discussion that are difficult
to comprehend. In this work, we investigate ways to enrich the representation of chat
conversations, using techniques such as tagging and summarization, to enable users
to better make sense of chat. This work was conducted in collaboration with Justin
Cranshaw of Microsoft Research.
Through needfinding interviews with 15 active group chat users, who were shown
mock-up alternative chat designs, we found the importance of structured representations, including signals such as discourse acts. We then developed Tilda, a prototype
system that enables people to collaboratively enrich their chat conversation while
conversing. From lab evaluations, we examined the ease of marking up chat using
Tilda as well as the effectiveness of Tilda-enabled summaries for getting an overview.
From a field deployment, we found that teams actively engaged with Tilda both for
marking up their chat as well as catching up on chat.
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4.1

Introduction

Group chat applications have seen considerable growth in recent years, especially
for coordinating information work. By enabling quick, team-wide message exchange
in different channels, these applications promise to minimize the frictions of group
communication, particularly for distributed and remote teams. Many organizations
use systems such as Slack [306], HipChat [141], Internet Relay Chat (IRC) [248],
Microsoft Teams [231], and Google Hangouts Chat [110] to make decisions, answer
questions, troubleshoot problems, coordinate activity, and socialize. As of 2016, Slack
alone reported having over 4 million daily users [186].
However, chat systems can have a number of downsides. Unlike email or forums,
chat is predominantly synchronous, with a heightened expectation for quick responses
and a high volume of back-and-forth messages exchanged in rapid succession [35]. As a
result, chat logs are often comprised of a great many short messages forming multiple
distinct yet intertwined conversation threads, with little distinction made between
messages that are important and those that are not. This can make it difficult for
members of the group who are not present in the conversation in real-time to make
sense of it after the fact—for example, when someone falls behind, goes on vacation,
revisits old chat logs, or is a newcomer to the group. Perhaps because of this burden
of sifting through chat conversations, users have criticized group chat as encouraging
an overwhelming “always on” culture, and some organizations have chosen to cast it
aside [149, 159].
To make group chat conversations more comprehensible, we can build off of sensemaking affordances designed for other textual domains, such as email, online forums [218], or documents and general information management [115]. For instance,
tags can be added to important messages to contextualize them or differentiate them
from unimportant messages, similar to labels in emails or highlighted sentences in
long documents. Furthermore, adding structure to the conversation could allow related messages to be grouped, much like distinct threads in an email inbox. Finally, both of these affordances facilitate the summarization of long back-and-forth
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conversations into a condensed format, much like notetaking in live meetings. Although these approaches to sensemaking have been explored in asynchronous discussion [383, 388, 240, 385, 145], little work has explored how to enrich synchronous chat
conversations, which has additional challenges.
In this work, we consider how to apply these techniques in situ, enabling participants to enrich their discussions while they are conversing. We explore a variety of
ways chat participants can mark up portions of their chat to create enriched, structured representations that allow users to get a high level overview of a full conversation and to dive in to parts of interest. Furthermore, our approach does not require
a dedicated notetaker, allowing our design to conform to the spontaneous nature of
group chat discussions. We conduct our analysis through an iterative design process,
beginning with needfinding interviews and design mock-ups, and culminating in lab
studies and a field study of a prototype system.
From interviews, we learned about the information management practices of 15
active group chat users, finding that many interviewees have trouble keeping up with
chat and often miss important messages while scrolling up to read through their backlog. To ground the interviews, we created mock-up illustrations of different synthesized representations of a chat conversation, each emphasizing different information
extracted from the conversation and varying degrees of structure. Some designs made
use of tags on individual messages, others focused on extraction of important quotes,
while still others involved written abstractive summaries. From showing the designs
to our interviewees, we found a preference for more structured designs as well as signals such as major discourse acts [291] in a conversation, where discourse acts are
categories of statements that characterize their role in the discussion (e.g. “question”
or “answer”).
Based on these findings, we developed Tilda, a prototype system built for Slack
that allows discussion participants to collectively tag, group, link, and summarize
chat messages in a variety of ways, such as by adding emoji reactions to messages or
leaving written notes. Tilda then uses the markup left by participants to structure
the chat stream into a skimmable summary view accessible within the chat interface.
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The summaries become live artifacts that can be edited, referenced, and posted to
particular channels and individuals. Users can dive in to points of interest by following
links in a summary to its place in the original chat stream.
We evaluated Tilda through three studies. First, we performed a within-subjects
experiment to measure the effort required for groups to mark their chat while executing a shared task. We compared Tilda to using Slack alone and using Slack with a
shared online document for notetaking. From 18 participants, we found evidence that
Tilda was the better tool for taking notes while participating in the conversation. In
a second experiment, we used the artifacts created in the first study to investigate the
effort for a newcomer to comprehend the past conversations. From 82 participants,
we found that users looking over summaries and chat logs enriched by Tilda felt less
hurried when catching up compared to the other conditions. Additionally, those who
utilized the links within Tilda summaries to dive into specific chat messages had a
lower mental load and performed better at finding information from the chat log while
still taking less time overall. Finally, we conducted a week-long field study of Tilda
within 4 active Slack teams of 16 users total, and observed that teams actively used
Tilda to mark up content and also found Tilda to be effective for catching up or
looking back at old content.

4.2

Related Work

Notetaking and Live Meeting Notes
A common technique for synthesis when it comes to synchronous conversations in particular is the practice of notetaking during meetings. Research has demonstrated that
notetaking is beneficial both to individuals, in improving learning and comprehension [133, 174], and to teams and organizations, in improving knowledge management
practices and fostering collaboration [211]. During live meetings, it is common for
teams and organizations to assign someone the role of designated notetaker [86], who
may find it difficult to participate in the conversation due to the cognitive effort and
split attention required to take notes [373, 265, 263]. Summary writing, although dif152

ferent from notetaking in that its primary source is an existing text, exhibits similar
cognitive burdens, dividing the summary writer’s attention between the act of reading and comprehending and that of writing the summary [176]. Due to the cognitive
load of synthesizing conversation, we consider how more lightweight techniques such
as tagging or inline notes in the chat could make notetaking easier. We also consider
how the work could be broken down and distributed among participants, both to
lower individual load and spread the benefits of participation.

Conversational User Experiences

In order to integrate seamlessly into chat conversations as they are ongoing, our Tilda
prototype is developed as a Slack bot [202], exposing its functionality to the participants within their conversation. Chatbots have a long history in research [296], from
initial explorations for fun and entertainment [355], to modern assistants offering a
conversational interface to complex tasks [27, 36, 52, 85, 335]. Our system differs from
many of these bots, in that it does not rely on natural language understanding [297],
and is instead command driven, reacting only to specific user-input commands and
actions. Several command-driven chatbots initially gained popularity in IRC communities [30], including Debian MeetBot [65], which is still actively used by organizations
such as Ubuntu and Wikimedia to take notes during IRC meetings, or Zakim [349],
which is in use at the W3C. MeetBot allows the leader of a chat meeting to designate
the start and end of the meeting and enables participants to add different forms of
notes to a running list of notes using hashtag commands. Similarly, Zakim is used
during meetings for setting agenda items, reminders, speaking queues, and meeting
scribes. While inspired by MeetBot, our prototype tool does not require scheduled
meetings but can be used for more informal group chat conversations, with topics
shifting continuously and people coming in and out throughout the day.
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4.3

Needfinding Interviews for Making Sense of Group
Chat

We began by interviewing active group chat users to understand how, why, and
how often they go through prior chat conversations, and their strategies for and
frustrations with making sense of long streams of chat messages.

4.3.1

Methodology

We conducted semi-structured interviews with 15 people who use group chat on a
daily basis (6 female, 9 male, average age of 30.0). Interviewees were recruited through
social media postings, email lists, and word-of-mouth, and were compensated $20 for
their time. Individuals came from a diverse set of group chat teams, including tech
companies, research groups, communities of interest, and co-working spaces. Groups
ranged from as small as 4 people to over 500 people and from exchanging a few
messages a day to thousands. Interviewees used a multitude of applications for group
chat, including 11 on Slack, 4 on Microsoft Teams, 1 on HipChat, and 1 on WeChat.
We began by asking interviewees to open up the chat application for their most
active chat group. We asked about how interviewees access their chat, their frustrations with using group chat, and their practices for managing the volume of chat
messages they receive. We next sought to understand what content interviewees found
important within their chat and which signals determine that importance. We asked
interviewees to find an important conversation in their chat of which they were not
a part and explain how they determined it was important and what they wished to
glean from it. We then presented mock-up designs showing four different synthesized
versions of the same conversation to them in randomized order, to probe their opinions
about the type of information shown and the presentation of that information.
Interviews were conducted remotely by the first author and lasted 45-90 minutes.
They were recorded and then transcribed using a paid transcription service. Then, the
first author went through the transcripts and coded them for themes using an open
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coding approach [38]. Through multiple iterations along with periodic discussions
with the rest of the research team, the coding led to 71 codes, from which the following
major themes were selected. Because of the low number of interviewees, our interview
findings should be regarded as indicative.

4.3.2

Current Experiences with and Strategies for Managing
Group Chat

Participants have an “Always On” Mentality but Still Fall Behind
Almost all (14/15) interviewees kept their group chat application open on their computer or phone the entire day, echoing reports that users of Slack have it open 10
hours on average per weekday [157]. Interviewees cited many reasons for being continually present, including being “on call” to answer urgent messages, seeking to gain
an ambient awareness of others’ activities, a concern about “missing out”, and disliking having to deal with a backlog of missed conversations. But several interviewees
acknowledged downsides of continually being on chat, with one saying:
“I think there’s a lot of content that I don’t need to consume. I’ve read
[that] content switching is distracting and bad for productivity...But I hate
having unread notifications.”
Most interviewees (11/15) also mentioned checking chat while not working or on vacation, and checking it more often than they would have liked. Despite their efforts,
falling behind was a common occurrence (13/15 interviewees). Some interviewees
blamed the volume of messages while others had trouble distinguishing relevant information:
“There are so many things happening at the same time...I had a very hard
time [determining] what are relevant for me, and what are the things I
don’t really need to care about at all.”
Still others purposefully let messages go unread in certain channels or groups because
the ratio of important to unimportant messages was low or they had only a passing
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interest in the topic.
Newcomers are Overwhelmed by Chat History
Besides active members, newcomers are another population that may desire to go
through concluded conversations. A few interviewees (4/15) talked specifically about
the newcomer experience of joining a chat group. They described it as overwhelming
and tedious, but they still felt compelled to go back over the chat history to get better
acquainted with the team and the work. For instance, one interviewee said:
“...there was a whole history of stuff that I wanted to know about so that
we could not reinvent the wheel, so that we could understand where ideas
are coming from...It was not so much about missing stuff. It was more
coming into a new thing...wanting to know what is it? Because you just
can’t read back through it all.”
Strategies for Catching Up are Unsatisfactory
When looking back through chat history, either to catch up or to get acquainted with
a group, we found that the dominant strategy (9/15) was to skim content by scrolling
up in their chat window. However, several expressed frustration with this strategy,
with one interviewee saying:
“Scrolling is basically the big issue, which is that you’ve got this giant
timeline of stuff...You can only scroll and skim back through so many
views on the viewport before you start getting tired of looking.”
Other interviewees echoed this sentiment, pointing to how chat logs are poorly segmented by discussion topic, contain a great deal of back-and-forth before reaching a
conclusion, and intersperse important information with humor or chit-chat, providing
little ability to distinguish the two. One interviewee said:
“...there’s a lot of conversation, and it all concludes with some result...all
I want is results...then I wouldn’t have to read 300 back-and-forths.”
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When falling behind, several interviewees (6/15) also simply chose to ignore missed
messages, assuming they were irrelevant by then or that important information would
reach them eventually, such as by email. This strategy exacerbated issues such as
questions that were continually re-asked, or important requests that went unanswered.
One interviewee said:
“[Someone] was requesting help for something...I knew when I read it that
everyone was going to ignore it because it was going to get lost in the
Slack channel...it was a really important thing but it was just a lot easier
to ignore...it just sort of gets pushed up...”
Even though interviewees felt that important information would eventually reach
them, several (5/15) could remember specific instances when they had missed important information that they wished they had known about. In these cases, someone
neglected to mention them in the conversation, or an announcement was made that
got lost among other messages, or they had a passing interest in a channel but no
way of occasionally dipping in to catch up on important happenings.
Recalling or Re-finding Information is Hard
Another way to explore a long chat stream is to use search to filter for specific conversations. Half of the interviewees (7/15) had trouble searching back over chat
conversations to find information. Interviewees, when trying to recall conversations
they were a part of, needed to remember particular phrases that were said or other
details, with one saying:
“...if you don’t know exactly what you’re looking for, or if you misremembered the word...search begins to be fairly limited...Usually you’d need two
to three bits of information. A word, a person...[otherwise] there might be
months’ worth of stuff...”
Interviewees who couldn’t pinpoint information with search resorted to scrolling in
the surrounding area of the search results, encountered the same issues with scrolling
mentioned earlier.
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Related to the strategy of expecting important information to arrive through
multiple avenues, a few interviewees (4/15) also described conversations spilling over
from chat into email, making it harder to retrace what happened. One interviewee
said:
“It’s especially annoying if this conversation started here and then there
was an email thread, and it was hard to interlace the two chronologically.”
Another interviewee, catching up from vacation, made a note to respond to an unanswered request in chat but missed that it had been responded to in an email. Thus,
using multiple channels for pushing out information may make it difficult to recall
where conversations took place.

Existing Processes for Organizing Information are Cumbersome
In response to difficulties with finding or catching up with chat conversations, some
interviewees described policies the group had instated to collect knowledge. However,
many of these were unsuccessful because of the cumbersome nature of the process,
leading to lack of adherence to the policy or lack of maintenance over time. For
instance, several interviewees (5/15) had a separate knowledge store, such as a community Q&A site, collaborative documents, or a wiki. One interviewee, discussing
finding answers to questions, said he preferred to search the chat history instead of his
company’s internal community Q&A site because people often failed to post to the
Q&A site or update their post with the answer. This was considered a documentation chore, uncoupled to the main goal of getting the question answered, despite being
considered a good practice in the team. Two interviewees also mentioned how people
summarized accumulated pinned messages in Slack into Google Docs files; however,
the files were rarely used and quickly forgotten due to their lack of visibility in the
chat system. Another interviewee complained about how it always fell to the same
people to organize information from chat, highlighting the diffusion of responsibility
due to the group setting.
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Figure 4-1: Some examples of mock-ups shown to interviewees to compare and contrast different synthesized chat designs: A) abstractive, B) extractive, C) discourse
act labels, D) high level signals.

Summary

We found that many interviewees spend a significant amount of time scrolling through
their chat history, despite being continuously available on chat, and face frustrations
with differentiating content when doing so, leading to missed important information.
We also saw how conversations that start in chat sometimes get picked up in email
or vice versa, making them hard to follow and re-find. This suggests that tools could
better bridge and link more synchronous communication systems such as chat to
more asynchronous ones such as email. Similarly, we saw that attempts to synthesize information from chat failed because they were poorly integrated, due to being
in a separate location and with a workflow separate from chatting. This suggests
that tools for enriching or synthesizing chat should be tightly integrated into the
chat environment, and any artifacts created should also be coupled to the original
discussion.
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4.3.3

Preferences for the Content and Presentation of Synthesized Chat Designs

Next, we sought to learn from our interviewees what information from a chat conversation is useful for determining importance, as well as what presentation of that
information is best for gaining an overview quickly. We did this by asking interviewees
to find an important chat conversation from their chat history to talk about as well as
give their impression of four different design mock-ups that we prepared beforehand.
We presented the design mock-ups to interviewees in a randomized order, and for
each, asked interviewees what aspects they liked and disliked. At the end, we asked
interviewees to compare the designs and discuss which ones they preferred and why.

The mock-ups were conceived by surveying existing applications for enriching or
synthesizing conversations. They were also chosen to encompass a diversity of types
of information, from excerpts to topics to discourse acts, as well as a range of presentations, from less structured to more structured, to elicit interviewees’ reactions.
Figure 4-1 shows examples of the four mock-up types. Design A presents a written
abstractive summary of the discussion in the form of short sentences, inspired by the
practice of notetaking in meetings. Design B is an extractive summary made up of important excerpts taken directly from the chat log, inspired by tools like Digest.AI [68]
or Slack’s Highlights feature [307]. Design C augments excerpts of the conversation
by tagging them with major discourse acts, similar to tools like Debian MeetBot [65].
Finally, Design D showcases high level signals, such as main participants, number
of messages, topic tags, and a subject line, inspired by affordances in major email
clients. We created two examples for each design, with conversations taken from the
same chat from a Wikipedia IRC chat log. We asked interviewees to assume that
all designs are manually created to sidestep concerns about perceived feasibility of
automation.
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A Purely Extractive Approach Lacks Context
Only one interviewee preferred a purely extractive approach (Figure 4-1-B) for getting
an overview, stating that she preferred to read people’s contributions in their own
voice. However, most interviewees did not like this design because of the loss of
context, with one interviewee stating:
“A lot of these messages are very much conversational, and so unlike an
email where everything is self contained, it’s a flow. So just pulling out a
single message does lose some of that important context.”
This was surprising given the number of existing tools that use an extractive approach. Two interviewees were aware of the Slack Highlights feature [307] that shows
automatically extracted important messages, but expressed the same concern.
A Purely Abstractive Approach Lacks Structure
Alternatively, only 3/15 interviewees liked the purely abstractive approach (Figure 41-A). This was also surprising given that abstractive summaries of a conversation
would likely be the most labor-intensive to create and is often considered a gold
standard in summarization tasks. The interviewees that liked this design liked that
it was possible to gain a comprehensive understanding of what happened, while other
designs offered an indication but would need further investigation. However, most
interviewees objected to this design because they found it too difficult to skim due to
the lack of structure. One interviewee said:
“I have no way of knowing almost until I finished this thing whether or
not I’m interested. It doesn’t save me any time triaging.”
Two interviewees also mentioned needing to trust the writer of the summary and were
concerned about variability in quality.
Signals about Topic, People, and Volume are Informative and Easy to Skim
Eight interviewees liked the design exploring different high-level signals about a conversation (Figure 4-1-D), with most commenting on the additional structure provided.
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One interviewee said:
“I can decide on the outset if I care about the thing that was discussed or
not, and if I don’t care, then I move on. I don’t like the clutter of having
long or multiple messages.”
Many interviewees found signals such as topic keywords, a main subject line, major participants, and the number of messages or an estimate of reading time to be
informative.
Discourse Act Tags Add Context to Extracted Messages
Finally, the design exploring the use of major discourse acts as labels to group notes
was by far the most popular, with 14/15 interviewees preferring this design (Figure 41-C). Given the additional structure, interviewees felt they had a greater ability to
skim and home in on specific categories of interest, such as unanswered questions,
which was difficult in the abstractive or extractive designs. But unlike the design with
only high-level signals, this design still provided information about what occurred in
the discussion. One interviewee said:
“I love the tags. I love the fact that sometimes you have a question and
now the question leads to an answer...It tells me how to read the content.”
The improvement over a purely extractive approach was the ability for the discourse
acts and links between them to provide a narrative for the extracted messages.
Given the emphasis that interviewees placed on major actions over the course of
a conversation, we asked interviewees to consider what kinds of discourse acts they
would want to have highlighted. The following discourse types were mentioned:
∙ Action items: Several interviewees mentioned wanting a way to track assigned
action items or any follow-up to-dos that resulted from any kind of discussion.
∙ Troubleshooting: Several interviewees also mentioned the importance of marking problem statements, the resolution of troubleshooting discussions, as well
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as suggestions or ideas to solve them. Interviewees also wanted to easily see
which problems were still ongoing.
∙ Deliberation: Interviewees mentioned having many scheduling discussions or
debates. They thought of labeling these with a problem statement along with
a decision marking the outcome or pros and cons labeled separately.
∙ Questions and answers: Similarly to problems and solutions, interviewees
wanted to highlight questions, along with their answers, as well as any unanswered questions.
∙ Announcements, links, tips: Finally, interviewees saw a use case for labeling
announcements and links to items, as well as observations, tips, or other useful
one-off information.
Hierarchical Exploration Manages Volume and Provides Agency
Finally, interviewees described how they would prefer to interact with synthesized
representations of chat. Some interviewees (4/15) desired some sort of ability to
explore hierarchically, whether that be from the summary to the original discussion
or from a shorter summary with high-level signals, to a longer summary that contained
excerpts. One interviewee stressed the importance of controlling exploration, saying:
“I want to scroll through it and zoom in and out of it...skim, but skim with
a bit more intent. I might be more likely to use...something a bit more
interactive. I don’t want to just be told...I want to be helped.”
Another interviewee wanted a different level of depth depending on how much conversation they had missed; the more they missed, the shorter each individual summary
should be.
Summary
From the feedback that the mock-ups prompted, we found that interviewees preferred
a high degree of structure to aid their sensemaking. At the same time, they were
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interested in cues that could provide context about what happened in the discussion.
This feedback suggests that a hybrid approach combining structured high-level signals
about a conversation with important excerpts marked with their discourse act could
be both easily skimmable yet contextual. Finally, we found that interviewees desired
the ability to use summaries to guide deeper exploration. This suggests that summary
views could have different hierarchies of synthesis, with a shorter initial representation
leading to a longer one, eventually leading to the original discussion.

4.4

Tilda: A Tool for Collaborative Sensemaking of
Chat

Building on the findings of our interviews, we developed a prototype system called
Tilda1 , instantiated as a Slack application, for participants in a group chat conversation to collectively mark up their chat to create structured summaries, using
lightweight affordances within Slack.

4.4.1

Enriching Chat Conversations using Notes and Tags

Techniques for Enriching Chat
Tilda provides two main techniques for enriching a chat conversation, as shown in
Figure 4-2. The first way is through inserting a note while in the course of conversation. A user may add a note by using a custom slash command, Slack’s feature
for invoking commands within the dialog box, or by adding a custom inline emoji to
the text of their message. Slash commands allow users to type a slash in order to
pull up an auto-completed list of commands. For this reason, all Tilda commands
are prepended with a tilde. Some types of notes consist solely of the command, such
as a note to designate the start or end a conversation. Other notes contain textual
content, such as the marking of a conversation’s topic or the addition of a question.
1

Visit tildachat.com. Tilda sounds somewhat like pronouncing “TL;DR” (too long; didn’t read).
The logo for Tilda is a tilde.
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Notes

Annotations

Add a note by typing a /~ for
all possible Tilda commands.

Annotate an existing
message by adding an
emoji reaction.

Search for the name of the
item or see it in the list of
Frequently Used emojis.

Or type : and the name of
the item to add an emoji.

Figure 4-2: The main techniques for adding metadata in Tilda include notes and tags.
On the left, the chat is enriched in real time by injecting notes using slash commands
or inline emojis. On the right, the chat is marked up by adding tags to pre-existing
messages using emoji reactions.

Each note gets added as a chat message to the transcript of the chat log when they
are created.
The second way is through tagging of existing chat messages using custom emoji
reactions, a feature in Slack, as well as common in other messaging systems such as
Facebook Messenger, where any user can attach an emoji to the bottom of an existing
message. Users can use this method to tag any pre-existing message going back in
time, and so can choose to mark up an old conversation or one as it is ongoing.
Users can use tags to designate messages as the start or end of a conversation or
mark messages with their discourse act, such as a question or an answer. Unlike slash
commands and inline emojis, one can add an emoji reaction to anyone’s chat message,
not just their own.
For each item added, whether by note or tag, the Tilda application posts a message
in the chat documenting the action and allows the user to undo their action, toggle
to see the current state of the items in the conversation, or interact with the items in
other ways.
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Label

Command

Emoji

Function

Action
Answer
Decision
Idea
Question

\~addaction
\~addanswer
\~adddecision
\~addidea
\~addquestion

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

Topic
Tag
Start
End

\~addtopic
\~addtag
\~start
\~end

Add topic of conversation
Add custom tag to conversation
Start a new conversation
End current conversation

action item
answer item
decision item
idea item
question item

Table 4.1: List of discourse act items and their commands and emojis, as well commands and emojis related to conversation-level markup, including adding a topic or
custom tag and starting or ending the conversation.
Linking

Assigning

Proactive

Figure 4-3: Examples of linking a Tilda item to a prior item, assigning an Action
item to a member, and getting a proactive nudge to annotate a message.

Categories of Tags or Notes
Using either of these two techniques, users can add a variety of metadata to their
chat conversation (see Table 4.1 for a complete list). First, as mentioned above,
users can mark the beginning and end of conversations as a way to segment the chat
stream and group a series of items together. This can be done using either the note
or tag technique. For convenience, conversations also automatically start whenever
a new piece of metadata is added to the chat, and they automatically end if there
is no activity for 20 minutes, though this can be undone if it was premature. In
between start and end markers, users can mark up the chat by contributing Tilda
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items to an ongoing summary of a conversation. The possible discourse acts, as seen
in the first five rows in Table 4.1, correspond to the types of discussion actions that
interviewees wished to have highlighted. In addition, users can add a topic sentence
to a conversation or add a custom topic tag to the conversation, two signals our
interviewees found informative.

Adding Additional Context
In addition, we provided other abilities to add structure based on findings from our
interviews. First, a user can link a Tilda item to a prior one, as shown in Figure 4-3.
This can be used when an item should be seen in context with another item for it to be
better understood. For instance, an Answer item could be linked to its corresponding
Question item. Linking is facilitated by a dropdown menu in the chat message that
the Tilda application posts. For Action items in particular, users can also assign the
item to a person who is a member of the channel. This was added because several
interviewees were interested in tracking to-dos that arose due to discussion. Any user
can assign the Action item or re-assign it at a later point in time.

Encouraging Participation
Finally, to encourage or remind users about notetaking, Tilda proactively posts suggestions to add a tag when it notices certain activities, as seen in Figure 4-3. These
activities were determined manually and encoded in Tilda as explicit rules. For instance, if a user stars a recent message, a feature in Slack to private pin messages to
a list, Tilda will post a suggestion to annotate it with a discourse act. Second, we
manually devised a number of phrases associated with each discourse act type based
off of conversations we saw in pilots, such as “remember to” with “Action”. When
Tilda sees such a phrase, it posts a suggestion to annotate the message with the corresponding discourse act. In the future with more data, one could imagine moving to
machine learned suggestions trained by prior tagged messages.
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#techtalk
, @bawolf

Figure 4-4: Example Tilda summary generated from user tags and notes. The summary is grouped by discourse act, expandable, and each note is linked to its place in
the original chat.

4.4.2

Synthesizing Chat Conversations using Structured Summaries

The notes and tags that users leave behind using Tilda can be immediately used by
readers scrolling up through the chat log. Tilda also gathers them into structured
summaries that allow a reader to get an overview of a discussion as well as dive in to
the original chat.
Presentation of Summaries
Figure 4-4 shows an example of a summary in Tilda. Based off of feedback from
interviewees, the summary includes signals about the conversation, such as number
of messages and estimated read time, major participants, any custom tags that users
have added to the conversation, and a topic sentence if it exists. It also presents
the items that users added grouped and colored by their discourse act type. If an
item was linked to another item, it appears underneath and indented to the right.
Because users may leave many items in a single conversation, we only show a subset
in the summary with the ability to expand to see all. The subset is determined
using a heuristic that prioritizes categories like Topic and Action and limits each
category to the first two items left chronologically. Upon expanding, users may sort
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all the items chronologically or grouped by category. Each item is also preceded
by a hyperlink pointing to where it originally took place in the chat log, providing
the hierarchical exploration and deep integration between summary and discussion
that interviewees desired. In addition, because all items in the summary originate as
markup in the original chat log, any edits to the content or markup in the original
discussion automatically updates the summary, making it a live artifact wherever it
is displayed.

Delivery of Summaries
One way that summaries can be delivered is through following the summaries
of a particular channel. Any user can, in another public or private channel, set
that space to follow the summaries of a public channel using the slash command
\~followchannel #channelname. Users can specify parameters in the followchannel
command to limit summaries to only those containing a particular participant or tag.
From then on, all summaries matching the parameters and generated in the original
channel will get posted to its designated places. In this way, Tilda could be used to
take discussions from a smaller or private channel and have them summarized to a
larger or public one.
One potential way to set up Tilda is to create team-wide “summary channels” that
follow the summaries of one or more other channels. Another more personalized way
to use Tilda is for a user to subscribe to the summaries from one or more channels
in their direct message with Tilda. Finally, users also have the ability to selectively
send a single summary to a channel using a dropdown, as seen in Figure 4-4.

4.4.3

System Implementation and Considerations

Tilda is implemented as a Slack application, with messages from Tilda arriving in the
chat log, similarly to a chatbot. It is built on top of the Microsoft Bot Framework, an
SDK that allows one to develop chatbots for a number of applications at once, and
the Slack API. The backend server is built in Node.js and interfaces with a MongoDB
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database.
Several considerations went into the implementation of Tilda. First, we chose
to develop a Slack application over developing a separate chat system or a browser
extension because Slack applications can be quickly installed to any team already on
Slack using OAuth authentication. Additionally, users can use it in any browser of
their choosing on mobile, tablet, or desktop. We chose to implement for Slack over
other chat systems such as IRC because of the ability to use Slack-specific features
such as custom slash commands and emoji reactions, as well as create interactive
and dynamic prompts within chat messages. Finally, we chose to build sensemaking capabilities into a chat system as opposed to designing a separate system that
imports chat messages. We chose this direction after encountering difficulties with
understanding chat after the fact, which we uncovered while piloting interfaces and
workflows for marking up a pre-existing chat log.
However, these decisions also required us to make some trade-offs due to the
limitations of Slack’s API. For instance, the only way to communicate with users or
add affordances beyond commands and emojis is to post a message in the chat as
a bot. But due to the space they take up, messages posted by Tilda could pollute
the chat stream. Additionally, summaries can only be presented via a chat message,
which may be difficult for users already juggling multiple channels. A more integrated
approach might have summaries overlaid on top of or directly alongside the original
discussion. In the future, these ideas could be explored in a novel chat system or an
extension that can alter the existing interface. In the meantime, our prototype allows
us to quickly experiment with and deploy techniques for enriching and synthesizing
chat in real-world settings.

4.5

Evaluation

We conducted two lab evaluations of Tilda to study how easy it is to enrich chat
conversations while chatting as well as to study the experience of catching up on
missed conversations using structured summaries. While these lab studies enabled us
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to examine specific facets of Tilda usage in detail, they were necessarily conducted
under artificially constrained setting. To examine Tilda in more naturalistic chat
settings, we also conducted a field study, where we observed expert Slack users from
real organization use Tilda while they conducted their normal activities.

4.5.1

Study 1: Marking Up Chat Conversations While Chatting

In the first lab study, we considered the common scenario where chat participants
wish to make note of important discussion items while they also actively conversing.
We conducted a within-subjects experiment that compared using Tilda for keeping
notes to more traditional methods such as collaborating on a shared online document
for notes, or not taking notes at all.
While it is common for group chat conversations in real organizations to be partially asynchronous, focusing on notetaking during active discussions enabled us to
explore the cognitive load and cost of switching contexts between participating in
chat and marking content with Tilda, as it compares to using an online collaborative document. We were also interested in understanding whether any benefits from
notetaking would justify the added overhead of keeping notes.
We recruited 18 participants (mean age 36.6, 8 female, 10 male) from UpWork, a
paid freelancing platform, at the rate of $20 per hour, with each participant working
around 2.5 to 3 hours in total depending on their assigned conditions. Participants
were all based out of the U.S., native or fluent English speakers, and somewhat or
very tech-savvy, though 6 participants were new to Slack. Participants were placed
randomly into groups of 3, with 6 groups total.

Discussion Tasks
We devised two collaborative tasks that each group would perform together. The
tasks were chosen because they were comprised of many smaller parts that needed
to fit together, and they involved deliberation as opposed to simply compiling or
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coordinating information. The tasks were:
∙ Story: Collectively come up with a new T.V. show based on the show Friends.
Participants were asked to come up with the cast, location, and the plot of a
5-episode season.
∙ Travel: Plan a month-long cross-country roadtrip in the U.S. Participants were
asked to pick 5 major cities and national parks and other landmarks to visit, as
well as the route, transportation, and accommodations.
Experiment Design
Every group of 3 completed the Story task first, followed by the Travel task. Each
task was completed in one of the following three conditions:
∙ Tilda, where the group used Slack with Tilda to discuss the task and mark
up their chat,
∙ Doc, where the group used Slack to discuss the task and take notes using a
shared Google Doc, and
∙ None, where the group used Slack to only discuss the task.
Since there were two tasks per group, each group participated in a pair of conditions.
Thus, for every pair of conditions, two groups out of the six groups total were assigned
that pair. To account for ordering effects, we counterbalanced the condition order, so
groups with the same pair of conditions received a different condition first.
To start a study session, we invited everyone in a group to a Slack channel, where
we spent 30 minutes on an icebreaker and a tutorial on Slack administered via a
Word document shared with the group. Then users worked on their first task for
45 minutes and completed a post-task survey rating their experience. They were
then invited to a different Slack channel where they worked on the second task for
45 minutes, completed the same survey, and then completed a survey comparing the
two conditions. They then collectively participated in a debriefing discussion in Slack
with the authors about their experience where we asked them to compare conditions.
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Before the Tilda condition, we gave users a 30 minute tutorial covering advanced
Slack features and Tilda, again using a Word document shared with the group. During
this session, users got acquainted with Slack slash commands, inline emojis, and emoji
reactions, as most of our subjects did not have much familiarity with these features.
In addition, the tutorial provided a basic overview of Tilda, covering the different
types of notes and tags one could leave using Tilda. Before the Doc condition, we
gave users access to a shared Google Doc for notetaking. There was no tutorial for
Google Docs as all our users stated they were experienced Google Docs users.
In the Doc and Tilda conditions, we required users to keep track of their conversation using the provided tools. Users were also told before the study that they
would debrief the authors afterwards about what they decided so as to motivate them
to keep better notes.
Results
We compare each condition against each other. Due to the small sample size, the
results are not statistically significant, except where indicated otherwise. Instead,
we present more qualitative findings and observations that should be regarded as
indicative.
Tilda versus Doc: All 6 users that were in both Tilda and Doc conditions
marked Tilda as substantially better at keeping track of what happened in the discussion. Additionally, 4/6 users thought Tilda was somewhat or a lot better for
participating in the discussion, and most preferred to use Tilda for the same task
again (5/6). One user said:
“Honestly now that I know about Tilda I would never use Google Docs for
brainstorming ideas with others. Tilda is way simpler.”
Other users talked about being more organized with Tilda:
“...the Google Doc was hard to follow if you didn’t know what it was already
about but I feel Tilda kept all of our ideas organized and made it easier to
follow.”
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5/6 users marking that Tilda was a lot better for looking back over the discussion.
However, 3/6 users found Google Docs to be easier to use for notetaking than Tilda.
This may partially be because they just learned Tilda but were experienced Google
Docs users:
“I think because I use Google Docs regularly, it makes more sense to me.
But Tilda captures a conversation better.”
We also analyzed post-task survey ratings of all Tilda conditions and all Doc conditions, finding that people in Tilda conditions rated themselves on a 5-pt Likert
scale as more successful in accomplishing their task (N=12, 4.25 vs. 3.58, 𝑝 < 0.1).
Tilda versus None: For the users that compared using Tilda versus using only
Slack, 4/6 found Tilda to be better for keeping track of what happened during the
discussion, and 5/6 found Tilda to be better for looking back over the discussion.
One participant mentioned the hyperlinks in the summaries, saying:
“I loved how Tilda let you click on links to go back to the original messages
instead of having to manually scroll through myself.”
However, only half found the Tilda condition better for participating in the discussion, and 5/6 users found None easier to use. Users in the post-task surveys
also rated Tilda as more mentally demanding than using Slack alone (3.83 vs. 2.83,
𝑝 < 0.05). This is not surprising given that the Tilda condition explicitly involves
doing more than the None condition. As to whether the benefits of Tilda outweigh
the costs, 3/6 stated they would use Tilda again for the same task while 2/6 preferred
just using Slack. One participant said:
“Slack...is easier to use just because there is less to keep track of, but for
organization, Tilda is the way to go.”
This suggests that the cognitive load introduced by Tilda might be worth it for more
demanding tasks. Another user said:
“If I was working in a corporate or work environment and in project management, Tilda would be perfect.”
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None

Doc

Tilda

Time Spent (min)
11:12 (5:32) 12:12 (8:12)
Grade Received (out of 7)
5.79 (1.07)
5.89 (1.05)
Experience (5=Very Good)
3.14 (1.03)
3.59 (1.15)
Felt Rushed (5=Very High) 2.57 (1.02) 3.04 (1.19)

12:55 (6:25)
5.88 (1.03)
3.83 (1.01)
2.08 (1.21)

Table 4.2: Results from Study 2, where new users familiarized themselves with conversations from Study 1 using the artifacts created, broken down by the three conditions. We report the average and 𝜎 for time taken on the overall task, grade that
users received from completing comprehension questions, self-reported experience on
a post-task survey, and self-reported feelings of being rushed on a post-task survey.
Statistically significant differences are in bold.

Doc versus None: In comparison, the 6 participants in Doc and None conditions overall rated Google Docs more poorly, with only 1/6 users preferring the Doc
condition for participating in the discussion, 3/6 for keeping track of what happened,
and 3/6 for looking back over the discussion. Only one user preferred to use Google
Docs and Slack again for the same task while 3/6 preferred to use just Slack. In discussions, users complained about fragmented attention in the Doc condition, with
one person saying:

“If you have multiple tools open then it’s not clear where all of the people,
where their focus is directed to.”

Users also disliked how information was scattered in both the Google Doc notes and
the chat log, saying:

“If I come back to many ideas I don’t remember where they came from. It
causes mental distress.”

Indeed, we observed some participants actually having some discussions in the Google
Doc as they were editing it in real-time. We also noticed participants using copyand-paste often to transfer messages from the chat log to Google Docs.
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4.5.2

Study 2: Using Structured Summaries to Catch Up on
Missed Conversations

In the second lab study, we conducted a between-subjects experiment to compare
catching up on concluded conversations using Tilda summaries versus Google Docs
notes or just the Slack chat log. To do this, we used the 12 artifacts created in the
first study, including original chat logs as well as any accompanying Tilda summaries
or Google Docs notes, and recruited new participants to look them over and answer
comprehension questions about the discussions. We recruited 82 users (mean age 35,
28 female, 54 male) from Mechanical Turk, an online microtasking platform. Users
were paid $3.25 per task and were required to have a 97% acceptance rate and 1,000
accepted tasks.

Experiment Design
There were 28 users for each of the three conditions of None, Doc, and Tilda,
with half reviewing the Travel task from Study 1 and half the Story task. Before
the study began, the first author used the task descriptions from Study 1 to create
7 comprehension questions for each task without looking at any artifacts, and then
created a rubric for each of the 12 artifacts from Study 1. Users were given access
to the corresponding Slack group and the Google Docs notes or Tilda summaries,
which were located in a separate channel in the same group, if they existed. Users
were not taught about Tilda except for an explanation that the hyperlinks in the
Tilda summaries pointed to messages in the original chat log. At the same time,
users were also given the 7 comprehension questions to answer in a survey form.
There was no time limit for users nor instructions to spend a particular amount of
time. After answering the questions, users filled out a separate survey about their
experience, including NASA TLX questions about task load [132]. After the study,
the first author graded each response out of 7 based on the rubric while blind to
the condition. Two responses were discarded due to a score of 1/7 or lower, and
three Tilda responses were discarded for self-reporting they were unaware of the
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hyperlinking feature despite the instructions.
Results
Tilda users felt less rushed than Doc users. We calculated how long users
took by looking at time spent filling out the comprehension questions, with results
in Table 4.2. While users overall spent the most time in Tilda and the least time
in None, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test found that these differences
were not significant (𝐹 =1.15, 𝑝=0.32), due to the high variation in time spent. From
surveying users about their experience, users rated Tilda the highest, though these
differences were not significant as well (𝐹 =2.41, 𝑝=0.09). Finally, we asked users
about their task load, including the question of “How hurried or rushed was the
pace of the task? ” on a 5-pt Likert scale, where 5 is “very high”. An ANOVA test
yielded significant difference between the conditions (𝐹 =5.54, 𝑝 < 0.01). Using a
post hoc Tukey HSD test, we found that Tilda and Doc are significantly different
at 𝑝 < 0.005, with Tilda users feeling less rushed. In post-study comments, users
described what they found hard, with one user saying in the Doc condition:
“I would have used Google Docs exclusively to answer the questions, but
not all the information in Slack was there (and vice-versa).”
Another user said in the None condition:
“The conversation seemed to be all over the place, there was no structure
other than a group randomly chatting.”
People who used Tilda hyperlinks had lower load. Since we did not give
a tutorial on Tilda, we were interested to see whether and how users in the Tilda
condition would choose to use Tilda summaries. Only 4 of the users in the Tilda
condition chose not to click the hyperlinks at all (No-Link), while 10 users used links
often (Heavy-Link), according to self-reports. The remaining users said they used
the links a few times. Heavy-Link users reported somewhat lower mental load (3
vs. 4.25, 𝑝 < 0.01), feeling a great deal less rushed (1.3 vs. 4, 𝑝 < 0.001), and feeling
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a great deal less irritated and stressed (1.6 vs. 4, 𝑝 < 0.005). Heavy-Link users also
rated their experience as better, and spent less time overall yet still received a higher
grade than No-Link users, though these differences were not significant. However,
it is possible that our findings could be due to self-selection bias as opposed to solely
due to using links in the summary to dive into the chat log.

4.5.3

Field Study

We conducted a week-long field study with four teams that use Slack to have workrelated discussions. This field study allowed us to observe how Tilda is used in practice
by real organizations.
We recruited teams by posting to social media and asking colleagues to distribute
our call for participation. For the study, we aimed to recruit a diverse set of teams that
work in different areas. We also sought teams that communicate in different ways,
including teams that are remote and predominantly rely on Slack as well as teams
that physically sit together. Users were compensated $100 to participate in the study
and have Tilda installed on their team Slack account for a week ($20 per day). We
told teams that we would store and analyze metadata about chat conversations and
Tilda markup over the time that Tilda was installed but no textual content related
to the chat.
Team A is a 3-person academic research team that sits together but uses Slack to
keep track of ongoing research projects. Team B is a 6-person software engineering
start-up that is fully remote and conducts all communication via Slack. Team C is
a 4-person software engineering team that is partially co-located and uses Slack to
troubleshoot and share resources. Team D is a 3-person fully remote team behind
an online news blog that uses Slack to coordinate writing and publishing.

Study Design
Before the study, for 3 out of 4 teams, the first author was invited into the team’s
Slack organization to install Tilda and instruct members on how to use Tilda. In the
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Total
Active
Days
Users
Active
A
B
C
D

3
6
4
3

6
9
5
8

Channels
with
Tilda
6
4
6
9

All
No.
Chat
Tilda
Mess- Summages
aries
277
870
478
373

15
40
22
36

Total
Avg Tilda
No.
Items Per
Tilda
Summary
Items
53
220
101
51

4.5
5.5
5.8
1.5

Avg Tilda
Items
Added
Per User

(5.4) 20.3 (3.8)
(6.3) 35.7 (10.5)
(5.9) 31.3 (23.3)
(1.9) 17.7 (11.4)

Table 4.3: Overall usage statistics for the 4 Slack teams in the field study. Teams
had variable usage of Slack as well as Tilda, with Team B as the most active overall.
case of Team D, the first author trained one individual in the team who then installed
Tilda and taught the rest of the team on his own, due to the team’s preference to
keep their chat private. The training sessions were overall quicker than in Study 1,
taking under 15 minutes using the same training materials, due to people’s expertise
with using Slack.
Participants were each asked to make a minimum of three notes or tags per day
using Tilda, or 15 Tilda items in total over the course of the study. We chose to set
the required activity low so we could see voluntary usage. We also gave no further
requirements or suggestions so that users would be free to decide how to use Tilda.
At the end of the week, 13 out of the 16 total number of users filled out a survey
about their experience. At that point, we let the teams uninstall Tilda on their own,
and three out of four teams continued to use it voluntarily for one to three more days
during a second work week before we eventually took it down. We collected metadata
on users’ activity while Tilda was installed, including the kinds of Tilda items that
users added.

Results
Teams were active in using Tilda to mark up their chat. We report overall
statistics in Table 4.3. As can be seen, there was variable usage of Tilda across as well
as within the teams, that generally corresponded to how active they were in Slack as
a whole. Almost all users went over the minimum number of items on a daily basis,
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Figure 4-5: We show activity over the course of the study. On the left is the total
raw volume of markup added to chat using Tilda by each team each day, showing
high variability between teams and across days. In the middle, the volume of markup
is normalized by the total number of chat messages sent by the team for each day.
Overall, we see sustained activity for a few days before a gradual tailing off. On the
right is the raw volume of markup across all teams per day broken down by markup
type. Notable is the preference for notes over tags and significant use of linking.

and as mentioned, several teams used Tilda for longer than the required 5 days. The
left side of Figure 4-5 shows the usage of Tilda over the course of the study, counting
all possible markup that could be added to chat with Tilda. We remove days where
there was no activity since some of the teams did not work on weekends. Different
teams joined the study on different days, so the days of the week are not aligned.
However, it was interesting that the peak activity was on different days for different
teams. For team A and B, the peak was on the fifth day while it was the fourth
day for Team C and first day for Team D. However, these fluctuations are perhaps a
reflection of just overall activity in chat on those days. In the middle of Figure 4-5, we
show the volume of Tilda markup normalized by the total number of chat messages
posted in the team for each day. While these also fluctuate quite a bit, we can see
that the average ratio for the four teams stays between 0.4 to 0.6 for around 6 days
before decreasing. While we did not conduct a longitudinal study, the overall decrease
in activity as the study concluded suggests that the tool will need to consider how to
design for usage over longer periods of time. We present possible options further in
the discussion.
As seen on the right side of Figure 4-5, notes overall saw higher usage than tags,
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Team A

35.6

5.9

46.5

Action
Answer

Team B

21.2

45.5

22.2

Decision
Idea

Team C

24.8

11.9

13.9

17.8

18.8

12.9

Info
Question

Team D

13.5

0%

13.5

8.3

25%

13.5

19.8

50%

15.6

75%

15.6

Topic

100%

Figure 4-6: Percentage of Tilda items that were of each discourse act type for each
team in the field study.

Figure 4-7: On the left, the ratio of Tilda items that were of each discourse act type
for each user, averaged and grouped by managers and non-managers, from the field
study. On the right, the volume of Tilda items added per user in each team, averaged
and grouped by managers and non-managers.
thanks to Teams B and D, who favored notes almost exclusively, while Teams A and
C were evenly split between the two. Across the board, custom tags were rarely used.
One reason for this may be because the use of channels in Slack is already a decent
separator of topics. Finally, there was surprisingly considerable usage of the linking
feature as well as usage of the assignment feature earlier on in the study. From the
post-study surveys, we asked users about their favorite feature, with several users
mentioning the linking feature (3), Question and Answer items (3), Action items (2),
and the automatic summary logging (3). In terms of missing or faulty features in
Tilda, many users complained about how Tilda would take up too much real estate
in the channel by posting (6), while 1 user wanted the ability to resolve Action items,
1 user wanted to link to multiple items, and 2 users wanted the ability to export the
summaries to a document or their Trello board.
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Teams and individuals personalized their use of Tilda to suit their needs.
On average, except for Team D, users added around 5 items to each summary of a
conversation, though this had high variance. Looking at the breakdown of items into
their types, we can see in Figure 4-6 that Info was used frequently across all the
groups, while Questions and Answers were used heavily by both software engineering
teams. Other types were used more infrequently, especially Decision, possibly because
users found the Action type more apt for the conclusion of conversations. We also
asked users to rate each category for their usefulness in the survey; results were
similar to Figure 4-6, with Action and Question rated the highest on average (4.3/5)
and Decision and Topic rated the lowest (3.5/5). Overall, many users stated that
they found the provided discourse acts expressive for all their notetaking needs. One
participant said:
“The clear variety of different add actions was very useful; I didn’t feel
limited, like I had to shoehorn my types of choices into one box.”
In Figure 4-7, we break down user behavior by managers versus non-managers,
with management role self-reported from surveys. On the left-side figure, we break
down the average ratio for different Tilda discourse act types for managers and nonmanagers. As can be seen, managers had a higher ratio of agenda-setting types such
as Topic and Decision, while non-managers had a higher ratio for types more relevant
to implementation details such as Info or Question and Answer. We also look at
average volume of Tilda items left by managers versus non-managers, finding Team
A and B had more non-manager participation, while C and D had less.
One interesting aspect of Tilda was how the norms of the team adjusted around
the introduction of the tool. For instance, one participant described how adding Tilda
improved the nature of conversation:
“I also noticed that Tilda changed our conversation flow (for the better).
Since we were working with a finite set of tags...[the] messages...served a
specific purpose that fell into one of the tags...questions were less likely
to be lost...the action tag was a perfect way to remind us to take what we
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were chatting about and turn it into a tangible takeaway.”
While we did not collect empirical data on this as we did not have access to prior
activity in the teams, future work could analyze how the additional structure that
Tilda allows might encourage certain types of discourse. Norms may also need to be
set around the use of Tilda. One manager of Team B complained that the team left
too many notes, leaving him to review unimportant information:
“I believe the summaries were useful and made it easier for me to review
the notes as a manager. However, it hinged on the team being disciplined
to only include important notes and this wasn’t always the case...Overall
I think if we got into the habit of using it effectively, it seems like Tilda
would be big help to our workflow.”
Perhaps some of the drop-off in proportional usage of Tilda by Team B starting from
Day 3 was a result of decisions made, either implicitly or explicitly, to mark fewer
items.
Tilda was effective for catching up and looking back. We were not able
to capture data on reading of summaries due to limitations of the Slack API and so
instead asked participants to self-report. Eight users said they used the summaries to
catch up on missed conversations and rated the experience of catching up an average
of 4.4 out of 5. One user said about catching up:
“Before Tilda I would try to scroll...This was very tedious...With Tilda
this process was much smoother. I would usually check our Tilda responses
channel and skim through the summaries to see what I missed. If a topic
seemed interesting, I would expand it all and read through everything. If
I was uninterested in the topic I would just move on.”
Participants that were in the discussion also mentioned their motivation of marking up
chat to keep absent team members up-to-date. One person who was on the partially
remote Team C said:
“I work with a remote user a lot, and it was helpful to document what he
needed to work on and clarify things he didn’t understand.”
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Eleven people used the summaries to look back at old conversations they were in
and rated their experience an average of 4.2 out of 5. Participants mentioned that a
motivation for marking up chat was for themselves in order to keep track of things
they needed to do or remember. One user remarked on using Tilda to look back
through old conversations:
“Without Tilda - Scroll through or search for a keyword and try to find
the message I think I remembered. If I can’t remember or misremember
something it can be frustrating trying to find it. With Tilda - Mark it and
simply find the Summary either in the channel itself or the channel we
had our responses in. Much less frustrating.”
Ten users said they chose to set up a team-wide channel dedicated to summaries
from the other channels, while 2 users chose to follow personalized summaries via
their direct message with Tilda.
Tilda was used for structuring conversation and tracking important
information. Some of the teams already had some mechanism for tracking longer
term information and tasks, such as a Trello board or various Google Docs files. One
person described how they liked having information tracked in one place, saying:
“Tilda gives us a somewhat better way to track information. It’s useful
to have everything all in one place...instead spread out like in Trello or
Google Doc. Trello can get pretty messy easily...And I find our Google
Drive directory hard to navigate...”
However, some team members were used to the existing workflow they had with other
systems and wished there was a way to sync them. Another participant thought of a
separate site where summaries could be archived and searchable:
“...I really think that summaries should be exported/exportable to a different interface...for example to send to people off of Slack or to archive as
a piece of important info...summary search...could be implemented on this
page...For example, it would be nice if all action items could be pulled out
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to a running todo list organized by the topic of the conversation they came
from (and linked of course).”
For the teams that did not have mechanisms for keeping everyone on board and
relied only on Slack, some members were excited about the additional structure that
Tilda encouraged:
“We really didn’t have a good system...Tilda made it muuuuch easier for
us to fill someone in on something that happened...Overall I think Tilda
greatly improved team communication over the week we used it. Conversations had better structure, team members were better kept up to date,
and we actually had a way to save...results of our conversations for future
use.”

4.6

Discussion

Tilda markup adds structure to group chat conversations that can be beneficial to
chat participants. First, in contrast to traditional notetaking tools like documents,
Tilda’s light-weight markup allows notetaking without forcing users to leave the conversation. As was suggested in Study 1, this approach offers a promising design
pattern for making collaborative notetaking easier compared to alternatives. Study 1
also provides evidence that Tilda does introduce some mental load to users, but this
could be a worthy trade-off for the organizational benefits it provides when it comes
to discussing complicated things. Such benefits were echoed by participants in the
field study who used chat extensively for work. In Study 1 and the field study, we also
noticed high variability in how different users take notes, both in terms of note volume and their manner of notetaking. Similarly, we saw variability in Study 1 in how
groups used the Google Doc to take notes, with different quality of outcomes. Tilda
is more structured of a tool but still leaves room for variation, such as the number
of items that make up a single summary. These observations suggest that, like good
notetaking practices for documents, there may be some strategies to encourage better
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notetaking in Tilda. For instance, future iterations of Tilda could suggest closing a
summary and starting a new one if many notes have been added, or asking users to
pick the most important notes from a summary to create a higher level summary, in
a recursive fashion [385].
When it comes to the output side, the field study echoed the results from the
needfinding interviews, showing that catching up on or looking back over chat is a
common task, and that it was improved with Tilda summaries. In Study 2 we found
evidence that the links between conversations and notes were helpful for enabling
newcomers to get up to speed more efficiently. As we observed in our field study,
this structure was useful in providing additional context to conversations, allowing
teams to organize and collaborate more successfully. Additionally, in Study 2, users
felt less rushed using Tilda to catch up or look back over a separate document. This
may be because the Tilda summaries are an alternative presentation or entry point
for navigation into the original chat log and add no new content. In contrast, a
document contributes new text and also leads to information spread out between two
places. Given the use of Tilda summaries as a navigational tool, this suggests that an
alternative presentation of Tilda summaries could have them overlaid or beside the
original chat instead of posted to a separate channel or direct message.

4.6.1

Who Annotates and Why?

When it came to intrinsic motivation for users, we saw in the field study users mentioning that they added notes and tags in order to keep track of their own tasks and
requests in the day, which then became helpful for other users. We also had examples
of working with remote users in different time-zones where adding markup was helpful with asynchronous chatting. However, we did observe the importance of setting
shared groups norms towards adoption of Tilda in our studies. A similar need for
groups to get on the same page was expressed about group chat in general in our interviews, where some group chat users complained that inconsistent or non-reciprocal
usage of certain features like threading sometimes led to even greater confusion. Even
in the field study, we saw some people take many notes while others took only a few,
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though this could be because they did not use Slack or were not core members of
the team. For Tilda to be successful, norms may need to be set by team leaders to
motivate usage long-term.
In this work, our evaluations mainly focused on small groups of people conversing,
and we did not explore how size of a team can alter the way Tilda is used. In
a larger group, with hundreds or thousands of members, issues like social loafing,
fear of participation, or contested norms [377] may be exacerbated. In such cases,
an alternative design to Tilda’s collaborative notetaking, reflected in earlier meeting
bots like Debian MeetBot, could allow for the designation of an owner role for each
meeting, who is in charge of adding notes, much like notetakers in live meetings. In
some situations, such as in more ad hoc teams like Study 1 with no defined leader,
this clear delineation of roles might be preferable. In future iterations of Tilda,
the bot could also encourage participation by sending targeted proactive prompts to
individuals to solicit notetaking.
Due to our decision to make Tilda a chatbot instead of an alternative chat system,
we were constrained in the ways we could present summaries or messages to the group.
This became an issue in the field study where the biggest complaint was about Tilda
messages to the group taking up too much screen real estate. Due to these evident
user experience issues, we chose not to pursue a longitudinal field study with the
current implementation of Tilda. Additional deployments of Tilda could empirically
examine alternative types of markup and summary presentations using short field
studies or lab studies. In the future, a longer study on a new chat system where we
have full control over presentation could allow us to further examine how norms and
motivations around chat markup develop over time.

4.6.2

Towards Automatic Summarization of Chat

This work presents a first step towards a human-centered conceptualization of the
goal of automatic chat summarization. In interviews, we collected empirical data
around what kinds of summaries are desirable to chat readers, finding that structured
summaries highlighting discourse acts were preferred over conventional presentations
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such as purely abstractive or extractive summaries. This result allows us to consider
that the difficult problem of automatically summarizing chat conversation could potentially be tackled by breaking the problem down. Machine-learned models could
augment the work that Tilda users do, such as by suggesting actions or simply performing some of them. Standard supervised machine learning techniques could be
brought to bear on intermediate automatable problems include delineating separate
conversations in a stream, labeling the discourse act of a message [382], finding messages that are candidates for tagging, linking messages to prior ones, and populating
abstractive topic sentences or auto-tagging topics. These tasks have the benefit of
reducing the learning curve and effort involved in using Tilda.
To build such models however, one must collect training data; luckily, Tilda too
provides a path for fulfilling this role. More broadly, collecting rich training data can
be a significant hurdle in developing models towards discussion summarization. In
early pilots of our studies we conducted towards paid crowd annotation of public chat
logs, we found that it was difficult for workers to make sense of a chat conversation
they were not a part of. And as we saw in interviews, even if people are members of
a group, it still takes effort to parse the back-and-forth when looking back over chat.
Tilda manages this problem by making it possible to mark up chat conversations while
taking part in them, when the conversational context is still fresh in their minds. In
addition, we provide evidence that the Tilda system has value and direct benefits to
users even in its current implementation as a primarily manual annotation tool.

4.6.3

Integration with Knowledge Management Tools and Email

Integration with outside knowledge management tools, such as wikis or documents,
came up as feedback in both Study 1 and our field study. One could imagine Tilda
chatting with existing bots or integrating with APIs to post to task management
tools like Trello, Q&A sites like Stack Overflow, calendars [96], and code repositories.
Likewise, one could imagine a website where additional organization of the summaries
themselves could happen. Such an interface could be useful for newcomers looking
to quickly make sense of the prior discussion in the team. Additionally, several in188

terviewees described issues with triaging conversations that spill into both email and
chat. Summaries could be inserted as embedded items in platforms such as email or
forums that are more asynchronous. In all these cases, automatic links back to the
original discussion in chat as well as automatic updating of content across links could
manage the issue of information lost within multiple potential locations.
While Tilda bridges synchronous and asynchronous access of conversation, there
are still questions about how to facilitate partaking in conversation for those who
missed out. For instance, one person in our field study wanted a way to reopen a
conversation that they had missed. This could be done by posting the summary
to the relevant channel to remind users of the context and then writing a comment
underneath. Any ensuing notes from the new conversation could get added to the
original summary.

4.7

Future Work and Limitations

We have released Tilda as a public tool2 and open-sourced the code3 , and aim to
collect training data using Tilda towards automatic summarization tasks. Another
area where we believe Tilda would be useful is for notetaking and summarization of
video, audio, and in-person meetings, with the help of speech-to-text technology for
transcription. Such a system could even work in concert with systems for crowdsourcing real-time transcriptions [196]. For instance, participants could collaboratively fix
issues with transcription and highlight, tag, or vote on aspects of the discussion while
conversing. While our work focuses on catching up and gaining an overview of a large
chat log, we also uncovered issues that interviewees had with searching for particular
items within chat. Future work could consider whether scrolling and other forms of
orienteering behavior while searching [332] could be aided by signals left by Tilda.
Currently, Tilda is a Slack-only tool; however because it was implemented using Microsoft’s Bot Framework, it could be extended to other chat platforms that support
2
3

tildachat.com
https://github.com/Microsoft/tilda
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bot integration with minimal additional development. The Slack features that we
use, including emoji reactions, slash commands, and inline emojis, have uneven but
growing support across other major chat platforms. For instance, emoji reactions
are now supported in Facebook Messenger. Additionally, almost all platforms now
support inline emojis, while slash commands could be simulated using hashtags.

4.8

Conclusion

In this work, we studied how users of group chat make sense of chat conversations
when they need to catch up or look back, and we investigated how marking up chat
messages to provide additional structure could help. From presenting 15 interviewees
with different representations of chat information, we determined the importance of
structure and discourse acts towards quickly understanding the gist and relevance of
a chat conversation. From these findings, we developed Tilda, a tool for participants
to mark up an ongoing chat conversation with various signals. The tool allows users
to catch up on chat conversations through structured and linked summaries automatically created from users’ notes and tags. From lab studies and field studies, we find
that Tilda is effective for both taking notes and catching up on conversation.
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Chapter 5
Murmur: Fine-Grained Moderation
of Content Delivery in Mailing Lists
Mailing lists have existed since the early days of email and are still widely used today, even as more sophisticated online forums and social media websites proliferate.
The simplicity of mailing lists can be seen as a reason for their endurance, a source
of dissatisfaction, and an opportunity for improvement. Using a mixed-method approach, we study two community mailing lists in depth with interviews and surveys,
and survey a broader spectrum of 28 lists. We report how members of the different
communities use their mailing lists and their goals and desires for them. We explore
why members prefer mailing lists to other group communication tools. But we also
identify several tensions around mailing list usage that appear to contribute to dissatisfaction with them. We conclude with design implications that explore how to
alleviate the tensions that we observe around mailing list usage and introduce a new
system Murmur for fine-grained delivery specification within mailing list emails.

5.1

Introduction

Just four years after the invention of email, the first mailing list, MsgGroup, was
created in 1971 to help Arpanet users discuss the idea of using Arpanet for discussion.
In the 40 years since, mailing lists have become pervasive, helping communities share
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information, ask and answer questions, discuss issues, and build ties. More recently,
alternative methods of group communication emerged, including discussion forums,
Q&A sites, and social networking sites. As other tools gained prominence, some
believed that mailing lists would die out and be replaced [191]. But mailing lists
continue to be widely used.
Despite ongoing use, mailing lists have changed little from their original design.
There have been some modifications and advancements, but generally mailing lists
are used much as in the 1970s. While mailing list development stagnated, newer
applications and websites have introduced numerous collaborative curation features,
including following, tagging, and social moderation. These new systems and their
features have been studied extensively in recent years. Email clients have also undergone dramatic changes in the last 40 years, so that now many people access their
email in new ways [90].
Given the continued pervasive use of mailing lists, the lack of new development
or research surrounding them, and advances in our modern social systems, we believe
that a closer study of mailing lists today could reveal significant room for improvement. We consider the following questions:
∙ What are the reasons people continue to use mailing lists in the face of modern
social media tools?
∙ What are the problems and limitations of mailing lists despite their continued
use?
∙ How might we address these problems and limitations without ruining what
makes mailing lists so attractive?
To gain insight into these questions, we studied the use of two mailing list communities through in-depth interviews. We augmented this qualitative examination
with a survey of more members, and we additionally surveyed users from another 28
mailing lists of varying community types. We explored the diversity of goals, expectations, and perceptions among community members subscribed to lists, and how this
can leave many users dissatisfied. In more detail,
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∙ We saw significant disagreement over the preferred types, quantity, and tone of
email delivered over each list;
∙ We found that many users muzzled themselves and others posted too much,
based on their perception of others’ preferences—perceptions that were often
wrong;
∙ In particular, we found that the wide variation in how users handle incoming
email influenced their perception of how the list should be used, to the detriment
of others; and
∙ We observed that despite these problems, many users considered the mailing
list superior for group communication to both web forums and social media.
Given these findings, we explore a design space for allowing diverse users to all
simultaneously use the same mailing list in their different preferred ways without
negatively impacting users with different preferences. Our results suggest that mailing
list users could benefit from greater flexibility and control in how they choose their
audience and their incoming content, and this might encourage more contributions
that the community finds valuable. We also find a need for greater transparency
and social awareness within mailing list systems to allow users to better know who
their audience is and how their content is received. Our main contribution is an
exploration of the current tensions existing within modern mailing list communities
and opportunities so as to alleviate those tensions with design.
As a result of these findings, we develop Murmur, a reimagination of the mailing
list that allows for fine-grained customization of content delivery by both senders and
receivers. Murmur is implemented as mailing list software that can be used from any
mail client as well as on the system’s webpage. In this chapter, I will describe the
features of Murmur and details of implementation. While Murmur has been publicly
available and in active usage for several years, a formal study on the effects and usage
of Murmur is slated for future work.
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Dorm
Lab

Interview

Survey

Subscribed*

Posters**

10
10

43
108

541
4,147

531
708

Table 5.1: The two mailing list populations studied in depth. *Number of subscribers
at the time the survey was taken in May 2014. **Posters refers to the number of
unique contributors in a period of 1 year starting from June 2013 to June 2014.

Dorm
Lab

Membership

Archives

Posts/day*

Moderated

restricted
unrestricted

public
public

15.75(13.53)
6.45(5.25)

No
No

Table 5.2: General information about the two mailing lists. *Average number of posts
per day, followed by standard deviation, in a period of 1 year starting from June 2013
to June 2014.

5.2

Data Collection

We collected both interview and survey data, primarily relying on the qualitative
interview data to gain a deeper understanding of the two communities we studied.
The surveys, which reached a larger user population and a more diverse set of mailing
lists, let us triangulate our interview findings.

5.2.1

Interview Study

We began in May 2014 with in-person interviews of members of two mailing list communities, summarized in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 and characterized in more detail in
the next section. The mailing lists were chosen because they were well established in
terms of age and integration into their respective communities, giving them a sizeable
membership, community participation ratio, and posting frequency that would allow
for interesting dynamics to be observed. Our first mailing list, called Dorm, is for
members of a 300-person undergraduate dormitory of a mid-sized U.S. university. We
interviewed 10 (4 female, 6 male, median age of 22) members, including 8 undergraduates and 2 residential advisors. Our second mailing list, called Lab, is for members,
affiliates, and followers of a 1000-person technology research lab in a different midsized U.S. university. We interviewed 10 (1 female, 8 male, 1 other, median age of 30)
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members, including 1 professor, 2 administrators, 2 researchers, 4 graduate students,
and 1 former graduate student. Potential interviewees were recruited by emailing
the target list, by emailing related mailing lists, and by word-of-mouth. We selected
interviewees to reach a diverse set of users in terms of affiliation to the community,
length of time in the community, and level of usage, including those who used the list
infrequently or were unsubscribed.
Before the interview, we asked interviewees to reflect on their experiences and
bring two posts or threads that were memorable in either a good or bad way in
order to ground our discussion. We began the interviews by asking users about
the posts they brought as well as their inclination or resistance to contributing in
those instances. We then asked general open-ended questions about the mailing list,
such as their opinions and participation level. We also had interviewees bring their
laptops and demonstrate their strategies for organizing their mailing list email within
their email client. Finally, we asked users to compare their mailing list with other
community discussion systems that they used and to imagine what the list would be
like if migrated to such alternative systems.
We employed a grounded theory approach [51] to allow themes to emerge from the
interviews. They were conducted by the first author, lasted from 20 to 80 minutes, and
were mostly open-ended to allow users to describe their experiences in detail. They
were coded by the first author using standard qualitative coding techniques [232] to
find concepts around what users liked about mailing lists, frustrating or rewarding
experiences, and moments of doubt or self-censorship. The authors as a group iteratively discussed the codes and grouped them into themes. Some groupings were made
from concepts that seemed contradictory; these form the tensions that we describe
later. Others were made from commonly-expressed explanations for behaviors and
preferences.

5.2.2

Survey

Using the themes generated, we then built a survey to see whether our interview
findings could be confirmed by a larger subset of the two communities and by a more
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diverse set of mailing list communities. We built a 4 page web survey using SurveyMonkey that had a combination of multiple choice questions, free-response questions,
and 5-point Likert scales. We deployed the survey after interviews concluded. In
addition to Dorm and Lab, we surveyed 28 other mailing list communities. These
communities were found by asking others to publicize the survey to mailing lists
they used. We aimed to reach a diverse set of mailing list populations and selected
communities of varying sizes and functions.
Our survey investigated users’ attitudes towards and perceptions of their mailing
list, which is why we relied on self-reported data. To build the survey, we took the
themes developed and converted them to sets of questions, with some multiple choice
responses taken from the codes extracted from the interviews. We asked users about
their strategies for managing their mailing list email and characteristics of the list.
We inquired whether they cared about things like missed email, irrelevant content,
or high volume. We delved into how users felt about lengthy discussions and what
gave them pause when considering posting. Finally, we asked users to rate potential
changes to the list, including introducing hypothetical features to the list and moving
to alternative systems.
We screened out 74 people who completed the survey in under 4 minutes, completed less than half, or had a variance below 0.5 for answers to Likert scale questions,
which had items of reverse valence. Of 415 remaining participants, 43 (37% male,
56% female, median age 21) were from Dorm, 108 (67% male, 23% female, median
age 27) from Lab, and 264 (33% male, 65% female, median age 21) from other lists.
Some chose not to divulge their gender or age. The demographics for Dorm and
Lab respondents reasonably approximate those of the membership. We did note a
slight skew in gender towards more female respondents; however, we were careful to
consider this in our analysis.
The total number of subscribers and unique contributors in the last year for Dorm
and Lab are shown in Table 5.1. We presume that some email accounts were inactive
or were filtered into a spam folder, but expect the number of people actually reading
the mailing list is somewhere between the subscriber and unique contributor count.
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Figure 5-1: Total number of emails per year for Dorm and Lab.
Thus, we believe the real response rate to be above 5% for both communities. Our
recruitment method of emailing the mailing list did not reach people who had left
the list previously or did not check their email in time. This presents a non-response
bias in our survey data, though we did take care to find and interview people who
had left the list or did not check it frequently. We were able to reach these people by
inquiring in person to members of both communities. We discuss potential biases in
more detail in following sections.

5.3

The Mailing List Communities

We begin with a deeper look into what the communities that we interviewed and
surveyed are like.

5.3.1

The Dorm Mailing List

As seen in Figure 5-1, the Dorm mailing list was started in the fall of 2001, with a
general increase in volume in the years since. The community of Dorm is composed
of primarily undergraduates and some residential advisors and staff that live together
in residential housing. Students are randomly assigned to the housing community
during their first years and stay until they graduate, so they generally know each
other by name or face. Students are automatically added to the mailing list upon
joining the community and are removed when they leave, though they can unsubscribe
anytime. As Table 5.1 shows, the number of unique posters over the last year from
June 2013 is quite close to the latest subscription number, meaning that almost all
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users posted to the list. However, about 25% of the unique posters only posted
once. Interviewees described the content as comprised mostly of publicity for events
organized by students for other students, with event announcements appearing several
times a day. This activity is so prevalent that students name it “pubbing." This may
account for why only about 30% of the posts in a year’s time were replies. At the
time of our study, there were also many posts related to buying and selling items due
to seniors about to graduate, highlighting the periodic nature of content due to the
school year cycle.

5.3.2

The Lab Mailing List

The Lab mailing list was started in 2004 and has since seen a considerable increase
in volume, also shown in Figure 5-1. The Lab community is composed of mostly
current and alumni graduate students and some faculty, research staff, administrators,
and undergraduates that are members of a technology research institute. Graduate
students are automatically added but can unsubscribe anytime, and the list is public,
so affiliates of the lab or interested parties may also be on the list. The volume is
generally less than Dorm and varies less. As seen in Table 5.1, there are over 4,000
subscribers although only 708 unique people posted in a year’s time, suggesting that
there are many lurkers and dormant accounts on the list. Of the people who did
post, 51% only posted once. At the other end, the most frequent poster on the list
posted over three times as much as the next most frequent poster. This person was
referenced many times by name in both the interviews and surveys as a polarizing and
outspoken list member. Interviewees described the list as a general-purpose list for the
lab, with many job postings, housing listings, event announcements, and occasionally
interesting discussions.
We additionally surveyed 28 other communities, with 3 sports teams, 9 extracurricular or cultural clubs, 5 academic groups, 6 dorms, 1 sorority, 3 social clubs, and
2 neighborhoods. Though we reached communities of different sizes and functions,
many of them were connected to a university or were comprised mostly of university
students due to our method of convenience sampling. We address the generalizability
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of our findings in light of our sample in a further section.

5.4

Why are Mailing Lists Still Relevant?

We first turn towards understanding why people still use mailing lists today in the
face of modern discussion systems. Following this section, we will address problems
related to mailing lists before discussing potential fixes to these problems, keeping
in mind the positives we explore here. We report numbers in many cases primarily
to describe our survey results but these numbers should be regarded as indicative
due to our relatively low response rate. For all survey questions asking for degree of
agreement with a statement, we use a 5 point Likert scale and code 1-2 as disagreeing
with the statement, 3 as neutral, and 4-5 as agreeing.
We asked users to rate how often they used different group communication systems, including mailing lists, Facebook Groups, Google+ Communities, subreddits,
or discussion forums. We found that after mailing lists, the next most popular tool
for group communication was Facebook Groups. When asked about the Facebook
Groups they were on, interviewees overall said that there was generally little activity and that they checked them much less frequently than their mailing list emails,
even if they checked Facebook several times a day. Some interviewees mentioned that
Dorm and Lab in fact had Facebook Groups, but that they had low membership and
were mostly dormant. When we refer back to Figure 5-1, we can see that volume has
generally gone up over time on both mailing lists even during the growth of Facebook.
We asked users to imagine moving their mailing list to other systems and consider
what would change. Overall, interviewees believed that moving their list to Facebook
would result in less activity or discussion and preferred to continue using their mailing
list. From the surveys, only a small minority of respondents liked the idea of moving
their mailing list to a Facebook Group (13% agree, 15% neutral, 72% disagree). We
found even lower percentages in favor of moving to a subreddit or a web forum (5%
and 9% agree respectively). We now explore several differences we encountered in how
people thought of email versus social media and how this played into their preference
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for mailing list communication.

5.4.1

Email Feels More Private than Social Media

A number of interviewees said that social media somehow felt more public than mailing lists, when explaining low activity on Facebook Groups. This was interesting
because it was technically untrue; the mailing list archives were public in both lists
while a private Facebook Group would not be visible outside the group. However,
most interviewees of both groups, Dorm in particular, were surprised to find that the
mailing list archives were publically accessible. We also found that both interviewees
and those surveyed severely underestimated the number of people on the lists, echoing other research [20]. For instance, only 7% surveyed of Lab properly guessed how
many people were subscribed to the list. Instead, the median guessed list size on the
survey was 500-800 people, an order of magnitude lower. As another potential reason
why, many interviewees commented that on Facebook people’s identities were more
tied to their messages because of the proximity of profile images and linked profiles:
There’s a greater sense of [Facebook] being public...you can see everybody
who’s on there. It’s very visible, very present. Whereas on email, you’re
sending it into the mystic...you don’t see all the faces staring back at you.
–Dorm
Other interviewees reasoned that the archives were harder to access and read,
while it would be easier to scroll down a group’s Facebook page. This suggests that
efforts to make archives more searchable or readable need also to clearly demonstrate
to members the size of their potential audience.

5.4.2

Email is Still Considered Work, While Social Media is
Play

To many interviewees, email was still considered more professional and more associated with information and productivity than social media. From the surveys, a
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majority of users thought that email was more professional than Facebook (61%
agree, 25% neutral, 14% disagree). In a similar vein, interviewees associated discussion forums like Reddit with procrastination. When asked if the mailing list should
move to Facebook, one user said:
I wouldn’t be surprised if people start posting cat videos to this. [Facebook]
has been a distraction for most people...When I look at [Lab]...I don’t see
it as a place to post cat videos. –Lab
As we will explore later, a common theme we found across our communities was an
enjoyment of and a desire for more interesting discussions within the mailing list. One
interviewee who wanted more discussions felt that they would not thrive on Facebook,
but they also did not quite fit with his perception of email as more work-related:
...it leaves the open discourse in an awkward split between personal conversation, Facebook Groups, and the part of email that’s not all business-y.
–Dorm
While overall few users minded that group conversations were going into their
email (14% agree, 22% neutral, 64% disagree), our data may be biased in that users
who unsubscribed were less likely to respond to our survey. Some interviewees, one
of whom had unsubscribed, indicated that the discussions in their inbox distracted
them from typically work-related emails. Many interviewees similarly felt that some
or more posts on the mailing list were not work-related. Given that these group
conversations still felt more work-related than social media to many interviewees,
this suggests that mailing lists could be designed to be something in between social
media and email.

5.4.3

Email is More Used and More Controllable

Despite the popularity of Facebook, many interviewees mentioned knowing people in
the community who were not on Facebook but used email. Several interviewees also
stated that they checked their email more often than they checked Facebook, with a
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majority of the survey respondents agreeing (67% agree, 14% neutral, 19% disagree).
Another difference between email and social media is that email, using the SMTP
standard, is more readily customizable and viewable with many different interfaces.
Many interviewees preferred to have the flexibility to set up custom filters, tags, or
notifications. One interviewee expressed frustration with Facebook’s interface, which
is not customizable:
You only have the choice [on Facebook Groups]...I want to watch every
message...or I don’t. If you say yes, then...your cellphone [is] beeping
every 5 minutes. If you say no, you’re going to miss everything. There’s
no in between where once a day I can...see what’s new. –Lab
Additionally, all email is sent to all recipients, which may make it more likely for
email to be seen as well, though this could depend on access methods as we shall
explore later. In contrast, systems like Facebook that employ an opaque algorithm
for displaying content make it difficult to even determine who receives what:
Facebook plays games with what they show people and so there’s no even
clear notion of who it is that’s seen what you’re sending...[Email’s] really
the only mechanism where it comes with this feeling of it’ll get seen. –Lab
In the survey, a majority said that they enjoyed having the flexibility and power
to organize their email the way they wanted (67% agree, 22% neutral, 11% disagree).

5.5

Tensions Within Mailing List Communities

We now turn to examining several tensions that we observed within the mailing list
communities we studied that may lead to problems. To facilitate our exploration,
we categorize the types of mailing list posts into transactional (events, sales, etc.)
and interactional (discussion, humor, etc.) communication. These categories have
been used for spoken discourse and found in prior mailing list studies [131]. We
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Figure 5-2: Survey results drawing an arrow starting from the number of times users
stated a type of post occurred (circle) and ending at how often users would have liked
for it to appear (arrow). Ratings are displayed as averages. Scale is 1–Never, 2–Once
a month, 3–Once a week, 4–Once a day, 5–More than once a day.

acknowledge that not all posts fit easily into one category and that some intended
transactional posts become interactional.1
Breaking down the mailing list content more finely, we asked survey respondents
to self-report how often certain types of posts occur and also how often they would like
certain types of posts to occur. In Figure 5-2, we visualize the difference for Dorm
and Lab. To validate our survey results, two people were employed to manually tag
100 random emails from May 2014 from each mailing list into one of 9 categories
we chose, given the subject line and body of the email (Cohen’s kappa=0.70). After
resolving disagreements through discussion, we found that with minor exceptions
generally people’s perceptions of how many emails they received of each category
aligned with the normalized frequencies we found.

1

For instance, our post to Lab soliciting participants for our survey turned into a multi-week,
70-post discussion on the ethics of using Amazon gift cards as a reward.
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Dorm

Lab

+ “One of my favorite...types, is the
sort of intellectual discourse...there
was a golden time, where you had
the right combination of people, you
could get a good...intellectual discussion.”
– “I personally am glad that [the discussion is] gone. I think it keeps
[ Dorm] to be much more efficient.”

“I sometimes wish there were more
meaningful conversations about technology and less about logistics and so
on. ...Those things show up a lot in
talks but I don’t think people discuss
them enough.”
“...if I had to pinpoint an ideal level
for me, personally, I don’t know,
maybe 10 to 15 percent less of what
[the discussion level] currently is
right now, would be great.”

Table 5.3: Interview quotes expressing positive and negative feelings about interactional content on the two mailing lists.

5.5.1

Tension 1: Differences in Type of Content Desired

In our interviews, we found that often users even within the same community had
different ideas about what their mailing lists should contain. For instance, we learned
from the senior student interviewees of Dorm that the mailing list used to have
more discussions during their sophomore year, because of a certain set of outspoken
seniors. As seen in Table 5.3, interviewees disagreed on whether that was a good thing.
Interviewees in Lab also disagreed on the optimum level of interactional content.
When it came to more specific categories of email, such as the ones in Figure 52, interviewees also disagreed. Some interviewees were strongly in favor of more
lighthearted humor or silliness on the mailing list while others were strictly against
it. As another example, one interviewee spoke about job postings:
I think people will differ in that evaluation. I’m sure there’s lots of people
who actually appreciate the job postings and stuff whereas I’m not looking
for a job. –Lab
We asked interviewees about how to reconcile the amount of transactional posts
they wanted on the list versus the amount of interactional content they wanted. Some
users acknowledged the tension between the two functions of the list:
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The users of [Dorm] are the types of people that don’t really care about
spammy stuff in their inbox ...Only upon reflection of what [Dorm] use to
be, do I stop and think like yeah, maybe that spammy stuff kind of pushed
out more of that intellectual conversation... –Dorm
In the survey data, when asked if the mailing list should stick to informational
posts, a sizeable minority agreed (24%). On the flip side, 34% wished the list would
have more discussions. Because these two questions were inter-related (Cronbach’s
alpha = 0.70), we added them together to create an overall discussion-desired measure. The average variance within the communities was 1.95, demonstrating a large
spread of preferences. As shown in Figure 5-3, we also saw that within Dorm and
Lab, while there is a general trend towards wanting more discussion, there appears
to be no one level of discussion ideal for even a large plurality of users.
Users also had very different ideas about how focused their list content should be.
Some interviewees were sensitive to relevancy and stated that they would leave the
list if there were an increase in the number of irrelevant emails:
...I don’t like getting email. Especially when it’s not applicable. –Lab
Other interviewees didn’t mind irrelevant content because they wanted to feel
more connected to the community and liked knowing about things going on, even if
it didn’t affect them. Some also appreciated serendipity, or being able to stumble
across information they normally wouldn’t read:
There’s always that case that there’s an event or something that I’m like,
“...This is really cool." I never would have found that, if it wasn’t for
[Dorm]. ...To reduce those [types of posts] would be probably detrimental
to those small instances. –Dorm
To me it’s kind of like a nostalgic, ambient awareness sort of thing...You
still want to kind of keep tabs on what’s going on even if you’re not fully
practicing everything. –Lab
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Figure 5-3: The discussion-desired measure, from 2–least desired to 10–most desired,
for Dorm and Lab.
Interviewees also disagreed about whether replies to posts should appear on the
list. The following two quotes are from different interviewees from Lab:
...You might as well just post it [to the list]. If they’re not interested they
can either skip over it, or quickly skim over it, or whatever. –Lab
I despise it when people hit the reply to all button instead of the reply to
button. –Lab
As we saw, people even in the same community often have different ideas about
what type of content should be on the list. This tension could cause backlash or
the fear of backlash against certain posts or behaviors, leading to self-censorship,
as we explore further in Tension 2. Thus we must be cautious when designing new
features that impact the entire community unilaterally, which could hurt an important
minority of members, and should instead strive to give users more control of what
they get.

5.5.2

Tension 2: Desire for Interaction vs. Hesitation to Post

As can be seen from the arrows in Figure 5-2, the desired occurrence is higher than
perceived occurrence for most of the interactional content, while the opposite is true
for transactional content. Despite this general desire for more interaction, we found
paradoxically that many users who wanted more discussions did not contribute to
them. One interviewee acknowledged the discrepancy between her actions and desires,
saying:
I think it is kind of a Catch 22...I want more discussion but I also don’t
want to put myself out there... –Dorm
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Post Type

Dorm

Misinterpretation
Appearing Stupid
Heated Arguments
Privacy
Negative Voices
Strangers
Spamming Large Audience
Time and Effort
Presence of Authority

3.79
3.54
3.52
3.50
3.29
3.26
3.05
3.00
2.52

(1.06)
(1.19)
(1.14)
(1.24)
(1.24)
(1.11)
(1.29)
(1.11)
(1.12)

Lab
2.69
3.08
3.19
3.10
3.16
2.74
3.41
2.71
3.06

(1.01)
(1.14)
(1.19)
(1.19)
(1.22)
(1.15)
(1.14)
(1.15)
(1.26)

Table 5.4: Survey results for what gave users pause before posting for Dorm and
Lab. Averages and standard deviations are reported. Scale is 1–Strongly disagree,
2–Disagree, 3–Neither disagree nor agree, 4–Agree, 5–Strongly Agree.
We found additional evidence of this in the surveys when we focused only on the
respondents who said they wanted more discussion. Of the people who wanted more
discussion, a majority of them had actually never participated in a discussion on the
list (66%).
Though low levels of posting can be attributed to issues such as social loafing [165],
we asked interviewees whether there were times when they wanted to participate in
a conversation or had even written a post but did not send it. In these cases, users
were actively interested in participating but were deterred for various reasons. We
categorized the reasons that interviewees cited for why they self-censored their posts.
Our survey then asked which of these categories gave respondents pause when posting.
Though previous research has uncovered some similar deterrences [308, 345], we report
them here for greater contextualization and as motivation for some of our later design
implications. Below, we discuss a few of the categories that stood out in interviews
and surveys. Full survey results can be found in Table 5.4.
Spamming Large Audiences: Many interviewees stated that they were worried
about spamming a large number of people. This was the most troubling of all the
issues for Lab and the other communities that we surveyed except Dorm. One
interviewee talked about the times he wrote long replies but never sent them, saying:

I’m not sure what it is that I would be losing if I hit that send button but...I
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felt...I’m just spamming people...and I’m only perpetuating inbox overload
to people. –Lab
Misinterpretation: This issue was the most troubling of the issues for Dorm
survey respondents. Many interviewees from Dorm said that they were hesitant
to engage in discussions of controversial issues over email for fear of misspeaking
and offending someone. This issue may have been more salient for Dorm because
members live in close proximity and all generally know each other. To them it was
difficult to craft a response that they felt would be politically correct and would not
be misinterpreted:
Writing an email that is nuanced enough for [Dorm] without pissing people off just like takes so long that it’s not worth my time. –Dorm
Heated Arguments: People often expected that joining a discussion might lead
to a heated argument they didn’t want to get into. Interviewees from Dorm and Lab
could both name particular people on the list that they felt were “trolls," or people
who could be counted on to spark controversy, leading to repetitive arguments. This
was the second and third most problematic issue for Lab and Dorm respectively.
...A couple times...I would feel like I had something to say and I would
write this reply...I would spend a lot of time on it and then think this isn’t
worth it...it’s just going to devolve into an age old argument of the same
type that has happened over and over again. –Lab
Appearing stupid: People from both communities were worried that they would
be judged for appearing stupid. In Lab, this often translated to being afraid to talk
about technical issues, for instance:
One thing that [Lab] is relatively devoid of is technical questions. You’re
keenly aware that the way...you’ll ask a question signals an ignorance that
you’re afraid to show in [Lab] with such smart people. –Lab
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This was also the second most problematic issue for Dorm. One international
interviewee said that she was embarrassed about her poor English and chose not to
post questions, even when she really wanted help.
Summary: As can be seen, users were deterred from posting due to their fears
of how their participation would be perceived by other members. We saw many users
were afraid of spamming others with unwanted discussion, yet still a majority of people wanted to see more discussion. This highlights how these fears may sometimes be
misfounded. Indeed many interviewees spoke of experiences where their participation
resulted in positive outcomes. However, there were also times when users’ fears were
not misfounded, with arguments or harsh responses resulting. These conflicts may
possibly be exacerbated in part to differences outlined in Tension 1.

5.5.3

Tension 3: Push vs. Pull Access

The last tension we explore is related to how users chose to access their email and
how this may have affected their attitudes and actions on the mailing list.
Information access and exchange has often been differentiated as push versus pull.
In push systems, senders actively “push” content to recipients, while in pull systems,
senders make content available and recipients “pull” it at their leisure. There are two
aspects of push systems that are often expected: recipients receive all messages, and
they receive them in real-time. Neither of these expectations hold in pull systems,
where recipients can ignore content or read it when they wish.
Traditionally, email is considered a push system while discussion forums and message feeds such as on Facebook, Twitter, or RSS are accessed more like pull systems.
But while email systems are push-based, some users’ email access practices have
shifted to ways that are more typical of pull-based systems. We find evidence of this
shift in users that use automatic filing to divert mailing list email away from their
inboxes to separate folders. The difference in behavior of these users versus users
within the same community that access their mailing list in a traditional way may
lead to tensions. We also note that while users can digest their email, only 2% of
those surveyed used it, so we do not focus on that group.
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5.5.4

A Pull Experience via Automatic Filing

A currently popular practice is filtering email into secondary folders that are then
accessed less often. Many interviewees said that they had their mailing list email
automatically filed into a separate folder. One interviewee, explaining the difference
between his interaction with his main inbox and his mailing list folder said:
It does change your interaction. It’s a lot less urgent. I perceive [Dorm]
as something that’s less important. ...I want to check [Dorm] so I’m going
to open it and look at it. ...Whereas with my email inbox it’s coming there.
I need to check this. –Dorm
Another user had mailing list email come to his main inbox until Gmail began
automatically filing it into a Forums tab:
Once Gmail made that change...most of my day is spent in the Important
Email tab and I rarely look at the Forums tab. ...I think I skim [Lab] less
not because of a disengagement from the list but just because the email
client has suddenly hidden them... –Lab
For some interviewees, filing the mailing list into a separate folder meant that
occasionally they would forget to check it for an extended period. Others said that
they purposefully checked the folder less often when they were busy.
It doesn’t feel like I can’t keep up perhaps because I don’t want to be reading
every single email. –Dorm
I treat it the same way that I would treat a...water cooler where you walk
by and there’s some colleagues talking...but you can’t spend all day at the
water cooler. –Lab
In our survey, automatic filing was the most popular strategy for Dorm and second
most popular for all other communities (48% Dorm, 17% Lab, 11% others). This
difference may be due to the relatively high volume of emails that Dorm receives. A
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majority of automatic filers reported that they did not mind missing email from the
list (67% agree, 20% neutral, 13% disagree). A majority also reported that they read
email from the list when they felt like it instead of when it arrived (70% agree, 15%
neutral, 15% disagree). Additionally, many interviewees with this strategy stated that
they did not mind irrelevant email or high volume from the mailing list specifically
because the emails were being filed away.

5.5.5

A Push Experience without Automatic Filing

We observed a different attitude from the users who did not file their mailing list email
separately from their normal email. These users had to go through each mailing list
email just like any other email because it was arriving in the same place. One such
user noted problems that arose when he neglected to read his mailing list email:
...[there’s] the risk of missing important mails when I allow many to go
unread because the state of being read or unread is less signaling... –Lab
In our survey, receiving content in the main inbox was the most or second-most
popular way of dealing with mailing list email (23% Dorm, 58% Lab, 68% others).
In comparison to automatic filers, a smaller proportion of these users did not mind
missing email from the list, with more than double the previous population disagreeing
(50% agree, 31% neutral, 29% disagree). Fewer users also reported that they read
email when they felt like it as opposed to when it arrived, with most disagreeing
(36% agree, 16% neutral, 48% disagree). Interviewees also expressed a willingness to
unsubscribe if email became more irrelevant or volume started to increase:
[Email] is something that I make an effort to stay on top of. I will unsubscribe from mailing lists if I think it’s sending me too much email that’s
not relevant. –Lab
Users who do not filter their mailing list may be more sensitive to irrelevant email,
making it difficult to maintain a casual relationship to the community or benefit from
serendipity.
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5.5.6

Comparison

The survey data supported our association of automatic filing with pull-based and of
manual handling with push-based behavior. We found that automatic filers were more
likely to completely miss email from the list (18% vs 7%) and to not mind missing
email from the list (67% vs 50%). Automatic filers also were more likely to only read
mailing list email when they felt like it, not when the email messages arrived (70% vs
36%). On the other hand, users who had no filing strategy were more likely to read
every message from the list (81% vs 75%). In the interviews with automatic filers,
we found an expectation that others were accessing their email in the same way and
would not mind additional email:

When...you get emails from someone, it doesn’t take you that much time
to just get rid of it. I think the people who really don’t like spam already
filter their [Dorm list]... In which case my additional email really takes
like three seconds of your time. –Dorm

An interviewee who did not have any strategy to differentiate his mailing list email
had a very different thought-process when thinking of whether to post to the list:

When I’m thinking about sending an email to [Lab], I’m like, “Wow, does
every single person related to [Lab] really need to get this email?" If that’s
not the case, I probably wouldn’t send it. –Lab

Our interviews suggest that how people access their list email may impact how
they feel about the list as a whole and how they then act as senders on the list. For instance, people who automatically file may assume that emails are not time-consuming
and in turn may send more emails, annoying or overwhelming fellow members, or send
less relevant emails, contributing to Tension 1. Conversely, people who read email
from their main inbox may be more wary about spamming and thus not contribute
as much, in relation to Tension 2.
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5.6

Design Implications

Our results suggest that a better group communication system would keep the characteristics that people enjoy about mailing lists but also employ new features that
alleviate the tensions we found. As simply moving to an alternative system outside of
email may be unappealing, we instead consider incorporating features, some of which
are common to social media or forum systems, within mailing lists. We note that
several of our findings are not fundamentally tied to mailing lists but point to general preferences and tensions within communities, and thus they also suggest design
implications for any group discussion system such as social media.

5.6.1

Coping With Diverse Preferences

As discussed in Tension 1, members of the same community often disagreed widely on
what type and amount of content should be on the list. A potential way of fixing this
could be to split the list into two or more lists, but this was rejected by many surveyed
and interviewed, due to fears of it leading to less participation and splintering of the
community. It is therefore essential to consider designs that permit many different
sending and receiving preferences to coexist. One way to reconcile the tension over
type is to allow tagging of emails with topics, as done by the Mail2Tag system for
email [242] and systems like Reddit and StackOverflow.
Another popular feature on many social media websites today is voting on content. This feature allows crowds to collaboratively curate content; this can be used to
promote the generally most upvoted content (social moderation) or to target content
based on interests (collaborative filtering [185]). A sizeable subset of survey respondents were interested in receiving only the most interesting posts from their mailing
list (33%). This feature can also be used to populate a point system for users to gain
good standing in a community and as motivation to answer questions quickly, such
as on community Q&A systems [340].
When considering such features, we must be cautious with changes if they destroy
the “guaranteed delivery” implicit in emails’ current push metaphor. This notion
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that email will be read, while no longer true as we saw in Tension 3, was still an
appealing feature of email to many of our interviewees. We can maintain the status
quo by pushing all content to a folder but still allow users to have certain messages
pulled to their main inbox out of that folder, where they are more likely to view the
content. As an alternative, we could have all users receive all posts as normal but
alter subject lines to be prepended with interesting information such as tags or votes,
which would allow users to skim them over more easily or conduct their own filing.
For users that choose not to automatically file, we could digest, though we would
need to carefully consider how to present time-sensitive emails and new replies to
threads, as these were issues our digest users complained about. Finally, for the users
who are unhappy with the level or type of emails and do not file or digest, we could
simple not send certain emails. Clearly this would break emails’ push metaphor and
may lead to less participation from these users but may be a reasonable tradeoff for
the users that we found that had already unsubscribed or were willing to completely
unsubscribe if the volume or ratio of irrelevancy got too high.
Importantly, the new features we suggest would apply only to users who care
enough to enable them and not to everyone. Also, in designing a new distribution
mechanism, we must be careful to respect users’ desire for control over what they
receive. Algorithms for curating feeds may introduce biases and may be difficult
for users to comprehend. Thus, schemes with deterministic filtering rules may be
appealing for users who reject the opaque selection mechanisms provided by many of
today’s social media tools.

5.6.2

Overcoming Deterrences to Posting

Focusing now on senders of posts, we address the issues around users’ deterrences
from posting interactional content from Tension 2. In the surveys, a number of users
stated that there were certain people on the list to whom they wished they could
avoid posting (22%). By allowing users to exclude certain recipients from their post
or block certain senders as is possible with some social media websites, this issue could
potentially be alleviated. Blocked members may realize what is happening either
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through reading archives or by receiving a reply or forwarded email, and the poster
would need to weigh that risk, just as with many social media systems. If the chances
are perceived to be low, then the poster may find it worth it so as to not start a heated
argument, have their conversation derailed, or otherwise avoid awkward or unwanted
interactions. These features would need to be designed carefully so that members
don’t feel completely excluded, and the community maintains its cohesiveness.
Due to the lingering perception that all emails get read, many interviewees also
had a fear of spamming large audiences and were deterred from posting. While
deterrences can be useful to keeping volume down, this may also have the effect of
silencing certain members over others as we saw in Tension 2 and 3, leading to a bias
in participation. To combat this, we can destroy the notion of guaranteed delivery
in only these instances to allow senders to send emails to a subset of the subscribers
on the list. From the surveys, a sizeable portion of respondents said they would be
more inclined to post if they could post to a random or targeted subset of the list
(30%). We could allow the post to slowly propagate through the list of subscribers as
it gains likes or replies, similarly to how content surfaces on some news feeds. While
this makes receiving these emails no longer deterministic, this may be a reasonable
tradeoff if the sender would have chosen to not post otherwise. Similarily, for users
that are worried about looking stupid or being misinterpreted, we could allow users
to send emails to a buddy or trusted group within the list to vet, moderate, or even
edit the email before distributing it further. This could also potentially let the system
mask the original sender without introducing the well-known problems around fully
anonymous posting. This feature could be useful for other social media tools as well.

5.6.3

Reconcile Discrepancies Between Perceived Versus Actual

A common thread through our findings is a difference in people’s perceptions of
circumstances versus what they actually were. We discuss some potential ways to
alleviate this with greater transparency. First, we found in Tension 2 that users were
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reluctant to post discussions, even though users generally wanted more discussion.
To combat this perception, the upvote feature mentioned previously could also serve
as feedback to let users know how their posts are received and encourage them to
participate in the future. A significant portion of survey respondents thought favorably of adding upvotes or likes (34%). Another way to tackle discrepancies is to have
users vote on the tags or common categories they find interesting and surface that at
a community level. This could be juxtaposed with the frequency of tags going back
a short period of time, much like in Figure 5-2, so that it is clearer what members
want more or less of.

Tension 3 also uncovered differences in perception due to how others handle their
email. To alleviate this, we could let users direct messages only to others who have
not received too much email recently. As we are not able to find out the load of a
user from their entire inbox, we would be limited to knowing the number of emails
they receive from the various mailing lists they are subscribed to using this system.
As entire organizations often use the same software for all internal mailing lists, this
number may be a useful if not perfect measure of load for a member of such an
organization.

Finally, this study brought up some privacy implications in that most people
severely underestimated the number of subscribers to the list. Also, most did not
know that the list was public to join or had completely public archives, yet many users
preferred to use mailing lists over other social media due to a sense of privacy. These
issues need to be made clearer to the users so that they are aware of who their audience
may be. Additionally, any changes to make archives more readable or searchable or
allow them to be crawled could have negative effects if not properly relayed to users.
Even though some of these changes may cause people to self-censor even more, we
believe coupling them with some of the other features we have mentioned may mitigate
the effect.
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5.7

Murmur: Reimagining the Mailing List with User
Control Over Delivery

Given these findings, we explore a design space for allowing diverse users to all simultaneously use the same mailing list in their different preferred ways without negatively
impacting users with different preferences. Our results suggest that mailing list users
could benefit from greater flexibility and control in how they choose their audience
and their incoming content, and this might encourage more contributions that the
community finds valuable.
Drawing from our exploration into these tensions, we present Murmur2 , a mailing list system that aims to keep the benefits of email, such as greater confidence
that messages will be seen, while introducing new features that are present in more
modern systems such as Facebook, such as social moderation. Rather than using
algorithmic curation, which puts the delivery of content in the hands of a model,
Murmur allows users to have more explicit and fine-grained control to filter, block,
follow, and otherwise curate how and whether discussions are received. Crucially,
Murmur’s features are not only targeted at receivers but also senders; for instance,
senders may wish to limit their sending to a particular population, time period, or
speed of propagation.

5.7.1

Murmur Design

Murmur is designed to give individual users greater ability to target the messages they
send and the messages they receive in terms of person and topic, as well as define
how they send and receive messages. There are also some administrator capabilities
beyond that of a typical user but they are the same as common mailing list systems
such as Mailman and not a focus of this system. Below are the possible actions that
any individual user may take within Murmur. All settings are mailing list specific.
2

murmur.csail.mit.edu
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User Actions within a Murmur List
For each mailing list within Murmur, a member can set default delivery settings
that apply to all messages within the mailing list. They can then make case-by-case
decisions to override those default settings. Actions that have greater specificity take
precedent over actions with lower specificity. As an example, a user may choose to
block all emails, and then follows only the emails with a particular tag. From there,
the user may be reading a particular thread with that tag and choose to block any
potential replies. The blocking of the thread supersedes the following of the tag,
which supersedes the blocking of all emails.
Default delivery settings: When a user joins or creates the mailing list, their
default delivery setting as a receiver is set to receive all messages. They can change
this setting so that by default, they block all messages. There is also the possibility
to receive the first post in every thread, and not receive any replies unless they choose
to follow the thread. Finally, there are further customizations along the dimension
of time and grouping. Users can choose to receive all messages but in the form of a
digest, similar to many existing mailing list software. They can also decide at what
time intervals to receive messages.
Case-by-case receiver customizations: On top of the default delivery settings,
users can then make case-by-case adjustments as they are writing and reading emails
on top of those defaults at different levels of specificity. The type of adjustment they
can make is predicated on the default settings that they selected.
First, users can choose to follow/block another user’s emails. If they by default
receive emails, they have the option to block; if by default they block emails, they have
the option to follow. A user can also choose to follow/block emails with a particular
tag. A customization at higher level of specificity is the ability to follow/block a
particular thread, so that they receive the replies or they don’t receive the replies,
respectively. This customization supersedes others because of the greater specificity.
Finally, receivers have the ability to tag a reply as well as upvote any email.
Case-by-case sender customizations: Beyond receiver delivery settings, users
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can also set sender delivery settings on a case-by-case basis. By default, senders are
set to deliver their messages to every member of the list immediately. From there,
users can block sending to a user, or mark specific people on the list that their emails
should not go to by default. Users can also set their messages to be sent as slow
mail. That is, instead of messages going to everyone at once, messages can propagate
slowly through the network based on time or based on number of upvotes. Finally,
senders can tag their email using a hashtag or using brackets in the subject line.

Ways to Perform Customizations

Murmur consists of two components: mailing list software and a web interface. Users
can make changes to their customizations from within their email client of choice or
through the web interface.
On the web interface, users can log on and join, leave, create, or deactivate a
mailing list. They can also view information and logs of mailing lists that are public
or where they are a member. For a user’s given lists, members can post, upvote, and
follow messages, as well as make other changes to their settings, such as review and
edit the people, tags, and threads they follow or block.
Within a user’s email client, whenever a message comes from a Murmur list,
links are embedded into the footer of the email so that users can perform actions
that are in relation to that message, such as upvote the message, block any further
replies to the overall thread, or block future messages with the tag if the message is
tagged. Users can also make changes to any of their settings as well as join, leave,
create, or deactivate mailing lists by sending an empty email to Murmur and altering the email address for different actions. For example, to subscribe to a list, the
email address would be (group_name)+subscribe@murmur.csail.mit.edu. Murmur then responds via email if the action was successful. There is a general purpose
help@murmur.csail.mit.edu account to be reminded of the possible email addresses.
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5.7.2

Murmur Implementation

The Murmur website is implemented using the Python Django framework connected
to a MySQL database, though other databases supported by Django can also be used.
For incoming and outgoing emails, Murmur uses Postfix, an open-source SMTP server,
along with the Python library called Lamson, also an SMTP server, for integrating
with the Django backend. Attachments are stored on an Amazon S3 bucket. Finally,
features that must be run at regular intervals such as daily digest emails are configured
using the Linux crontab.

5.8

Limitations and Future Work

Currently, while Murmur is available as a public tool and has been in use by several
mailing lists for a number of years at this point, we have not conducted a formal field
study of the tool. This is planned for future work with a large mailing list.
We examined only a student and a research-driven mailing list, and surveyed a
convenience sample of other mailing list participants, many of whom were students
or in academic roles. We did find the survey respondents for Dorm and Lab matched
the demographics of the two primary communities we study but in general, we do not
know our non-response bias. Generalization from our data should be done cautiously.
Nonetheless, we believe we found some significant groups of mailing list participants
who share the perceptions, expectations, and frustrations that we have outlined.
In addition, because most of the participants in our interviews and surveys were
young enough to have spent many of their formative years using social media, their
preference for using mailing lists over social media for group discussion is potentially
more interesting than that of a general population.
Many populations were not included in this study—for example, work-related
mailing lists. There, different factors such as workplace hierarchy and the culture
around socializing may play an important role. It would also be interesting to contrast mailing list usage with regular email and real-time work communications such
as Yammer and HipChat. Similarly, we are curious how non-work systems might
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be enhanced or replaced by a real-time group chat interface, such as IRC. Several
respondents also mentioned using GroupMe for small group discussion, which does
for SMS what mailing lists do for email. It would be interesting to study how our
findings translate to text messaging and whether GroupMe could then support larger
groups.

5.9

Conclusion

Many people still use mailing lists to communicate within groups. Today, there are
many new systems with new features for group communication, but they have not
displaced mailing lists. We studied two mailing lists through interviews and surveys
and surveyed 28 other mailing lists to understand how and why people use them and
uncover important tensions within communities. We found that mailing list users
within a single community disagree on the types of content the list should have; that
despite wanting more discussion, users self-censor due to real and imagined concerns;
and that how users access their mailing list email may alter their attitude towards
receiving and posting messages. We also made a case for why simply moving to one
of the new systems or building a new system outside of email may not be successful.
From the issues we uncovered within current mailing list communities, we formulated
design ideas introduced within a new mailing list system Murmur in order to alleviate
the tensions we found.
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Chapter 6
Squadbox: Friendsourced Moderation
to Combat Email Harassment
Communication platforms have struggled to provide effective tools for people facing
harassment online. We conducted interviews with 18 recipients of online harassment
to understand their strategies for coping, finding that they often resorted to asking
friends for help. Inspired by these findings, we explore the feasibility of friendsourced
moderation as a technique for combating online harassment. We present Squadbox, a
tool to help recipients of email harassment coordinate a “squad” of friend moderators
to shield and support them during attacks. Friend moderators intercept email from
strangers and can reject, organize, and redirect emails, as well as collaborate on filters.
Squadbox is designed to let its users implement highly customized workflows, as we
found in interviews that harassment and preferences for mitigating it vary widely. We
evaluated Squadbox on five pairs of friends in a field study, finding that participants
could comfortably navigate around privacy and personalization concerns.

6.1

Introduction

The internet has made remote communication frictionless, allowing people to interact
from afar with strangers on a variety of platforms. While these powerful capabilities
have in many ways been positive, they have also empowered bullies and harassers to
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target others like never before. According to recent reports by Data & Society [203]
and the Pew Research Center [77], nearly half of internet users in the United States
have experienced some form of online harassment or abuse.
Unfortunately, solutions for combating online harassment have not kept pace.
Common technical solutions such as user blocking and word-based filters are blunt
tools that cannot cover many forms of harassment, are labor-intensive for people suffering large-scale attacks, and can be circumvented by determined harassers. Even so,
platforms have been criticized for their slow implementation of said features [130, 352].
Recently, researchers have built machine learning models to detect harassment [37,
167, 369], but caution that such models should be used in tandem with human moderators [6], due to the possibility of deception [147] and presence of bias in training
data [22]. Indeed, paid human moderators already make up many of the reporting
pipelines for platforms [227], but they still often fail to understand the nuances of
people’s experiences [26] and make opaque or inconsistent decisions [261, 353].
To devise better solutions, we examined the emergent practices of harassment
recipients and systems designs that would better support their existing strategies.
From a series of interviews with 18 people who have experienced online harassment, we
learned about the nature of their harassment as well as how they cope. Interviewees
came from a wide array of roles, from activist to journalist to scientist, and have
faced harassment on a variety of platforms. Without existing effective solutions, we
found that harassment recipients often turn for help to friends, who they can trust to
understand their desires and maintain their privacy, using techniques such as giving
friends password access to rid their inboxes of harassment or forwarding unopened
messages to friends to moderate.
In light of these existing practices, we consider how to design tools that more
effectively facilitate friendsourced moderation as a technique for combating harassment, a challenge that requires understanding differing individual requirements and
managing potentially sensitive data. We present Squadbox, a tool that allows users
to coordinate a “squad” of trusted individuals to moderate messages when they are
under attack. Using our tool, the “owner” of the squad can automatically forward
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potentially harassing incoming content to Squadbox’s moderation pipeline. When a
message arrives for moderation, a moderator makes an assessment, adding annotations and rationale as needed. The message is then handled in a manner according
to the owner’s preference, such as having it delivered with a label, filed away, or
discarded.

In the design of Squadbox, we embraced a philosophy that one of our first interviewees suggested and that later interviewees reaffirmed: “Everything should be
an option”. Perhaps the most significant takeaway from the interviews was that, as
cases of online harassment vary greatly, no one particular solution will work for everyone. Some wanted to have access to all or some harassing messages; others did
not. Some wanted their moderators to have greater power, while others wanted lesser.
Some wanted to engage with harassers, and some did not. Thus, rather than making
decisions for users about how exactly to use the system, we designed Squadbox to
be highly customizable to different possible owner-moderator relationships and usage
patterns. At the same time, we aim to scaffold the owner and moderator actions so
they can be performed more easily than current jerry-rigged approaches. Our initial
implementation targets email, as this is a platform that is particularly weak on antiharassment tools but also one whose standard API makes it very easy to manipulate.
The system can be extended to any communication platform with a suitable API,
and we plan to do so.

We demoed the tool to five harassment recipients, receiving positive feedback on its
current direction, in preparation for a public launch. We also conducted a field study
with five pairs of friends that use Squadbox for four days, in order to study technologymediated friendsourced moderation in a natural setting. We found that the use of
friends as moderators simplifies issues around privacy and personalization of users’
workflows. However, it also raised other issues related to friendship maintenance, such
as the need to ensure moderators feel adequately supported in their role by owners.
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6.2
6.2.1

Related Work
Online Harassment Research

There has been a great deal of work characterizing online harassment as a significant
problem affecting many internet users [77, 203], with certain groups such as young
adults [358, 364], women [95, 298, 358, 346], and those who identify as LGBTQ [203]
bearing a greater burden. Research has found that 17% of internet users have experienced denial of access through means such as receiving an overwhelming volume
of unwanted messages, having their accounts reported, or Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks. Of all recipients of harassment on the internet, 43% have changed their
email address, phone number, or created a new social media profile due to harassment [203]. As a result of harassment, many recipients simply withdraw from public
online spaces [95, 346] or self-censor their content online [203]. Researchers and internet activists have studied or called for better processes to deal with harassment
on various platforms [130, 227, 261]. Other researchers examine government policy
on online harassment, finding it ineffective [222]. Researchers have also suggested
design interventions for platforms to undertake, resulting from content analysis [293],
interviews and surveys [346], and design sessions [14] with harassment recipients.

6.2.2

Community-Based Systems for Combating Harassment

By building on prior research methods and findings [84, 226], socio-technical systems
researchers can play a part in mitigating online harassment through the development
of novel systems. However, many researchers do not have access to the inner workings
of platforms, which is often necessary to build or study possible interventions. Despite
these limitations, we can look for inspiration from grassroots efforts by volunteers
who have developed community-based anti-harassment tools [102]. Some of these
tools include BlockTogether [143] and Good Game Auto Blocker [129], where users
collaborate on shared blocklists of harassing Twitter accounts. Other communitybased efforts include projects such as Hollaback! that elevate victims’ stories [69],
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and systems such as HeartMob that provide a network of volunteers to support, provide validation for, and take action on behalf of harassment recipients [26]. The
success of these tools suggests that a fruitful path forward for system builders may be
towards empowering individuals facing harassment to better activate their existing
communities. We take inspiration from this prior work in our approach to designing
and developing Squadbox. We also take inspiration from participatory design processes [14] by learning from harassment recipients’ existing strategies to then design
a tool to augment those strategies.

6.3

Experiences, Preferences, and Strategies for Combating Harassment

We begin by investigating the nature of people’s experiences with online harassment,
their existing strategies for combating it, and how their personal support networks
can play a role.
Through social media, professional networks, and cold-emailing people in the news,
we sought out people who had experienced online harassment on any communication
platform. 18 interviewees participated in a 45-minute to one hour-long interview with
the authors via video, phone, or in-person. 12 had experienced harassment through
email. The first half of each interview focused on understanding subjects’ experience
with harassment: the who, where, and how, as well as the impacts the harassment
had on their life and actions they had taken in response. In the second half, we
turned to discussing if and how subjects would use a friendsourced moderation tool.
The first two authors performed a qualitative analysis of the interview transcripts,
using a grounded theory approach to code the data and develop themes. In order
to protect the identities of our subjects, some details and quotes have been edited,
and we use “they” and “their” as personal pronouns for all subjects. Sixteen of 18
participants completed a survey to gather demographic information. Respondents
ranged in age from 18 to 52, with an average of 33.25. Eleven identified as female,
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two as male, and the remaining three as genderqueer, non-binary, and a non-binary
trans woman. Twelve identified as white, three as Asian, and two as Middle Eastern
or North African. We group subjects and label their quotes using high-level categories
based on the nature and sources of their harassment (elaborated in Table 6.3).
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Occupation
(Label)

Platform(s)
Harassed

Nature of Harassment

Graduate student (Res1)
Professor
(Res2)
Professor
(Res3
Scientist
(Ex1)
Director
(Ex2)
Librarian
(Ex3)
Game developer (Fan1)

Facebook, Twitter
Email

Harassed via Twitter and private FB messages for sharing opin- 10+
ions on social issues, politics in academic circles.
Severely harassed for short period for controversial research.
50+

<1/month

Twitter

Harassed by an individual due to a fallout over a collaboration.

10+

<1/month

Email

Harassed by an ex-significant other. Can’t block, need to coordinate to avoid one another and not violate restraining order.
Was harassed and threatened by former significant others.

1+

∼1/month

50+

∼1/month

Activist
(Act1)

Email,
Facebook, Twitter

Harassed on Twitter and FB because of activism on controversial 50+
and identity-related topics, and on email by ex-coworker.

Activist
(Act2)
YouTube
personality
(You1)

Email,
Facebook, Twitter
Email, Twitter,
YouTube

Harassed on Twitter because of writing and political activism.

50+

Identity-based attacks and threats based on the content of
videos. Has been doxed.

10+

Email
Email, SMS
Email, Twitter

Peak
Vol.
per day

Harassed by an ex-significant other over the course of many 10+
years. Can’t block, need to coordinate care of children.
Harassed over several months by an individual pretending to be 1+
a fan. Also receives personal attacks on Twitter.

Avg. Vol.

∼1/month

∼1/day
<1/month
on
email, 50+/day
on Twitter
1+/day
on
email, 50+/day
on Twitter
∼1+/day
on
Twitter
50+/day
on
YouTube
and
Twitter, ∼1/day
on email

YouTube
personality
(You2)
YouTube
personality
(You3)
YouTube
personality
(You4)
Journalist
(Jour1)
Journalist
(Jour2)
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Journalist
(Jour3)
No response)
(Spoof1)
Public Figure
(Pub1)

Twitter,
YouTube

Identity-based attacks and threats based on the content of
videos. Has been doxed.

50+

Email, Twitter,
YouTube

Identity-based attacks and threats based on the content of
videos. Has been doxed.

50+

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
YouTube
Email, Twitter,
SMS
Email, Twitter

Identity-based attacks and threats based on the content of
videos. Has been doxed.

50+

Harassed because of investigations conducted. Included fake 1+
website taunting and threatening the subject.
Harassed by people with dissenting opinions for political opin- 1+
ions in newspaper columns. Personal attacks and insults, some
threats.
Facebook, Insta- Large volume of harassment for a short period after being mis- 50+
gram, Twitter, taken for someone controversial. Personal attacks.
YouTube
SMS
SMS spoofing - both received messages, and messages sent pre- 1+
tending to be this person. Unclear who is the harasser.
Email, Twitter
Large volume of continual harassment, including greater waves 50+
due to public appearances. Personal attacks and death threats.

50+/day
YouTube
Twitter
10+/day
YouTube
Twitter
10+/day

on
and
on
and

∼1/month
∼1/day

∼1/day

(No response)
(No response)

Table 6.3: Interview participants, labeled and grouped based on the nature and trigger of their harassment into groups
around research (Res), ex-significant others (Ex), fans (Fan), activism (Act), YouTube videos (You), journalism (Jour), SMS
spoofing (Spoof), and being a public figure (Pub).

6.3.1

Understanding Harassment and Mitigation Strategies

We first describe the nature of our subjects’ harassment, how subjects communicate
in the face of harassment online, and strategies that they have devised to combat
harassment.

Harassment Defined by Content, Volume, and Repetition
Individual definitions and experiences varied greatly [309]. But in terms of message
content, subjects described harassment as a personal attack, sometimes about aspects of their identity. They found these messages to be emotionally upsetting and
draining. However, even when messages were not harassing at face value, they could
become harassing when sent in high volumes, or when individuals made repeated, persistent attempts at contact despite being ignored or asked to stop. One interviewee,
highlighting the oftentimes persistent nature of harassers, said:
“If I ignore their message, they’ll send one every week thinking I’m eventually going to reply, or they will reply to every single one of my tweets.”
[You4]

Encountering Harassing Content Disrupts One’s Day-To-Day
Subjects described being disturbed during their day-to-day activities by upsetting
content, and expressed frustration at their lack of agency to decide whether or when
to confront harassing messages. One subject said:
“Getting a [harassing] email when I’m looking for a message from my
boss—it’s such a violation. It’s hard to prevent it from reaching me. Even
if I wanted to avoid it I can’t. I can’t cut myself off from the internet—I
have to do my job.” [Act1]
Ex3 described how their harasser purposefully sent more harassing emails when they
knew Ex3 was at an important event. Others talked about notifications, saying:
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“The constant negativity really got to me...having it in your mind every
30 minutes or whenever there’s a new message...It just wears me down.”
[You4]
Volume and Nature of Harassment Impedes Communication
Even with a low volume of harassment, interviewees still found it affected their communication. For instance, Spoof1’s communication channels broke down completely
when they became unable to distinguish between legitimate messages from friends
and spoofed messages. For other interviewees, it was simply the massive volume of
harassment that impeded their communication, echoing prior work on Denial of Service (DoS) attacks [203]. Sometimes, this harassment was incited by someone with
a large following, who could direct “hate mobs” at will. As a result, harassment was
often bursty—for example following publication of a controversial article—and thus
many subjects alternated between spikes of heavy harassment volume and periods
with little or no harassment. When subjects were inundated, many were left unable to respond to legitimate communication, such as from fans, their community, or
professional contacts:
“It’s made it harder to find the people who genuinely care, because it’s
hard for me to motivate myself to look through comments or...go through
my emails. Why should I look through hundreds of harassing comments to
find a few good ones? ” [You3]
The attack on their communication channels meant that some missed out on opportunities as a result of harassment. For instance, Jour3 mentioned missing an interview
request amidst a flood of harassing tweets.
Platform Tools of Block, Filter, and Report are Inadequate
Nearly every subject we interviewed stated that they had blocked accounts on social
media or email, though most felt this was not very effective due to the number of
harassers and harassers’ ability to circumvent blocking. One said:
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“Every time he makes a new email, he creates a new name as well...Not
only new names, but he also pretended to be different people.” [Fan1]
Others needed to see messages from their harassers, such as for coordinating childcare
with an ex-partner (Ex3) or to be aware of incoming threats. Another reason subjects
wanted to see messages was to get an overview of dissenting opinions, even their
harassers’, for work purposes (Jour1, Jour2). Finally, some subjects wanted the
ability to track their harassment over time in response to their public activity (Pub1)
or do damage control after defamation (Res3). Word- or phrase-based filters were also
inadequate. Some subjects expressed frustration at the difficulty of coming up with
the right words to block or managing changes in language over time. One described
filtering out messages despite false positives, saying:
“I have suicide as a filtered word because I get more comments from people telling me to commit suicide than I get from people talking about suicide...If I have the energy to, I’ll go through my ‘held for review’ folder to
look through those.” [You3]
Finally, nearly every subject had reported harassers to platforms and strongly expressed dissatisfaction with the process and the platforms’ opaque responses. A common frustration was that the burden of filing a report was too heavy, especially when
there were many harassers. Beyond platform tools, subjects also tried seeking help
from law enforcement; the prevailing sentiment was that this was a time-consuming,
fruitless experience, echoing prior work [222].
Harassment Works to Silence and Isolate Recipients
Subjects described self-censoring as a way to give harassers less ammunition with
which to harass them, echoing prior work [203]. Res1 described blaming themself
when something they posted led to harassing messages:
“It started changing some of the things that I would post. Now, [when] it
happens I view that as, oh, I posted something I should’ve deleted.” [Res1]
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Another strategy subjects undertook was to make themselves harder to contact by
closing Twitter direct messages from people they do not follow, not giving out their
email, turning off notifications, or disabling comments. While this helped to mitigate
harassment, it also made it more difficult to engage with people they did want to talk
to—people they already know as well as non-harassing strangers, like collaborators,
fans, clients, or sources:
“It’s impossible to contact me if you don’t have my contact info...I can’t
be available to journalists as a source...I used to get all these awesome
opportunities and I just can’t get them anymore.” [Act1]

Asking Friends for Help can Mitigate Harassment Effects
A majority of subjects mentioned reaching out to friends or family for support and
assistance. Act1 said that their best friend had their Twitter and Facebook passwords,
and would log into their accounts and clear out harassing messages and notifications
and block users. Ex1 said their spouse would log in to their email account and delete
harassing messages, and Res2 had others in their department going through their
emails. You4 said that their significant other would go through the comments on
their posts and read aloud the positive and encouraging ones. Multiple subjects such
as Act1 and Ex2 said that they would forward potentially harassing emails unopened
to friends for them to check and forward back.

Summary
From analyzing our interviews, we determine several user needs that current platforms
do not address. Users need to be able to divert harassing messages from their inbox
or platform equivalent (N1), they need to be able to maintain private and public
communication in the face of harassment (N2), they may need to ramp up or down
mitigation strategies as harassment comes in waves (N3), they at times need to be
able to read or get an overview of their harassing messages (N4), they need help
managing blocklists and filters over time (N5), and they need help collecting and
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documenting harassment for official reports (N6). Meanwhile, the most effective
strategy interviewees mentioned is asking friends for help.

6.3.2

Understanding Preferences for Friend Moderation

We saw from interviews that many already make use of a friendsourcing strategy
to moderate their messages, albeit in an unsystematic way. Thus, we also spoke to
subjects about actions friend moderators could take to help them and how tools could
enhance their existing friendsourcing strategy.

Potential Friend Moderator Actions
Tagging and summarizing messages: One finding was that sometimes subjects
wanted to read or learn more about their harassment (N4), though people had different preferred strategies. Some wanted moderators to tag their harassing messages
so that they could divert them to a folder, and decide on their own when to open
them (N1) or track categories or specific people over time for reports (N6). Subjects wanted tags about information such as subject matter, severity, and type of
harassment. Similarly, they felt it was important that messages that might need escalation or a response be marked separately as urgent and sent immediately to them.
Subjects had different ideas about what needed escalation, from “doxing” (publishing their home address), to death threats, to the harasser revealing other personal
information about the subject. Others wanted a moderator rationale, summary, or
redacted version of the message, so they could glean main points from the message
without having to read the original harassing message.
Collaborating on word- or sender-based filters: Multiple subjects felt it
would be helpful for moderators to collaborate on word-based filters that would flag a
message for moderation or for automatic rejection (N5). Remarking on the cat-andmouse nature of keeping filters up-to-date, one subject said “People...know there’ll
be a blocklist, and they know...that they have to start spelling things funny or doing
all this stuff to get outside of the filters...it needs to constantly be morphing” [You2].
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Similarly, subjects were interested in having moderators help build their sender-based
whitelists or blacklists, similar to shared Twitter blocklists. Some felt that moderators
should manage the lists, while others wanted a process where moderators could only
suggest edits to the lists.
Responding to harassers: Subjects had mixed opinions about having moderators communicate with harassers. Some thought that being told to stop by someone
other than the recipient could be impactful, or that moderators could diffuse the situation. Other subjects thought that moderators could help educate harassers. On the
other hand, some felt communicating with harassers might be unproductive and actually lead to further harassment, citing the common refrain: “Don’t feed the trolls”.
Overall, people had different ideas about if and how they wanted to view their harassment, how much power moderators should have to edit filters, and whether moderators
should respond to harassers.
Privacy Concerns With Friend Moderators
Recipient Privacy: Subjects generally preferred friends as opposed to paid or volunteer strangers as moderators. This was due to privacy concerns regarding personal
messages, as well as the inability of non-friends to understand their unique situation
and preferences. One subject said:
“I feel like getting harassed is such an emotionally fraught experience that I
prefer to turn to friends for support...it almost feels more violating to have
somebody who doesn’t know me read those...I would worry about personal
information.” [Act1]
Most subjects could name friends or family members whom they could trust to perform moderation duties or that had already helped them this way. Even so, most
subjects were still able to name types of messages that they would prefer even friends
not see—for example, those containing sensitive financial information.
Sender Privacy: Additionally, there are privacy considerations from the perspective of the sender, who may be unaware there is a moderator, even though the
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recipient is always capable of screenshotting or forwarding their message. One mitigation strategy would be an automatic reply to any initial message, notifying the
sender about moderation and giving them a chance to revise or rescind their message. Some subjects felt this level of transparency could preserve privacy or even
discourage harassers. Others preferred to obfuscate their use of moderation, as it
might attract attention, leading them to be harassed more on another platform or
make their harassers more determined:
“The second that someone knows that you’re blocking people on Twitter,
everyone tries to get blocked. As soon as someone knows that you’re filtering out their emails, everyone wants to try to break your filter.” [You4]
Moderator Burden and Motivation
Subjects were concerned about the workload for moderators. One stated:
“I feel guilty asking for too much help, which I think is just a problem a
lot of people have when they’re going through this.” [Act1]
Subjects suggested features to alleviate this such as an on-off switch for the moderation tool, a rotating team of moderators, or the ability for moderators to set limits
on their moderation. Others suggested a reciprocal relationship where they could
moderate their moderator’s emails, or join a group where everyone moderates for
each other. This model could work well for when harassment comes in spikes of high
volume (N3) so that moderator load is spread out.
Despite their feelings of guilt over burdening others, when we asked subjects
whether they would moderate a friend’s account, many were willing and even eager, with one person saying:
“I would be honored to do that for a close friend of mine or someone that
I respect professionally, really any journalist that I was close to.” [Jour1]
We additionally interviewed a close friend of Ex3, whom Ex3 said would be their
chosen friend moderator. Ex3’s moderator said:
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“If I could help in any way, shape, or form, I would do that, no question... It’s really difficult to watch someone that you care about so much
go through this, and to be by-and-large helpless...to have a tool at my disposal that would help in even the smallest way, I would leap at a chance
to do that.” [Ex3]
Thus, though it is important to consider how to reduce moderator burden, we notice
strong motivations for friends to help harassment recipients.
Reducing Secondary Trauma for Moderators
One concern with a friendsourced approach is whether it simply spreads trauma as
opposed to reducing it. But when we asked subjects, they felt that it would be less
traumatic for someone besides the intended recipient to read a harassing message,
saying:
“I could emotionally handle reading someone else’s hate if I’m far enough
removed from it. It’s not about you, it doesn’t feel the same.” [You3]
Ex3’s moderator also felt that, as they do not personally know Ex3’s harasser, the
harasser would not be able to send targeted messages that would affect them. Despite
the potentially lower impact that harassment could have on moderators, there is still
risk of secondary trauma, as content moderators for platforms have described [28].
An idea subjects had for reducing secondary trauma was to choose moderators that
did not share traits with the interviewee for which they would be harassed. One
subject said:
“An army of woke cis white dudes would be great, because they’re like,
let’s pay it back. Also, none of the harassment would be targeting their
identity” [You2].
This echoes work on the effectiveness of certain identities in bystander intervention [237]. However, Pub1 felt that certain insults targeted at an identity might
not be recognized by people outside of that identity unless they were trained.
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Figure 6-1: Diagram of the flow of emails through Squadbox, including Flow A, which
allows users to have a public moderated account, and Flow B, which allows users to
get their current account moderated. From there, various settings define whether
emails get moderated and where they go.

Summary

We determine several design goals necessary for a successful tool for friendsourced
moderation. First, subjects described different preferences for what actions they
wanted moderators to take and what powers moderators should have. Thus, any
tool needs to be customizable to suit a variety of user needs and preferences (G1).
Second, many subjects had messages they preferred to keep private, even from friends.
While any such feature would already be an enhancement over the existing strategy
of giving a friend one’s password, a second goal is to allow users to mitigate privacy
concerns (G2). Third, while subjects and their friends were eager to moderate, given
recipients’ guilt about asking for help and potentially high volume of messages, tools
should effectively coordinate moderators and minimize their workload (G3). Finally,
subjects expressed concerns about the emotional labor of moderators, motivating a
final goal to minimize secondary trauma for moderators (G4).
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6.4

Squadbox: A Friendsourced Moderation Tool

From the user needs and design goals arising from the interviews, we designed Squadbox1 , a system for recipients of harassment to have messages moderated by a “squad”
of friends. Squadbox was developed for email as we discovered that email harassment was common among our subjects yet there were few resources for reporting
harassment over email. However, Squadbox’s general framework is applicable to any
messaging or social media system, and we aim to extend it to them. We describe
scenarios inspired by our subjects of how Squadbox can be used, with the workflow
shown in Figure 6-1, followed by features and implementation of the system. From
here onward, we use the term “owner" to refer to the person who is in charge of the
inbox and having their emails moderated.

6.4.1

User Scenarios

Flow A: Squadbox as a public contact address. Adam is a journalist who gets
harassment on Twitter due to his articles. He wants to have a publicly-shareable email
address in order to receive tips from strangers, but is hesitant for fear of receiving
harassment. Adam creates a Squadbox account, choosing adam@squadbox.org. He
enlists two coworkers to be moderators because they understand context about him
as well as his field. Adam uses his Squadbox account as a public email address. Any
email he receives there goes through his squad first. In this way, Adam is able to
open himself up to the public without risking further harassment (N2).
Flow B: Squadbox with an existing email account. The owner Eve is a
professor. She has a publicly-listed email address through the university where she
receives email from collaborators. Her research has been the subject of controversy, so
she sometimes receives bursts of harassing emails. She wants to (and must) keep using
this account for her work (N2), but cannot communicate when she’s under an attack.
Eve sets up a squad and asks her spouse and a friend to serve as her moderators. She
sets up a whitelist and filters so that only strangers’ emails go to Squadbox. She can
1

Squadbox: http://squadbox.org
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Figure 6-2: On the left, an owner’s view of the information page for their squad. On
the right, a moderation page for the moderator.

also turn on Squadbox when she starts getting harassment but then turn it off when
it dies down (N3).
A second scenario for Flow B involves Julie, who is dealing with harassment from
an ex-significant other. She cannot simply block this person because they need to
coordinate the care of their child. Julie creates a squad of one close friend and sets
up a filter to forward only emails from her harasser to her squad. Her moderator
separates out and returns information about coordination while redacting harassing
content (N4).

6.4.2

Squadbox Features

Now we turn to describing how Squadbox works for both owners and moderators,
and how our features work to fulfill user needs and our system design goals.
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Features for Reducing Moderator Load and Increasing Privacy
To begin, we describe automated moderation features that work to reduce the burden
placed on moderators (G3) as well as support increased owner privacy (G2).
Filters: Squadbox supports filtering by sender whitelists and blacklists. We allow an unlimited number of email addresses to be whitelisted or blacklisted, meaning
emails from those senders will be automatically approved or rejected, respectively,
without needing moderation. We also allow owners to choose whether or not moderators can add to their whitelists or blacklists (N5, G1). Finally, we develop tools
to easily import from one’s contacts and export to filters. Such filters partially alleviate any concerns about slow moderation turnaround time, and helps owners feel
more in control over what messages their moderators see (G2). There is significant room to expand this filtering capability by allowing owners to choose a specific
behavior—approve, reject, or hold for moderation—for each message based on its
content, sender’s email domain, etc., or any combination of those.
Automatic Approval of Reply Messages: Owners can set Squadbox to automatically approve replies to a thread where the initial post was moderator-approved.
We also allow owners to opt back in to moderation for a specific sender-thread pair.
This feature provides more fine-grained control over how much of conversations moderators can see (G2), reduces the number of messages moderators must review (G3),
and makes extended email conversations less hindered by the delays of moderation.
Activation and Deactivation: Several subjects mentioned periods of no harassment in between harassment, as well as times when they could anticipate receiving
harassment (N3). To better accommodate this, users can deactivate a squad so that
all emails will be automatically approved, reducing moderator workload (G3). When
it is reactivated, all previously defined settings, whitelist, etc. take effect again.

Features for Reducing Secondary Trauma to Moderators
Now, we describe existing and planned Squadbox features that work to minimize
secondary trauma to moderators (G4).
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Control over Viewing Harassment: Subjects described how receiving harassment in their inbox disrupted their day-to-day (N1); similarly, receiving someone else’s
harassment in their inbox might disrupt a moderator. To prevent this, we only show
messages on the Squadbox site, giving the moderators control over when to moderate. Extending this concept, we plan to protect moderators further by obfuscating
all or part of image attachments and message contents and allowing moderators to
reveal them as necessary. Machine learning models such as Perspective [111] could
help determine what to obfuscate.
Limit Moderator Activity: When a new message comes in for moderation, we
notify the least recently notified moderator, and only if they have not been notified in
24 hours. This makes it easier for moderators to step back from the task by limiting
how frequently they are reminded of it. In the future, we aim to allow moderators
to temporarily give themselves a break from seeing notifications or messages, allow
owner- or moderator-set hard limits to moderation, and automatically check in on
moderators occasionally. We also plan to publicize training and support resources for
moderators.

Features for Giving Moderators Context and Information
Next, we describe features that give moderators more information to better tailor their
decisions (G1) and make moderation easier (G3). These are shown in Figure 6-2.
Thread and Sender Context: Given that subjects said harassment is often
repeated, having the context of a thread or all messages from a sender may help. Thus,
we show the entire thread of messages to a moderator when they review a message.
We plan to expand this by matching particular senders to particular moderators, or
by allowing moderators to quickly review past moderated messages from a sender.
Customized Instructions: As people have different ideas about what is harassment [309] or have different actions they want moderators to take, we allow owners
to give instructions to their moderators via a freeform text box (G1).
Verified Senders: We inform the moderator whether the message passes SPF
and DKIM checking, which use cryptography to detect spoofing—senders pretending
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to be other senders to sneak past moderation. For senders that don’t use DKIM or
SPF, we implemented a simple hash-token system that allows senders to verify their
identities via a secret shared between them and Squadbox. When they send emails
to squadname+hash@squadbox.org, the email passes verification. A new hash can be
generated if it gets compromised.
Automatic Harassment Signals: We provide machine-classified signals of messages’ toxicity, how obscene or inflammatory they are, and how likely they are to be
an attack based on scores provided by the Perspective API [111]. These scores are
shown to moderators when they review messages.

Features for Giving Owners Customization Capabilities
Finally, we describe features that allow owners to customize what should happen to
harassing messages (G1).
Divert and Collect Harassing Content: We give owners the option to receive
harassing content (N4) or file them into a separate folder (N1), given this request
from interviews. Owners can choose to do one, both, or neither of the following: 1)
receive rejected messages with a “rejected” tag, and 2) store rejected messages on the
Squadbox website. We provide downloadable Gmail filters for owners to automatically
forward emails with a “rejected” tag into a separate folder.
Moderator Tags: Several subjects said it would be useful to have their moderators add tags to messages, such as the nature of the harassment or its urgency.
Currently, the moderation interface supports a list of tags indicating common reasons why a message might be rejected, such as “insult” or “profanity”. If an owner has
chosen to receive rejected emails, they are sent with the tags added in the subject
line. Recipients can then add a filter in their mail client to customize where those
messages go. They can also be grouped or sorted on the website (N6).
Moderator Explanations or Summaries: Some subjects thought it would
be important to understand moderators’ rationale for rejecting particular messages.
Thus, we allow moderators to provide a brief explanation for their decision or a
summary (N4). This is displayed in the web interface with the rejected message, and
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Figure 6-3: Squadbox generates whitelist suggestions from owner’s Gmail contacts.
inserted at the top of the email if the owner has chosen to have rejected messages
delivered.

6.4.3

System Implementation

Squadbox is a Django web application. Data is stored in a MySQL database and
attachments in Amazon S3. It interfaces with a Postfix SMTP server using the
Python Lamson library. We describe how the system works for both Flow A and
Flow B, as well as optimizations for Flow B using Gmail.
Flow A: This flow works like a moderated mailing list with one member. Once
messages have passed the moderation pipeline, we send them to the user’s email address. If incoming messages are automatically approved by a filter, they are delivered
immediately. Otherwise, they are stored on the server until they are moderated.
Flow B: This flow requires an extra step—we must first remove the message
from the owner’s inbox, and then potentially put it back. To accomplish this, the
owner’s email client must allow them to set a filter that only forwards some messages,
for example, “forward messages that don’t have [address X] in the list-id header
field”. We need this capability to prevent a forwarding loop—by slightly modifying
messages that pass through Squadbox, we stop them from being re-forwarded to us.
This capability is common in email clients (Gmail, Thunderbird, Apple Mail), but
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Figure 6-4: Comparison of agreement (where 1=Strongly Disagree, 5=Strongly
Agree) with statements before and after the field study.
not universal. Messages from whitelisted senders or that are otherwise automatically
approved are immediately sent back when Squadbox receives them; the rest are stored
on the server until they’re moderated. We provide instructions for setting up filters
with the correct address. This address contains a secret hash to make it harder for
attackers to send fake approved emails. However, if the address gets compromised,
such as if the owner forwards an approved email to an unsafe sender, the user can
generate a new address and filter.
For Gmail users, we leverage the API to add optimizations to mitigate privacy
and security concerns and enhance the user experience. As in Figure 6-3, the owners’ contacts are imported to generate whitelist suggestions. Gmail’s rich filtering
language allows us to generate filters to only forward emails needing moderation to
Squadbox, giving owners greater control over which messages pass through the system. Accepted messages are recovered out of the trash rather than being re-delivered
via SMTP, meaning the recipient sees the original message.

6.5

Evaluation

Due to the sensitive nature of online harassment and the uniquely vulnerable position
of its recipients, we were wary of conducting a lab or field study with recipients of
harassment for fear of potential negative consequences for participants. For owners,
we worried that if anything were to go awry (for example, lost emails) we would
be causing further damage to an already vulnerable group. For the owners and
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even for moderators, there may be psychological risks to reading harassment (either
real, or even simulated for the purpose of a study). We also feared that persistent
harassers could become aware subjects were using Squadbox, and seek out security
vulnerabilities. All of these concerns compel us to take the necessary time to convert
our research implementation into a full-fledged production system before actual usage
trials. In preparation for an initial launch, we presented a demo of both the owner
setup and the moderator workflow over screenshare to five of our interview subjects.
Additionally, in the interest of evaluating the usability of our system and further
contextualizing friendsourced moderation, we conducted a field study with five pairs
of friends, where the owner was instructed to have moderated any emails they did
not wish to receive. For our test subjects, this was mostly spam and advertisements.

6.5.1

Feedback from Demos to Harassment Recipients

We demoed and discussed the Squadbox tool with five of our interview subjects,
Pub1, Res2, Ex3, Act1, and Act2, for 30-40 minutes to get their feedback on the
possible settings and the workflow. All the subjects indicated that Squadbox’s settings were flexible enough to capture the way they would want their email handled.
Asked about willingness to let their email flow through Squadbox, all subjects were
comfortable with the level of access that Squadbox required, and expressed interest
or even excitement to use the tool, with Pub1 saying:
“I would tell you this is a very strong pragmatic tool...Overall I think it’s
in really great shape [to make] a beta and I’m very excited about this.”
Subjects also had ideas for further customizations, such as the ability to create template responses for moderators to send back to people, modules to train new moderators about specific identity-related attacks, and obscuring sender email addresses
(which can themselves contain words that harass). Three subjects were concerned
about design aspects that would make it too easy to go read their harassing emails
out of curiosity. They wanted ways to make it harder to see that content, such as
requiring the owner to ask their moderator for access. One subject wanted sender
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Table 6.2: Usage statistics by squad. Whitelist size, followed by percentages of messages approved and rejected by the moderator during the study, and a total count of
all manually moderated messages.
identity obfuscation, for fear that moderators may try to retaliate against harassers.

6.5.2

Field Study Methodology

We conducted a four-day field study with five pairs of friends (three male, eight
female, average age 24), where owners were recruited via social channels, and they
were asked to find a friend moderator. Owners were required to use Gmail, while
moderators could use any email client. One owner chose to add a second friend
moderator during the study. To begin, we helped owners set up their Squadbox
account, whitelist, and Gmail filters either in-person or over video chat. Once their
friend accepted a moderator invitation, we explained the workflow to moderators
over email. Moderators were asked to moderate emails for the owner at their own
pace throughout the four days. At the end of this process, we asked both owner and
moderator to complete a survey about their perceptions of the tool and friendsourced
moderation.

6.5.3

Field Study Results

The whitelist/blacklist feature was an effective way to separate out potentially unwanted messages. As shown in Table 6.2, in all but one squad, the
majority of messages (52.6% overall) sent to moderation were rejected. This suggests
that whitelists, along with the automatic approval of reply messages, worked fairly
well to avoid moderating emails users did want. For the squad (S5) where that was
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not the case, the owner’s rules were extremely limited, while the other owners had
given more specific instructions; for example:
“I don’t want emails from all those job companies or from student organizations from my previous schools. Research group-related emails are
fine.”
Future work can optimize this even more using richer filters or human-in-the-loop
machine learning.
Both owners and moderators relied on outside knowledge and communication about the owners’ preferences. Although we asked owners to write
moderation rules, these were all rather short (2 sentences or fewer). Owners hoped
their moderators would understand what they wanted:
“I felt like I was putting a lot of trust in [my moderator] knowing a lot
about me.”
At the start of the study, moderators said that outside communication would be useful
to them for clarifying what owners wanted:
“I am a bit concerned but I know that I can clarify with her whenever there
is a need. I will ask her because I am in constant contact with her.”
Both owners and moderators noted after the study that they used this strategy to
resolve uncertainty. A moderator said:
“There was some ambiguity at the beginning, I contacted the owner and
she clarified it for me.”
And an owner stated:
“We talked about certain messages and determined whether to add the
sender to the whitelist.”
Owners and moderators became less concerned with privacy over time.
As shown in Figure 6-4, both owners’ and moderators’ concerns about privacy decreased about the same amount during the study. Interestingly, moderators were
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overall more concerned with privacy than owners. This may be because owners went
through the whitelist process and thus were more confident that they would not forward private information, while moderators had no knowledge of what owners were
forwarding or not forwarding.
Both owners and moderators became less likely to think messages were
handled in a timely manner. Both groups decreased in their confidence in timely
delivery. Additionally, after the study moderators said on average that “moderating
is a lot of work”. One owner added a second moderator during the study because the
first one was busy for one of the days. Although a majority of decisions led to “reject”,
we did not see active use of the blacklist feature, suggesting that it may be important
to allow the creation of more fine-grained blacklist rules, such as ones containing both
an address and phrase.
While owners grew more confident in their moderators over time, moderators grew less confident in their own abilities. This opposite change between
owners and moderators can be seen in the third and sixth statement in Figure 6-4.
In addition, owners felt more guilty over the study.

6.6

Discussion

The field study suggests that, despite a close relationship and open communication
between owners and moderators, tensions may still arise around timeliness of message
delivery, moderator burden and guilt, and perceived performance. These tensions may
arise because friends are performing a favor to the owner, so owners feel both grateful
but also guilty about the exchange, and decline to voice concerns about timeliness.
Conversely, a friend may feel the burden of responsibility towards the owner and
worry that they are not doing enough. Some of these issues might be addressed with
additional feedback in the system, such as allowing owners to show appreciation, or
for moderators to be able to communicate when they will be unavailable. Concerns
about timeliness also stress the importance of having multiple moderators. Another
approach could be “soft” moderation, where thresholds for moderation vary dynami250

cally to limit moderators’ workloads. The field study also showed that concern about
privacy was overall minimal and that moderators were able to infer owners’ desires
or ask for clarification.
Finally, we noticed that owners had widely differing settings for their squads, using
them to tailor moderator privileges and automatic rules to their liking.

6.6.1

Friendsourced vs. Volunteer vs. Stranger Moderation

While most of our interviewees and field study subjects preferred friendsourced moderation, a few YouTube subjects and Pub1 were more interested in paid stranger
moderators because they considered their activity a business and did not wish to
exploit friends’ unpaid labor for it. However, these interviewees felt it would be important for the moderators to be vetted, trained, and have established trust. This
suggests that the approach of prior systems such as EmailValet [184] may not be appropriate. We note that, despite their interest, You3 and You4 stated this would not
be financially possible for them. This suggests that there may be room for innovation
in a moderation tool that has lower costs at scale but still provides some assurances
of privacy and quality. One subject, Pub1, did pay moderators but gave them direct
access to their account, causing privacy concerns. Pub1 described their workflow as
“cobbled together”, and expressed enthusiasm about Squadbox making moderation
easier and about whitelists for improving privacy. A final population is volunteer
moderators, much like the vetted community within HeartMob [26]. However, we
would need to set checks to protect against harassers seeking to infiltrate the system.

6.6.2

Harassment on Different Platforms

The present-day siloing of online communication into numerous platforms is a boon
to harassers, as harassment protections must be designed and implemented separately
for each platform. As we saw in interviews, recipients are often harassed on multiple
platforms at once. Indeed, because some harassers are determined, if one platform
becomes more adept at dealing with harassment, recipients may start receiving more
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harassment on other platforms. This is why some subjects did not want harassers to
know that they would be getting their emails moderated, as this might just increase
their harassment elsewhere. But if Squadbox or a similar tool succeeds in becoming
popular, then simply trying to obfuscate its use would likely fail. As a result, harassment recipients are as vulnerable as the “weakest link” in their suite of communication
tools. To combat this problem, we would like to expand the capabilities of Squadbox
beyond email, to other encompass other platforms. However, we must rely on and
build for each platform’s API, and develop browser extensions or native clients. A
far better solution in the long term would be to evolve a single, standard API for
accessing messaging platforms. After all, whatever extra features they provide, each
platform’s model is at its core just a collection of messages. Given such a standard
API, a single tool could tackle harassment on all the platforms simultaneously. Unfortunately, such an API seems inimical to the business model of these platforms, as
it would enable users to access their messages through third party tools and avoid
visiting the sites at all.

6.7

Limitations and Future Work

In our implementation of Squadbox, we encountered some issues with rate-limiting
in the Gmail API, as well as issues where emails from domains with strict DMARC
settings were rejected by email clients. IMAP is currently implemented using mailing
list APIs, but in the future we plan to re-implement Squadbox as an IMAP client,
giving it more power to fetch email from any IMAP server and easily move email
between folders using the IMAP protocol. Since multiple clients can access the same
server, owners could still use whichever email client they prefer. Additionally, despite
the limitations described in the previous section, we plan to connect Squadbox to other
communication platforms. Finally, while our field study explored the use of Squadbox
as a friend-moderation tool for email, it did not study recipients of harassment. Of
course, there are many differences between spammers and harassers, including that
harassers are often much more determined when targeting a particular person than
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spammers, and that the content that harassers produce has an emotional toll. There
are also still many potential security issues to address, such as fighting email tracking
techniques [80]. In the future, we aim to move cautiously towards releasing Squadbox,
including giving more demos to harassment recipients and their potential moderators
before initiating a small-scale release.

6.8

Conclusion

In this work, we study the emergent practices of recipients of online harassment,
finding from 18 interviews that many harassment recipients rely on friends and family
to shield themselves from harassing messages. Building on this strategy, we propose
friendsourced moderation as a promising technique for anti-harassment tools. We
developed Squadbox, a tool to help harassment recipients coordinate a squad of friends
to moderate aspects of their email. From a field study, we found that the use of
friends as moderators simplifies issues surrounding privacy and personalization but
also presents challenges for relationship maintenance.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
The four systems that I described demonstrate the possibilities for collective discussion curation online. Gathering from our empirical needfinding data, design explorations, and observations of and interviews with people using the tools, I compile
a series of design implications for the representation of curated discussion artifacts.
Following this section, I discuss how this work fits into a broader framework of discussion curation tools, considering both the possible scope of curation decisions and
the degree of automation versus human input within curation tools. Finally, I turn
towards what barriers still exist towards making collective discussion curation a part
of our everyday online discussion tools and describe the normative changes that still
need to occur on the part of users and system operators.

7.1

Design Implications for Discussion Curation Artifacts

In this thesis, I describe empirical evidence regarding the kinds of information representations and interactions users would like as well as proposed and tested a number
of novel designs for discussion artifacts arising from curation. This data-gathering
informs the following implications for designing discussion curation artifacts.
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7.1.1

Superimposed Structure

From our user study of Wikum, we found that people were reluctant to edit each
other’s work, something that has also been observed in other studies [11]. We also
found in our studies of both Wikum and Tilda that users wanted the ability to read
the raw discussion in the authors’ original voices. This was echoed in our interviews
with Wikipedia RfC closers who wanted a way to easily see original discussions even
if someone they trusted had summarized some or all of the comments.
From these two takeaways, I present the design implication of supporting superimposed structure, where any curation performed on a discussion is overlaid on top
of that discussion as opposed to editing or destroying it. As a result, curators would
have fewer misgivings about transforming another person’s statements since the original would still be there. Superimposed structure also means that curators need not
be tied to one particular structure for an artifact and can add structure over time.
Hesitancy to commit to a particular structure prematurely is one reason why people
resist formalization [300]. Indeed, if it was deemed necessary, one could imagine superimposing different structures on top of the same original discussion for different
use cases. However, one challenge of this approach is determining how to represent
conflicting structures, such as when two people have different ideas about how something should be summarized. One option is to allow the system to branch and users
can select which branch they prefer, though this could get complicated.

7.1.2

Fine-grained Hyper-linking

For the user, superimposition requires a way to travel from the curated artifact to
the relevant original content. This is achievable using hyper-linking between the two.
Not only is it important to link from curated material to original, links also need
to be fine-grained. Given that we are dealing with large discussions with as many
as thousands of comments, it would be useless to have a single link to the original
content. Instead, each portion of the curated artifact that deals with a particular
sentence, comment, or small set of comments should be able to link directly to that
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content.
This is beneficial for several reasons. First, more fine-grained hyper-linking from
a curation artifact makes navigation of the original discussion easier. Even if a reader
wanted to read the discussion in its entirety, they could still use the curated artifact
to choose where and in what order to dive in [266]. For example, we saw in Tilda
that people wanted to go from a line in a summary to its corresponding original chat
message so that they could read the chat message in context. The summaries became
a portal into an unorganized and indistinguishable stream of messages. For anyone
who mistrusts what a curator has done, they can verify the curator’s work by checking
the relevant original content directly from the curated artifact.
In addition, the process of building these links encourages curators to “cite their
work”, a practice that can both help curators develop a more neutral point of view [224]
as well as signal greater credibility to their work for readers [384].

7.1.3

Iterative Curation and Hierarchical Navigation

Curating an information artifact is generally a process of distillation, which necessarily
removes some information while hopefully keeping the most salient parts. Distilling
a discussion that is thousands of comments long to something short enough to be
reasonably readable necessarily loses a lot of information. The process of creating
such a large jump in condensing of information can be cognitively challenging, as one
needs to juggle all that content in one’s head and also make many difficult decisions
about what to include. We saw when talking to Wikipedia RfC closers that they
would spend up to 4 to 5 hours both reading and drafting a closing statement and
often felt it was necessary to do the work in one sitting so they would not forget what
they had read.
Instead of requiring just one level of distillation, systems like Wikum allow curators
to create as many levels of summaries that they want, in an iterative way. This lets
off some of the pressure for curators as they can consider smaller portions of the
discussion at a time and also work their way up towards a short summary. The final
summary tree artifact in Wikum then permits hierarchical navigation so that readers
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can choose whether they want to read at a higher level or go more in depth. Similarly,
moderators in Squadbox can iteratively mark emails before deciding to add an email
account to a whitelist or blacklist.
While hyper-linking in the context that we’ve used it refers to document-based
modes of hypertext, where nodes focus reader attention and links are for traversal
between nodes, we can also incorporate notions of spatial hypertext on the page [219].
That is, the size, shape, and placement of nodes can signal their structure and context.
Spatial hypertext is best suited for cases involving more exploratory structuring where
readers and writers are the same. We use spatial hypertext in the visual representation
of the summary tree in the Wikum interface and presentation of Tilda summaries.

7.1.4

Discussion Curation Artifacts as Boundary Objects

Finally, we saw in our interviews with discussion participants and curators that people
wanted a way to reference or get notices about discussions that crossed different
platforms. For instance, in interviews with people who use both group chat and
email heavily for work, users described losing track of discussions that happened in
both places, with no way to bridge the two mediums. Tilda users as well as Wikipedia
closers also wanted the ability to take discussion summaries and propagate them to
other places. Concepts from tools for curating workflows like Murmur could be used
to design ways people could transform and repost discussion curation artifacts. For
instance, Tilda users wanted a way to take action items and decisions marked in Tilda
to appear in task management systems such as Trello. Squadbox users wanted a way
to share and remix blocklists.
Thus, discussion curation artifacts should be designed to serve as boundary objects
that can be passed around between different communities of practice [314], such as
from a workteam to managers, or from a group chat channel to an email thread,
or posted to a task management system. The ability to add clarifying metadata
to artifacts allows them to serve as a suitable translation between communities and
discussion environments. Another criteria is to preserve linking between the different
places where the artifact resides, so that users can always trace back to the original
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discussion. Given links, it should then become possible for artifacts to allow dynamic
updating, where changes made in one place can flow to the other sites. Design decisions
such as keeping track of edit history and making visible curators and the aggregation
of their contributions would help to promote trust in the artifacts and provide both
accountability and credit to curators’ work.

7.2

Considering the Scope of User Curation

I now turn towards placing the systems in this thesis into broader frameworks of
discussion curation tools. One way in which the four systems differ from each other
is in the scope of curatorial actions. Each system involves a set of curation actions;
sometimes these actions affect only one individual, while other times they affect everyone using the system. When should actions affect everyone versus only the person
making the action? In this section, I discuss the common scopes, their pros and cons,
and finally argue for more tools that enable a networked scope, which can grow and
shrink as needed according to social proximity.

7.2.1

The Technical Scope of Curation: Platform, Group, Network, and User

In the case of Wikum, users are contributing to the same shared artifact with no
branching or personalization of what each user sees, much like a Google Doc document. In the case of Tilda, again, each user’s actions reflect on a shared artifact.
Tilda allows users to personally subscribe to different summaries but the summaries
themselves look the same to everyone within the Slack group. For both Wikum and
Tilda, the scope of curation is group-wide—each user action affects everyone within
a group using the system.
In contrast, Murmur makes it more possible for everyone to see something different. This is because the curations that users can perform in Murmur primarily alter
only their own personal settings as opposed to system-wide settings. For instance, I
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Scope

Definition

Platform

Curation actions affect anyone using the
platform.
Curation actions affect everyone in the
group.
Curation actions affect only those who
have given permission,
directly or indirectly,
to the user making the
action.
Curation actions affect only the user
making the action.

Group

Network

User

Thesis
Examples

Wikum,
Tilda
Squadbox

Murmur

Other Examples
Platform-wide algorithms for
sorting or filtering, platform-wide
content moderation decisions
Wikipedia or StackOverflow editing, user bans or content takedowns by a forum moderator
Twitter blocklists, shared email
filters

Starring or bookmarking an item,
muting, blocking, or following a
user, personal filters, personal inbox folders

Table 7.1: A framework of curation broken down by their technical scope.

can choose to subscribe to only emails about apartment listings but this doesn’t affect
the emails that other people receive. Similarly, blocking a user is a personal action
that I can take that affects no one else. Thus, the scope of curation is at the user
level. Exceptions include the tags that users can add to emails that then become
shared throughout the group.
Unlike the other tools, Squadbox permits users to curate content for specific other
users. Not everybody can curate content for everybody else, like in the group-wide
case. Only once someone has granted permission to someone else can that person
come in and curate for the person who gave them permission. In this case, the scope
of curation is networked—a user’s curation actions affects only those who have
chosen to accept that user’s action.
Finally, one scope not explored in this thesis is at the platform level. These
curations affect anyone using the platform, regardless of what groups they belong to
within the platform. For instance, many of the algorithms that dictate sorting or
filtering of content on major social platforms operate platform-wide.
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These four categories can characterize many of the scopes of curation actions
technically available within online discussion systems. Of course, most sociotechnical
systems incorporate a range of curation powers at varying levels of scope. For instance,
in Tilda, curation actions to generate summaries are at the group level but personally
subscribing to a particular set of summaries is a user-level action. There are also
other ways to interpret “scope” beyond what is technically possible. For instance,
in a normative interpretation, one user’s decision to block someone may encourage
others to do the same. In the words of Lessig’s pathetic dot theory [205], I am focused
on the force of architecture or technical infrastructure, as opposed to law, norms, or
markets.
More examples of where different curation tools sit can be found in Table 7.1.
As can be seen, quite a lot of curatorial actions fall at the platform, group, or the
user level. While systems like Facebook and Twitter have popularized the concept
of networked sharing of content, there are few abilities to have networked forms of
curation. One well-known example of networked curation is Twitter blocklists [143,
102], where users can collaborate on shared lists of accounts to block, and they can
also subscribe to each others’ blocklists. This feature is not actually built into the
Twitter platform but developed by volunteer third parties seeking to combat rampant
harassment on Twitter. Though less common today, email users in some systems can
similarly share spam filters with each other in a peer-to-peer way [116].

7.2.2

Localizing Curation

One way to think about the scope of curation actions is as a form of localization or decentralization of governance. Researchers have argued that for democratic governance
to succeed in offline governments, communities need strong local civic associations to
generate social capital [273]. In the online setting, there may not necessarily be geographic constraints to determine what is sufficiently local, particularly when the
“group” is large, perhaps as large as the platform itself. In these cases, the strength
of social ties within an online community could help determine the bounds of more
“localized” decisions. This is the potential behind networked curation, which can
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flex to cover curation decisions that need to operate somewhere between group-level
and user-level. In the example of Squadbox, users explicitly grant powers to specific
other users to curate for them. One could also more nuanced forms of delegation or
propagation of curation actions based on an underlying social landscape.
Given the relatively few active examples, I argue that we need more networked
curation tools. What is the benefit of having curation scoped at this level? First, as
mentioned above, networked curation is decentralized like user-level curation, which
means that decisions can be tailored to localized needs as opposed to needing to suit
an entire group or platform. However, unlike fully individual tools, users can share
the load of any necessary manual work, which can oftentimes be too much for an
individual to bear, as we found in the case of online harassment. The sharing and
remixing of curation artifacts would also allow more difficult or cumbersome forms of
user curation to scale more easily.
However, this doesn’t mean that all curation should be scoped to the user and
network level. One downside of more decentralized curation within a group is the
resulting reduction in common ground between group members, a key ingredient to
productive collaboration [249]. It may also reduce feelings of common identity or
organizational commitment towards the community [279]. For example, the forum
software Discourse [71] adds features to try and encourage unity when users are in
conflict. While they allow users to mute each other, users must set an expiration date
with the maximum value set to four months. In addition, once a user has been muted
by five people, system administrators are alerted so they can consider whether to ban
or intervene with the user rather than splinter the community.
Loss of organizational identity is certainly a major pitfall that communities should
be concerned about. However, some social spaces such as Facebook today are so large
that there is no real sense of community or social identity as a whole. Particularly
in these cases there may be fewer downsides to loosening requirements for curatorial
consistency and allowing more decentralized forms of curation to flourish.
Finally, it seems clear that some forms of curation should be scoped more broadly
while others need more local differentiation. Take the case of online harassment—
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tactics such as “doxing” or posting of non-consensual sexual imagery can only be
addressed at the platform level as harm is inflicted by that content if it appears to
anyone. On the other hand, we found that users have very different ideas of what
they considered harassment when it was targeted at them, so a networked or userlevel scope would allow people to take their own context into consideration. More
work is needed to understand how to consider scope in the design of curation tools
for particular cases.

7.3

The Role of End Users in Discussion Curation

In this thesis, much of the focus was on tools for end user curation, including ways
to distribute and aggregate the work of end users and ways to give end users more
expressive powers, so that they might bring their insight and knowledge of context into
curation. In addition to end user curation, there are automated methods of curation
as well as human curation by teams of moderators. Earlier in Section 1.2, I argued
that many of the problems that online discussion systems face cannot be addressed
by the current capabilities of automation or centralized forms of human moderation.
However, automation has its benefits—namely, the ability to make many decisions
quickly and cheaply—a useful trait when we are considering problems of information
overload. And there are some upsides to end users doing less curation in certain
cases, such as reducing end user burden and delegating decisions to people with
greater expertise or training.
In this section, I argue that there are two types of issues when it comes to human
involvement in curation systems. The first deals with how humans are involved, where
the problematic cases stem from incorrect emulation of user preferences, or where the
curation done on behalf of a user is failing to do what that user would have done.
The second type is which humans are involved, where problems arise due to a lack
of representation, or where the people who are designing, deploying, and wielding
curation tools do not represent the people affected by their actions.
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How Are
Humans
Involved

Which
Humans
Involved

Examples

Case-bycase
human
judgment

End users

Collaborative authoring (Wikipedia), annotation, notetaking, starring, tagging, bookmarking

Community Community moderation, intervention (subreddit or
leaders
Facebook Group moderators)
Paid moderators

Commercial content moderation: Facebook, Twitter,
etc.

Algorithms End users
Email filters, If This Then That [153], blocklists,
hardmutelists, followlists, word filters
coded by
Community Wikipedia editing bots, Reddit AutoModerator
humans
leaders
Platform
developers
Algorithms End users
learned
from
humans
Paid annotators

Sorting (Reddit or Facebook comment ordering), some
forms of filtering, clustering, trending algorithms
Algorithms trained on user input (Slack Highlights [307]), personalized algorithms (Facebook newsfeed sort)
Classifiers (hate speech detection, sentiment analysis),
multi-class classifiers (Gmail folders)

Table 7.2: Categories of curation systems according to how and which humans are
involved.

7.3.1

Human Involvement in Curation

To begin, I first outline different curation systems separated out by how humans are
involved and which humans provide input, as shown in Table 7.2. Grimmelmann
makes a distinction between two modes of automatic versus manual moderation [119]
but there are more gradations between the two extremes.
First, we have systems that involve case-by-case human judgment. Despite
not using any algorithmic curation, these systems can scale by incorporating more
people to do the curation work. One way is through greater decentralization, where
everyone curates at the scope of the user, as we have seen in this thesis. This by
nature takes into account each user’s insights. However, an end user who is overwhelmed may have difficulty scaling up their personal curation work. There are also
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curation systems where community leaders make decisions, such as moderators in a
subreddit or Facebook Group. While these leaders are members themselves and somewhat accountable to members, they also can be overwhelmed by the work of curation
(sometimes called “mod burnout”) [294]. Finally, there are human curation systems
conducted by paid moderators, termed “commercial content moderation” [281]. These
assembly-line systems operate at scale in many for-profit social platforms, where moderators are tasked with enforcing a standard set of guidelines. Moderators are generally hidden from users, may not be demographically representative, and oftentimes are
not even in the same country as the users for whom they are moderating. As a result,
users have described these systems as opaque and frustratingly inconsistent [107].
The next category involves algorithms hard-coded by humans that can then
be applied automatically to any number of decisions. The creators and operators of
these algorithms can be end users in the case of systems like filter lists and small
conditional statements [153] that require no programming expertise. Operated by
end users, these filter lists encode contextual information but are brittle and require
constant supervision, as we saw in the case of online harassment word filters. Operators can also be community leaders who maintain group filter lists or activate small
programs like an editing bot on Wikipedia or Reddit’s AutoModerator on behalf of
the community. Finally, hard-coded algorithms can be put in place by platform developers towards tasks like sorting or filtering comments on a page. These algorithms
are sometimes generic algorithms designed by software engineers or mathematicians
that can apply to many types of problems. Other times they are designed for a particular task, and any weights are hard-coded in by platform developers. End users
generally have no say when it comes to the design or use of these algorithms.
Finally, there are curation systems involving algorithms learned from humans
that then mimic their actions. The humans involved could be end users that are
performing actions as part of any everyday activity. This allows an algorithm to be
personalized to a user; for instance, the Facebook newsfeed algorithm that curates
what a user sees is partially trained on that user’s past actions. However, algorithms
that learn from human actions don’t necessarily know why the humans make those
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actions. In some cases, users may not want curation based off of their prior actions;
for instance, people may click on clickbait but not want to see more of it. The humans
involved could also be paid annotators who have been taught how to label a dataset
of content. Software engineers then take the data, analyze and clean it, and train a
model based on it. However, the paid annotators may not be representative of the
actual users of these models. In addition, the models may need to be continuously
updated with new training data, as user interpretations change or as new forms of
content arise.

7.3.2

When Curation Tools Incorrectly Emulate Users

When a curation system emulates users’ preferences incorrectly, this can be due to
random errors in the system or systematic biases encoded in the system or process.
In the case of manual curation, errors leading to low precision are simply mistakes
made by users or paid moderators. Human error tends to be rarer than algorithm
error, as both hard-coded or learned algorithms for the most part have yet to reach
human performance on curation tasks. The precision of different algorithms can
greatly differ however. As mentioned, hard-coded algorithms such as filter lists can
be brittle, particularly in the face of an adversarial actor. Thus while filter lists
make use of more automation than a fully manual approach, they still do not always
scale well. Other hard-coded algorithms, though not as brittle, still may need regular
attention as people try to game the algorithm by learning its weights. One example is
algorithms for trending topics or hashtags that must handle coordinated inauthentic
activity. Learned models can also be error-prone due to an inability to understand
the complexity of language [147].
Curation systems can also incorrectly emulate users due to biases, or systematic
errors, as opposed to one-off errors. This can happen in manual curation if the
community leaders or paid moderators are overall biased in a way that disagrees
with end users. Better training or collective action on the part of users can help
rectify this gap. Biases can also creep in to algorithms, even if end users are the
ones providing input. For instance, a user-authored word filter to catch hate speech
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might systematically catch reclaimed uses of a slur while failing to catch more veiled
forms of hate speech because of the rudimentary nature of the algorithm. Learned
algorithms may also become biased because humans encode their own biases into
the data that the algorithms learn from [22]. For instance, users are cognitively
biased towards shocking or polarizing content, and thus sorting algorithms learning
this behavior will also bias in that direction. Finally, learned models represent a
static snapshot of human interpretation of content but these interpretations may be
continually changing over time, leading to a recency bias.
One solution to these problems is to just improve algorithms by building more
precise models to reduce precision errors and reweighing to reduce systematic errors.
Other solutions involve collecting different data, such as collecting more contextual
information to inform a decision or more representative data to reduce a bias. For
example, learned algorithms could be trained on what users want for curation as opposed to what users do—this might require users to actually conduct more curation
work towards training models however. While there are many efforts in both these
direction, algorithms still fall significantly short when it comes to emulating users’
needs. As a result, user-led curation will continue to be essential moving forward.
Users can better scale up their manual efforts with tools that permit more collaboration, sharing, and remixing, such as the ones described in this thesis. In addition,
tools could be developed that give end users the ability to build more sophisticated
models than filter lists.

7.3.3

Giving End Users Representation in Curation Decisions

Finally, problems can arise when the people making decisions about curation are not
the same as the people affected by curation. This lack of representation leads to an
illegitimate propagation of a particular set of human insights and values. For instance,
algorithms encode preferences through some form of learning from data generated by
humans or hand-coding by humans. If users do not have a hand in deciding what goes
into these algorithms, they have no say in the preferences that power their curation.
The same is true for some forms of manual moderation, such as commercial content
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moderation, where users have little to no say in the process.
Users can feel unrepresented because they cannot personally contribute data or
hand-coding to an algorithm, or cannot personally participate as a human moderator.
Users may also feel unrepresented because they have no representative in the curation process that is advocating for their perspective or that knows their complaints.
Finally, lack of representation can also occur because the target population is too
diverse to be well represented by any one process. Some populations are so large that
this is bound to be true, such as in the case of algorithms deployed on large social
platforms with millions or billions of users.
One solution to a lack of representation is to give end users more powers to conduct
or participate in curation so they can contribute their individual voice. What does
this look like in practice? Manual curation or hard-coded filter lists by end users allow
them to contribute their own perspective, and this thesis strengthens these efforts.
In the case of platform-wide manual moderation, giving end users more direct voice
in processes could involve methods of direct or participatory democracy, such as
voting or citizen juries. In one of my recent projects, we are considering applying a
constitutional jury system to platform content moderation.
When it comes to algorithmic systems, such as learned algorithms, end users could
still provide their individual voice by having a say in data collection. For instance,
tools could allow end users to choose what kinds of data and whose data goes into the
algorithms they wish to use. Systems could also allow end users to pool their data
to develop algorithms that suit their collective needs. Also, while it may be more
difficult for end users to build algorithms, it should still be within their abilities to
be able to decide whether and when to use what algorithms are available.
A second solution to a lack of representation is to give end users the power to designate representatives in the process of curation. Various democratic governance structures could be used, including elected representative democracy or liquid democracy.
These representative methods could be used towards algorithm development that then
encode the values of different stakeholders [386]. For instance, in Wikipedia, a Bot
Approvals Group staffed by volunteers in the editor community oversees the approval
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of new bots that operate on Wikipedia. Group members must publicly nominate
themselves and pass a public deliberation process to be approved to join the group.
A first step towards achieving representation is a basic level of awareness and education on the part of end users. This involves understanding what curation practices
govern users’ online social spaces. There also needs to be transparency into what
kinds of features or constraints are encoded into algorithms, how any data was collected, and the activity and performance of the algorithm over time as it is deployed.
Beyond that, users should be able to collectively petition or appeal in support of
changes in a way that invites accountability.

7.4

Normative Changes

Having presented empirical evidence that collective discussion curation is feasible,
fulfills a need, and is beneficial to users, I now turn to what barriers exist to making
this vision a reality in our online social landscape and what aspects of design still
need to be explored.
The systems that I developed are sociotechnical in that they combine both technology and people, and the social parts of each system needs to work in tandem with
the technical parts. In each of the four systems of this thesis, I sought to work with
particular communities, understand their needs, and then develop systems that could
fit into their existing social environments so that they need not make large adjustments in their regular workflows. However, all of the systems do involve some shift in
users’ and platform operators’ perceptions, including their outlook on what an online
discussion system is for, what is the role of users, and what is the role of platform
operators. While engendering normative change was not the focus of this thesis, it
is still an essential aspect of improving online discussion, and could potentially be
nudged by system design.
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7.4.1

The Goals of an Online Discussion System

Many major discussion systems today are private corporations that provide their tools
and services to users free of charge in exchange for their data and attention, which they
sell to advertisers. The incentives given this arrangement on the part of platforms are
to collect more data by encouraging users to author more content about themselves
and each other, and to maximize engagement by encouraging and promoting highly
engaging content. As mentioned at the beginning of this thesis, these goals are
fundamentally misaligned with the goals of a healthy, sustainable community. When
pushed to execute on their goals, social platforms invariably make decisions, such as
introducing algorithmically sorted newsfeeds to surface highly engaging content, that
reduce users’ power to control what they see.
After the revelation of the deep problems plaguing online discussion systems followed by intense media scrutiny and public outcry, many platforms within the last
year have chosen to orient their goals more towards promoting “meaningful interactions” [234] or “healthy conversation” [134]. However, this does not go far enough, as it
is still platforms themselves defining what makes an interaction meaningful. Instead,
the goals of an online discussion system should instead be to support individuals and
communities of interest in defining their own discussion space. In the words of Lessig,
platforms could move from a contractual, “merchant-sovereign” relationship [269] to
a constitutional, “citizen-sovereign” relationship [204], where users move from customer to citizen, and platforms move from merchant to legitimizing and supporting
a structure of democratic governance. This change in goals requires a shift in the
perspectives of both users and platform operators.

7.4.2

A Normative Shift in User Roles

There are many aspects of the design of online discussion systems that push users
towards the perspective of a customer dealing with a vendor. One is the decision by
many major platforms to hide any moderation or curation that is going on behind
the scenes. This includes large teams of paid moderators sifting through flagged
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posts oftentimes in locations far from where those posts were made for small amounts
of money [281]. It also includes paid journalists or editors fact-checking content
or crafting short blurbs for curated panels such as Twitter Moments or Facebook
Trending News. To the typical user, it just magically happens that toxic content is
not clogging up their feed or that some content has been distilled and fact-checked
for them. This means that users themselves don’t have to lift a finger to get these
benefits. But when cracks form in the facade of effortless curation and users fall
through, they realize that they also don’t have power to change the status quo. For
instance, when Facebook enforced a real-name policy on account names, ethnic groups
such as Native Americans were incorrectly targeted and had little recourse to get their
accounts reinstated.
While we can build end user curation systems, it still remains to be seen how
often users would use those capabilities. For users accustomed to being catered to,
this would involve a shift in perspective where they must acknowledge the invisible
labor that goes into curation, appreciate its value, and commit to doing their part as
a citizen of the space.
There are multiple ways to signal these user norms. The first, which this thesis
addresses, is to hand over greater control, which demonstrates trust and respect
towards users that they know how to self-govern. The second is to make the work of
discussion curation more visible to everyday users instead of hiding it away [321].
This could help users understand the value that curation provides. For instance, in
the Squadbox tool, we saw the need for relationship maintenance between owners
and moderators since moderators weren’t always sure they were doing a good job.
A useful addition would be indicators or notices to owners of what their moderators
had done for them so that owners could thank them for their work.
A third way is to actually reward users who do good curation work with greater
social capital and editorial powers. Within Wikipedia, editors must be elected to curatorial positions such as administrator or bureaucrat after a public discussion within
the community. While accessing these roles involves taking on greater responsibilities, they also signal a measure of respect from the community and an increase in
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social status. Similarly, within StackOverflow, users achieve the ability to edit other
people’s posts and other curation powers as they gain standing within the community. Given higher visibility, curators can also more effectively model good behavior
to newcomers. There may even be cases where monetary rewards might support good
curation work, such as paying discussion curators a portion of earnings on platforms
such as Twitch or Youtube where content creators make money from advertisers or
fans. This is an area that needs more research.

7.4.3

A Shift in Social Platform Thinking

In addition to users changing how they think about their role within online discussion
systems, social platforms should also adopt different perspectives. A question that
could be asked of online discussion systems is why haven’t platform operators and
developers already adopted more collective curation abilities in their systems?

Balance of Power Between Users and Platforms
One possibility is that platform operators have a fear of losing control over their user
base and control over the ability to set the terms of what content users see. After
all, when community members have greater collective power, they also gain leverage
to push back against platform operators. This happened in the case of the Reddit
“Blackout”, where volunteer moderators of large subreddits on Reddit collectively
turned their subreddits private to protest platform actions [225].
However, it is not necessarily a detrimental thing for platform operators if they
lose some power relative to users. A more appropriate consideration would be what
is the right balance of responsibilities between different stakeholders and who is best
tasked to perform what curation. In my work, I argue that for most online discussion
platforms, the current balance of power is tilted much too far away from users. This
leads to problems as decision-makers become too removed from the people who are
affected by their decisions.
One can see this negotiation play out for instance between the Wikimedia Foun272

dation, the nonprofit organization supporting projects such as Wikipedia, and the
Wikipedia community of editors. In 2013 the Wikimedia Foundation began development on a project called Flow [362], also known as Structured Discussions, that
would fundamentally alter Wikipedia Talk Pages to look and feel more like typical
forums, with structured comments and infinite scrolling, in order to make Talk Pages
more accessible for newer editors. Reaction to the project was negative, particularly
from more core editors in the Wikipedia community [94], who were used to the flexibility afforded by WikiText and had developed processes and tools on top of it. In
the end, Flow was shelved on English Wikipedia in 2016 after a limited rollout. In
this case, the failure of Flow can be traced back to not enough consultation from the
people who would be most affected by Flow during its conception. The lesson, then,
is for platforms to not unilaterally make decisions for their core users in cases where
users are deeply affected. Instead, platforms could give users more tools to decide for
themselves what they want.

The Value of Human Curation
A separate perspective is that platform operators have a fear of the human touch and
the biases that could plausibly arise from it as opposed to automation, as well as a
lack of belief in the value and consequence of curation itself.
This perspective may have explained the shifting decisions around the Facebook
Trending News panel over the last few years. Facebook launched a “Trending” panel
on the homepage sidebar in 2014, loosely based on a similar feature in Twitter. The
panel featured handwritten headlines regarding each trending item and was manually
curated by a team of journalists [49]. After concerns over bias, Facebook fired the
editorial team in 2016 and replaced the manual curation with automation [366]. To be
fair, much of this fear was stoked by outside forces, including conservative media, that
accused Facebook of anti-conservative bias. And some of the concerns was warranted,
given reports of the lack of diversity of the editorial team or transparency regarding
their actions [247].
However, as mentioned earlier, automation comes with its own set of biases [22]
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and is not by default more or less biased than human curation. It is simply another
form of editorial decision-making that has its own set of priorities. And in this case,
without human oversight, the automated Trending panel began to recommend more
misinformation, conspiracy theories, and highly partisan content [155]. In response to
pressure from the government, media, and the public, Facebook scraped the feature.
In more recent events, it appears that Facebook has come full circle and will once
again be hiring a small team of journalists to curate a new “News Tab” [268].
Finally, Gilespie argues in his book “Custodians of the Internet” that “platforms
are not platforms without moderation” [107]. That is, moderation is a central part
of what makes a platform a platform, and a platform’s moderation practices are
a central component of what distinguishes it from another platform. Despite the
consequence of curation decisions, many social platforms seem to regard them as an
afterthought, hastily setting up contingencies or rewriting guidelines after the latest
public relations emergency. Instead, systems for discussion should consider curation
as equally valuable as content creation, and they should dedicate equal amounts of
time to building tools, designing user workflows, and motivating contributions towards
curation as they do towards content creation.

7.5

Conclusion

This discussion lays out several ways to put the contributions of the four systems
in this thesis into a broader landscape of the design of curation tools. Implications
arising from this research demonstrate ways that discussion curation artifacts should
be designed to be maximally useful to discussion participants, re-visitors to the discussion, newcomers to the community, and other communities of practice. Discussion
curation artifacts have value as a collaborative documentation of negotiation, a repository of organizational memory, a connector between different sociotechnical systems,
and a translator between different communities.
Discussion curation artifacts have value but only if they accurately reflect the
insights of end users. Unlike current common systems for discussion curation, we need
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systems that can reduce errors related to incorrect emulation of user preferences and
that can improve the representation of end users in the curation process. One way to
involve end users more is to incorporate more networked forms of curation that allows
end users to communicate their needs but also gives them the ability to collaborate
with others, reducing individual effort. More algorithmic forms of curation could also
reduce individual effort but need to be developed so that end users working alone or
together can effectively build and deploy such tools. Finally, curation decisions that
require a group or platform scope can still empower end users by directly involving
their voice in decision-making or allowing users to elect representatives.
To see this vision enacted, we also need to see normative change on the part of
users and on the part of platform operators. Instead of hiding curation, it should be
visible so that users are aware of what is being done on their behalf. Online discussion
systems could also be designed to encourage and reward collective curation. Finally,
platforms operators should realize that currently they hold too much power and also
carry more responsibility than they can handle when it comes to conducting discussion
curation for so many people. As builders of sociotechnical systems, we can and should
re-imagine new online discussion platforms that value the needs of end users and that
value human curation.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This dissertation argues that the longstanding problems that online discussion systems face, including an overload of information and the presence of unwanted and
harmful content, can be traced back to the failure of online discussion systems to
innovate in the ways that users can curate their discussions and discussion environments. In response, this thesis presents four systems that demonstrate how end users
could be provided with greater curation power, both individually and collectively.

8.1

Summary of Contributions

This thesis makes contributions towards how to design systems for collective discussion curation in a way that minimizes users’ efforts and reflects users’ needs. To that
end, Chapter 2 traces the evolution of our current tools for online discussion and
then synthesizes research from fields relating to collaborative and social computing,
personal and collective information management, and information visualization and
automatic processing to inform the design of novel discussion curation tools.
Wikum (Chapter 3) explores how online forums could tackle scale through collaborative summarization and presents a novel recursive summarization process for users
to build on each other’s work as well as a novel summary tree artifact for exploring
discussions at different levels of summarization. I present a case study of editors on
Wikipedia who already perform the work of summarizing discourse but have difficulty
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doing so without effective tools or the ability to collaborate. From a deployment of
Wikum with these editors, I find evidence suggesting the tool’s usefulness for distributing cognitive load across time and people.
In Chapter 4, I examine group chat systems, finding users overburdened with trying to catch up and wanting ways to get structured, contextual updates. I develop
lightweight techniques for teamsourced notetaking and tagging within chat and integrate them into Tilda, a tool for marking up chat in situ. Deployments of Tilda
with Slack teams demonstrated active use of the tool for both marking up chat and
catching up using chat summaries.
Moving from curation that alters discussion, I turn towards systems for curating
message workflows. In Chapter 5, I study communities of mailing lists, finding tensions between members due to mismatches in posting behaviors and desires. I develop
a new mailing list system called Murmur focused on distributed fine-grained delivery
customization by senders and receivers.
In Chapter 6, I examine the problem of online harassment, finding users overwhelmed and turning to friends for help who can understand their contextual needs.
In response, I develop Squadbox, a system for friendsourced moderation of email,
where people faced with a harassment campaign can turn on Squadbox and redirect
potentially harassing messages to their friends who can vet the messages for them.
Finally, Chapter 7 presents a series of implications for the design of discussion curation artifacts and places the presented systems into broader frameworks examining
scope, automation, and representation to characterize discussion curation systems as
a whole.
The contributions fall into the following three main research areas of social computing, computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW), and crowdsourcing.
∙ Social Computing: Distributed social arrangements such as friendsourced
moderation and teamsourced curation permit new forms of collaborative discussion curation across different social relationships.
∙ CSCW: As a form of collaborative work, these discussion curation tools offer
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new ways of doing, such as superimposing structure, and new artifact designs,
such as summary trees, for negotiating boundaries and routinizing work, towards
improving collaboration.
∙ Crowdsourcing: Novel workflows such as recursive summarization effectively
distribute and combine inputs for collective curation. Distributed processes such
as fine-grained delivery customization explore collective intelligence towards information management.

8.2

Future Work

This thesis presents four examples of collective discussion curation tools but there
are many more that could be explored in future research. There are also additional
dimensions than the ones examined in this thesis that could be considered. In this
section, I describe some of the limitations of this thesis and promising areas for future
work.

8.2.1

Designing for User Roles, Life Cycles, and Incentives

In my thesis, I did not focus on designing user roles and incentives. In each system,
each user of the system has the ability to perform any curation action that was
available. There are a few exceptions, namely owners of Wikum projects can block
individuals or give edit versus read privileges, and Squadbox owners can determine
what their moderators can do for them. But other than that, there was no concept
of particular user roles or hierarchies of power. Instead, systems could be designed to
support different explicit roles or support the formation of emergent roles.
In addition, I did not explore the possibility of transitions over a user’s life cycle.
For instance, the needs of a newcomer to a system are different from the needs of seasoned community member. Users usually don’t start out with the most complicated
or consequential curation work but work their way up [13]. Systems could be designed to support the seamless transition of users as they gain social capital and take
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on greater curatorial responsibilities. In this work, I did not pursue any long term
field studies. Such studies would be useful to understand how users of a discussion
curation system alter their behavior over longer periods of time.
Finally, the transition of users from casual to central contributors depends on
systems that can sufficiently motivate and incentivize participation. While this work
examined motivations in the deployments of tools to real users, more work is necessary
to understand how to design different incentives for curation. Potential avenues that
have been explored in the past in other areas include personal or social gamification,
just-in-time nudges, social proof, and financial incentives.

8.2.2

Governance Models

An important thread throughout this work has been on curation’s relationship to
governance and how social platforms can gain legitimacy for their curatorial decisions.
Today, large social platforms grappling with problems of speech have build up large
structures of governance strikingly reminiscent of existing institutions offline [182].
Most recently, Mark Zuckerberg has called for a Facebook “Supreme Court” that
would weigh in on difficult content moderation cases [387]. There is a great deal
of existing research on governance in the offline setting that may be a useful way to
consider platform governance. For instance, I am collaborating on a project examining
constitutional jury systems such as exist in the U.S. and applying those models to
online content moderation. Future research could explore how other offline governance
processes might translate to the online setting. Systems could be developed that
enable democratic governance of code, whether that be code for interfaces or code for
algorithms.

8.2.3

Improving Discussant Experiences While Conversing

While Wikum supports understanding of discourse after the fact, and Murmur and
Squadbox support moderating out unwanted discourse, I did not address how to
design systems to improve the quality of discourse for discussants during discussion.
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Tilda is the only tool that can be used while discussions are ongoing. We did not
explicitly study the effect of using Tilda on discussions; however, one interesting poststudy comment from a Tilda user mentioned how they noticed discussions improving
after the addition of Tilda in that they drove towards a goal faster. The presence of
the Tilda discourse act categories signaled to users to provide statements conforming
to those categories. This suggestion warrants further study. More broadly, it would
be interesting to explore how discussion systems can give participants a sense of
progress, even when there is no tangible output. One way could be to treat the
discussion artifact itself as an output or an input into another artifact, as opposed to
something discarded once over.
Another important and related area of improvement is how we can increase empathy across sides through discourse, particularly given the prevalence of polarized
discourse readily observed online today. I hypothesize that an important aspect of
breaking through echo chambers is framing, particularly the underlying moral frames
behind arguments. Early experiments I have collaborated on in this area provided
evidence that getting discussants to share their moral values with others increased empathy towards the other side [350]. Work I have done to externalize, detect [379, 380],
and visualize [67] moral values could give people a better frame for interpreting different opinions. Another possibility is that collaborative discussion summarization itself
could also be a mechanism for encouraging empathy. Currently, Wikum supports
only discussion summarization after a discussion is over. An open question is how to
design discussion systems that embed summarization into the process of discussion.

8.2.4

Building Beyond Textual Discourse

This thesis only explored textual discourse online. But today, people converse using
a variety of media, include streaming video, images, GIFs and other memes, emojis, and more. Some of these media, such as livestream videos, have even greater
issues with overload as they are harder to skim. There is also spoken discourse, both
offline and online, using phone, video, or in-person meetings between small groups.
Some techniques for notetaking and tagging that were explored in Tilda could be
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applied towards synthesizing spoken communication, given improvements in speechto-text technology. Finally, future research could consider software to support larger
gatherings such as conferences online, where many discussions might be going on
simultaneously, and how to curate those discussions.

8.2.5

Scaling Up Discussion Synthesis

The techniques introduced in Wikum and Tilda are just two of many ways that people
can provide signals to synthesize and add structure to discussion. As an example of
another signal, thousands of readers may explore the same forum, creating paths of
interest through different threads, yet each newcomer must start again from scratch.
Harnessing both active and passive signals will be helpful towards building web-scale
systems for synthesis and exploration of discussion. For instance, what is the best
way to build the Wikipedia of opinions or the Google of public forums?
Another way to consider scaling up is to develop a set of common patterns of
discussion structures. The discourse actions that people take while conversing can
vary greatly even though discussion threads have little variation in appearance today.
For instance, the existence of structured Q&A sites suggests that Q&A discussions
should have a different presentation than other types of discussions such as procon deliberations. Building on work I conducted on automatically characterizing
common discourse act chains [382], future research could explore new representations
of discourse beyond simply threaded and non-threaded, towards a broad typology of
discourse structures.

8.2.6

From Users Curating to Users Creating and Remixing
Curation Tools

In this thesis, I conducted needfinding studies with potential users before developing
systems to address their needs using a user-centered approach. However, in each of
the current systems, users can use the features that I developed but have little ability
to develop other forms of curation on their own or affect how the interfaces look and
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behave. In addition, I define a particular data schema and while users are able to
decide where and to what depth they wish to apply that schema, they cannot alter
the schema itself. For instance, users can in Murmur perform a series of pre-defined
customizations as senders or receivers, such as adding or blocking participants or tags.
However, they are not free to define their own customizations, for example to block
a person only on weekdays.
An interesting future line of research would be to consider software systems and
collaborative workflows that could better facilitate participatory design or co-design
at scale for online discussion systems [290]. Another line of work would be to develop
systems where users can create their own data schemas and author their own customizations on top of those schemas. From there, systems could allow users to share
their customizations with other users, who could then remix multiple people’s work
to create something new. The research question of how to design such a system so
that it is flexible yet accessible to end users is one that we are currently exploring in
the realm of email customization [260].
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When we see “internet of things”, let’s make it an internet of beings.
When we see “virtual reality”, let’s make it a shared reality.
When we see “machine learning”, let’s make it collaborative learning.
When we see “user experience”, let’s make it about human experience.
When we hear “the singularity is near”, let us remember: the Plurality is
here.
–Audrey Tang
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